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TOO MAJOR
FOR HOME

TOO MINOR
FOR HOSPITAL

When an injury or illness needs quick attention but not
in the Emergency Department, call Stanford Express
Care. Staffed by doctors, nurses, and physician assistants,
Express Care treats children (6+ months) and adults for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respiratory illnesses
Cold and flu
Stomach pain
Fever and headache
Back pain
Cuts and sprains

• UTIs (urinary tract
infections)
• Pregnancy tests
• Flu shots
• Throat cultures

Express Care accepts most insurance and is billed as
a primary care, not emergency care, appointment.
Providing same-day fixes every day, 9:00am to 9:00pm.
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JUST RIGHT
FOR STANFORD
EXPRESS CARE

Express Care is available
at two convenient locations:
Stanford Express Care Palo Alto
Hoover Pavilion
211 Quarry Road, Suite 102
Palo Alto, CA 94304
tel: 650.736.5211
Stanford Express Care San Jose
River View Apartment Homes
52 Skytop Street, Suite 10
San Jose, CA 95134
tel: 669.294.8888
Open Everyday
by Appointment Only
9:00am–9:00pm
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Listed by Michael Repka of the DeLeon Team
650.900.7000 | michael@deleonrealty.com | www.deleonrealty.com | DRE #01903224

THOUGHTFUL UPDATES IN A CHARMING EICHLER
Offered at $1,988,000

3710 Lindero Drive, Palo Alto

Sun-filled spaces, hardwood floors, and classic tongue-and-groove ceilings warm this beautiful 4 bedroom, 2 bath mid-century home of 1,777
square feet (per county) in prestigious Palo Alto. Resting on an expansive corner lot of 7,834 square feet (per city), the fully-fenced backyard
promotes entertaining and alfresco dining with a wrap-around patio, vibrant landscaping, and a bonus back cottage. An enclosed sunroom
with floor-to-ceiling glass doors creates a seamless indoor-outdoor connection in the main house, which flows gracefully into the open-concept
kitchen, dining, and living rooms. Residents can enjoy venturing over to nearby Robles Park, Mitchell Park and Library, or Charleston Shopping
Center for a good read, coffee, and picnics in the park, or socialize with the local community at Cubberly Center. Commuters will love being a
short drive away from Alma Street, El Camino Real, and the CalTrain, while children can attend world-class schools.

OPEN HOUSE

Saturday 1:30 - 4:30 pm

Complimentary
Refreshments

For more information, video tour & more photos, please visit:

www.3710Lindero.com
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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Hotel execs brace for battle against Measure E
Opponents of transient-occupancy-tax hike say they
worry the change will hurt local economy
by Gennady Sheyner
tanford University’s graduation season typically
brings flush times to the
Cardinal Hotel, with guests booking rooms at the downtown Palo
Alto hotel months in advance.
Last year, however, the hotel’s general manager, Stephanie

S

Wansek, witnessed a strange,
new phenomenon: vacancies.
This year, it happened again,
Wansek told the Weekly.
“Normally, in my 20 years here,
we had been sold out every year
by March or April,” Wansek said.
Other hotel executives also

have seen demand cool off, according to Wansek. So when the
City Council began to float the
idea of raising the city’s hotel tax
(formally known as the transientoccupancy tax, or TOT) for the
third time in 11 years, the move
caught their attention. Since then,
the group of hotel executives —
which includes members from
the Cardinal, Westin, Sheraton,
Dinah’s Garden Hotel, Zen Hotel
and Hotel Parmani — have been

meeting regularly to talk about
Measure E, which would raise the
transient-occupancy-tax rate from
14 percent to 15.5 percent.
“Everybody around the table
said their occupancy is off — is
either flattening or down,” Wansek said.
Palo Alto isn’t the only city
looking to move ahead with a
hotel-tax hike in November. Los
Altos voters will consider raising their city’s TOT rate from 11

percent to 14 percent; in Morgan
Hill, voters will weigh in on increasing it from 10 percent to 11
percent.
There is a reason why hiking
the hotel tax is such a popular
proposition. Voters are far more
likely to support tax increases
if the costs are borne by out-oftown guests — a long-held truism that was confirmed by a poll
(continued on page 12)

EDUCATION

Law firm
threatens
school board
over elections
Letter alleges district’s
system ‘dilutes’ Latino
and Asian votes
by Elena Kadvany
alo Alto Unified has become the latest public entity to be hit with a threat
of legal action alleging its at-large
election system violates the California Voting Rights Act.
An Aug. 10 letter from attorney
Alexander Tomescu of Laguna
Niguel law firm Wewer & Lacy
claims Palo Alto school board
elections are “racially polarized,”
making it more difficult for Latino and Asian voters to elect candidates or to influence elections.
The school board discussed
the letter in closed session Tuesday night. Board President Ken
Dauber did not announce in open
session any reportable action related to this item.
Similar letters have gone out to
school districts and cities across
the state, with many moving to
trustee-area or district-based elections in response to threatened or
actual lawsuits. At-large elections
give every voter the chance to
vote for every candidate across
the city, whereas trustee-area or
district elections split the city into
smaller districts and voters choose
a candidate only from within their
own district.
Locally, the city of Menlo Park
adopted last year a district-based
voting system after receiving a
similar legal threat.
This summer, Santa Clara
County Superior Court Judge

P

AVIATION

Pilot in fatal plane crash
was on charitable mission
Two passengers in Baylands crash
sent to Stanford Health Care
by Sue Dremann and Weekly staff
small plane on a mission
of mercy crashed into the
Palo Alto Baylands Tuesday morning, killing the pilot
and injuring two passengers, who
were taken by ambulance to Stanford Health Care.
Pilot W. John Spencer, 66, was
a Placerville resident who was a
volunteer for Angel Flight West, a

A

nonprofit that provides free transportation to patients and their
families throughout the western portion of the United States.
He died of multiple injuries, the
Santa Clara County Medical Examiner’s Office said on Thursday.
Angel Flight West Executive
Director Josh Olson confirmed
on Wednesday morning that

Spencer was flying the aircraft.
“Angel Flight West is devastated and deeply saddened to share
that we lost one of our volunteer
pilot Angels yesterday,” Olson
said. “Our thoughts and prayers
are with the families of everyone
on board.”
Olson said the nonprofit has
donated 75,000 flights to passengers in need since its founding 35
years ago.
“This is the first accident occurring with an Angel Flight
West passenger on board,” he
added.
Both passengers were in stable
condition and hospitalized, Stanford Health Care spokeswoman
Lisa Kim said on Tuesday.
Anthony Dellamaria, a Redding resident, confirmed on
Tuesday that his wife, Nancy

Dellamaria, 49, and stepdaughter, Chloe King, 16, were on the
aircraft. They were flying to Palo
Alto so that Chloe could have surgery at Lucile Packard Children’s
Hospital, he said.
“Nancy has broken ribs and
a fractured neck. I haven’t been
able to talk to her yet. Chloe is
wearing a cervical collar and is
under observation,” he said from
his home.
His wife’s mother flew in Tuesday. She had planned to arrive
for Chloe’s scheduled surgery, he
said.
“It’s just sad,” he added of
Spencer’s death.
Spencer had aborted an initial
landing at the airport and was
attempting to regain altitude
(continued on page 14)

Veronica Weber

Palo Alto police and fire personnel respond to a fatal plane crash in the Palo Alto Baylands on Sept. 4. Pilot W. John Spencer died
on impact but his two passengers survived and were transported to Stanford Health Care.

(continued on page 13)
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outsiders looking to misuse it.
For the moment, the origin of the
signs remains a mystery. The real
Palo Alto Forward hopes that it
gets solved soon. Rosenblum said
the group filed a police report to
“get this unauthorized use on the
record.”

ADVERTISING

Senior Designers Linda Atilano, Paul Llewellyn
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Around Town
THE LOWEST FORM OF
FLATTERY ... Palo Alto residents
may have seen signs pop up in
various locations over the past
week, urging them to support
Proposition 10, a California
proposition that would repeal the
Costa Hawkins Act and allow cities
to adopt rent-control regulations.
The signs purport to be from Palo
Alto Forward, the local nonprofit
that advocates for building more
housing. It declares that Palo Alto
Forward “stands with working
families and encourages you to
vote yes on Proposition 10.” The
signs went up on the corners of
Waverley Street and Channing
Avenue; Emerson Street and
Forest Avenue; Alma Street and
Hamilton Avenue; and at least
six other locations. And while it’s
unknown who installed them, one
thing is clear: They did not come
from Palo Alto Forward, says
Eric Rosenblum, a co-founder
of the group and a member of its
steering committee. The board
never approved a position on
Proposition 10 and none of the
members were aware of the signs
before they went up, Rosenblum
told the Weekly. This isn’t the first
time Palo Alto Forward’s name has
been invoked by others who have
no affiliation with the nonprofit.
In 2016, Tim Gray, who serves
as treasurer of the slow-growthleaning political action committee,
Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning,
registered “Palo Alto Forward” as
a political action committee. Gray,
who had also served as treasurer
of Councilwoman Lydia Kou’s 2016
council campaign, told the Weekly
that he registered the name out of
belief that the name “belongs to
the public” and pointed to the fact
that the City of Palo Alto had used
it years ago as part of a campaign
to get citizens involved in updating
the city’s land-use vision. When
asked about the signs this week,
Gray told the Weekly that he has
nothing to do with them and that he
has no idea who installed them. He
also reasserted his right to protect
the name “Palo Alto Forward” from

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS
... When Palo Alto created its
new business registry in 2015, the
primary goal was to learn a bit more
about the local workforce. The new
registry, for which every business
had to register, was supposed to
answer an assortment of fuzzy
questions, including: How many
workers — and companies — exist
in Palo Alto? Where do employees
come from? How do they get
here? Instead, three years after
its inception, the registry remains
— to put it mildly — a hot mess,
riddled with errors, redundancies
and omissions. That much was
acknowledged in May, when the
council’s Finance Committee briefly
discussed the registries many
limitations and Councilman Greg
Scharff suggested that it may be
time to abandon it altogether. Now,
the registry is once again under the
limelight — this time, as a result
of a critical new audit from City
Auditor Harriet Richardson. The
audit concluded that the business
registry data is “not reliable,”
which “could cause incorrect
conclusions about year-over-year
business trends.” Some records
had incomplete information,
the audit states. Others used
different classifications from one
year to another. Three business
records that were entered in 2016
were named “Test Complete
Application,” with each showing
618 employees and 739 leased
parking spaces. Earlier this year,
the city made an effort to improve
the registry by hiring the firm
MuniServices to administer the
program. The firm, according to the
audit, added a few quality control
processes that should result in
more reliable data. This includes
correcting Palo Alto’s existing
mailing list of local businesses and
assigning unique user accounts
for each business. Richardson’s
audit recommends that the city and
MuniServices consider additional
measures, including comparing the
business registry records with other
databases and making in-person
visits to businesses. Q

Upfront
DEVELOPMENT

CityView

Study: Stanford can triple its density
Santa Clara County analysis shows university could expand by nearly
30 million square feet without infringing on foothills

A round-up

City Council

by Gennady Sheyner
s Stanford University
advances its request to
add more than 2 million
square feet of academic space to
its campus by 2035, one question
that has long bedeviled local residents and policymakers is: How
big can the university get?
Now, there is an answer. According to a study commissioned
by Santa Clara County planners,
the university can roughly triple
its building density and expand to
44 million square feet. Currently,
the university has 15.2 million
square feet of development.
Furthermore, the study concluded that Stanford has enough
space on its academic campus
to accommodate such a level of
growth without infringing on the
foothills.
Known as the Sustainable Development Study Supplement, the
analysis aims to address a question that’s been posed by Palo
Alto City Council members, Santa Clara County supervisors and
concerned residents, more than
500 of whom signed a petition
last December demanding that
the county establish a “maximum
buildout” level for Stanford.
“Stanford cannot continue to
grow indefinitely without seriously compromising our quality
of life on the Peninsula,” states
the petition, which was launched
by former Palo Alto Mayor Peter
Drekmeier.
The county Board of Supervisors expected the university to address the question of “maximum
build-out” in 2000, when it approved Stanford’s last application
for a general-use permit (GUP).
As part of the approval, the county
required Stanford to submit a sustainable-development study that
would “identify the maximum
planned buildout potential for all
of Stanford’s unincorporated Santa
Clara County land” and identify
the university’s strategies for preventing sprawl into the hillsides.
Instead, Stanford submitted a
study that considered three theoretical growth scenarios — with
low, moderate and high growth
— with a 2035 horizon. (Despite
some misgivings, the supervisors
approved the study in 2009 by a
3-2 vote.)
Joe Simitian, the president of
the Board of Supervisors, said
the new supplement was commissioned by county staff as part
of the board’s ongoing review of
the new GUP application, a process that is expected to conclude
by March 2019. Simitian told the
Weekly that in commissioning the
study, county officials were hoping to get Stanford to answer the
question posed two decades ago.
“Then as now, people were asking, ‘Is there an end to this and, if
so, at one point? Or are we going

of Palo Alto government action this week

The council did not meet this week.

A

Council Finance Committee (Sept. 4)

Investment: The committee supported a staff proposal to revise the city’s
investment policy, including new language codifying the city’s “environmental,
social and governance” practice. Yes: Unanimous
Labor: The committee directed staff to reach out to the city’s various bargaining
units to discuss proposals to add transparency to labor negotiations. Yes:
Filseth, Kou, Scharff Absent: Tanaka

Board of Education (Sept. 4)

to expect that every 15 years or so,
the university will come back to
ask for another few million square
feet?” said Simitian, who was also
on the board in 2000, when the
existing GUP was approved.
The study’s conclusion is based
on existing land-use designations,
land capacity, development patterns at other universities and
various resource constraints (energy, water and transportation).
The study used a classification
tool created by the Carnegie
Commission of Higher Education
to find 27 universities categorized as comparable to Stanford
— a list that includes University
of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Northwestern University and, closer to
home, UCLA and University of
California, Berkeley. After evaluating each campus’s floor-area ratio (FAR) — a measure of density
that uses building square footage
and land area — it concluded that
Stanford has a “relatively low development density” and “one of
the largest acreages across comparable universities.”
Stanford’s 1,018-acre academic
campus currently has an FAR of
0.34.
Not surprisingly, the survey of
universities showed that those with
less land generally tend to build at
a greater density. Johns Hopkins
University, Boston College and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, for example, all have less
than 200 developable acres and
FAR levels greater than 0.9.
Universities with lower density
than Stanford — including University of California, San Diego;
University of Colorado, at Boulder; and Yale University — all
have more than 1,000 acres of developable land and floor-area ratio
of under 0.3.
Stanford’s floor-area ratio is
slated to go up, however, to 0.38
once the university completes
construction of the Escondido
Village Graduate Residences and

to 0.46 once the university fully
implements the construction plans
in its new general-use permit.
Even with this expected growth
spurt, the study suggests that Stanford can potentially accommodate
much more. It acknowledges that
Stanford is unlikely to ever reach
an FAR of 1.5, which is generally
associated with “very small campuses in highly urbanized cores
of major cities (New York, Boston
and Washington, D.C.).”
It does, however, deem a FAR
of 1.0 to be a more reasonable
maximum density to plan for. If
Stanford were to reach for that
density level (which would still
be a bit below Berkley’s FAR of

File photo/Veronica Weber

Visitors to Stanford University walk past the Jerry Yang and Akiko
Yamazaki Environment and Energy Building, at right, which
actually comprises four inter-connected buildings of more than
500,000 square feet.

Bond funds: The board approved the appropriation of Strong Schools Bond
revenue and expenditures. Yes: Unanimous
Furnishings: The board authorized purchase orders for furnishings and
equipment for new music classrooms at Gunn High School and Palo Alto High
School’s new library. Yes: Unanimous
Signature authorization resolution: The board waived its two-meeting rule and
approved a resolution delegating authority to the superintendent and designees
to sign contracts, orders and checks. Yes: Unanimous
Purchase orders resolution: The board waived its two-meeting rule and
approved purchase orders from July and August. Yes: Unanimous
Deputy superintendent: The board waived its two-meeting rule (in a 4-1 vote,
with Baten Caswell dissenting) and approved a contract for Karen Hendricks to
become deputy superintendent. Yes: Unanimous
Budget: During a budget update, the board passed a motion to require staff
to give monthly reports to the board on the district’s legal expenses, including
year-to-date spending and updated forecasts. Yes: Unanimous
General counsel: The board discussed a general counsel position but voted
down a motion to waive the two-meeting rule. The item will return at the board’s
next meeting. Yes: Collins, Dauber, DiBrienza No: Baten Caswell, Godfrey
General counsel reporting: The board passed a motion stating the general
counsel will report to the Board of Education with a “dotted line” to the
superintendent. Yes: Baten Caswell, Collins, Dauber, DiBrienza Abstain: Godfrey
Aug. 21, 2018, minutes: The board approved the Aug. 21, 2018, meeting
minutes and requested the superintendent bring back a proposal for how to
capture in the minutes “to-dos” that trustees mention during meetings. Yes:
Unanimous

Utilities Advisory Commission (Sept. 5)

Electric: The commission discussed the 2018 Electric Integrated Resource
Plan. Action: None

Architectural Review Board (Sept. 6)

3241 Park Ave. The board discussed a proposal to build a 10,100-square-foot
two-story commercial development at 3241 Park Ave.
Action: None
3223 Hanover St. The board approved a proposal to construct a new twostory, 67,200-square-foot office and research-and-development project at 3223
Hanover St.
Yes: Firth, Gooyer, Lew Absent: Baltay, Thompson

LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines and talk
about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com

(continued on page 10)

Custom Rollouts Built to
Fit Your Existing Cabinets!
We build and install premium-quality
pull out shelves for your kitchen,
garage, bathroom or VMÄJL

50% Off

Installation
Expires 9-30-18

 Mobile Showroom  Senior Citizen & Veteran Discount  Friendly and Professional Installation

(408) 930-4144
www.PrecisionRollouts.com

Call today
for a FREE
estimate!
Lic. #1030398
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Upfront

News Digest

COMMUNITY

Health care advocate and architect
chosen for Athena honors

Theranos shutting down permanently

City to explore new laws to protect renters

Fresh off of adopting an emergency law that requires relocation
assistance be given to low-income tenants facing eviction, the Palo
Alto City Council is preparing to consider on Monday broader and
potentially stronger measures to aid local renters.
The council is set to discuss a memo from council members Tom
DuBois, Karen Holman, Lydia Kou and Cory Wolbach to review
and potentially strengthen the city’s renter-protection laws. Among
the changes that the four council members recommend exploring is
stronger enforcement of an existing requirement of annual leases;
additional mediation services for tenants and landlords; and “reasonable relocation assistance” that landlords must provide to tenants in
multi-family developments.
The emergency law that the council passed on Aug. 27 dealt only
with the lattermost issue. It established a required payment of $7,000
to $17,000 per household in relocation assistance. The law, however,
stops well short of what most council members were hoping for. It
only applies to complexes with 50 or more apartments. And, more
controversially, it only covers households with an income level below Santa Clara County’s area median income (for a single-person
household, this amounts to about $86,000).
The new memo, which now includes Wolbach as a co-signer, does
not include any restrictions on rent increases. Instead, it calls for
exploring relatively non-controversial processes like mediation and
stronger enforcement of an existing law requiring annual leases.
While the emergency ordinance was passed largely as a response
to concerns from tenants of President Hotel, who are now facing
eviction from the downtown apartment building, the permanent
ordinance is aiming to address broader housing trends — namely,
exorbitant costs and a shortage of supply. Q
—Gennady Sheyner

Council treads cautiously on labor reforms

Seeking to add transparency to the normally secretive process of
labor negotiations, the Palo Alto City Council is moving ahead with
a plan to publicize every offer and counteroffer exchanged between
management and labor groups during contract talks.
But before the plan becomes a reality, city officials are preparing
to meet with every labor union to gauge their interest and solicit their
concerns about the proposed reforms. The cautious approach, which
would be followed by formal meet-and-confer sessions with each
union, was adopted on Tuesday by the council’s Finance Committee.
Under the memo’s proposal, which loosely follows the city of San
Jose’s existing policy, every formal offer and counter offer would be
posted on the city’s website. Each would be accompanied by a fiscal
analysis prepared by staff.
“The intent here is to inject an increase in visibility at certain
checkpoints during the process,” said Vice Mayor Eric Filseth, the
lead author of the memo. “In the current circumstance, the first time
the public has any idea of what’s going on is when it goes to the
council for an up or down vote.” Q
—Gennady Sheyner
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Sherri Sager and Elaine Uang to be recognized by
the Palo Alto Chamber of Commerce
by Sue Dremann

he two women selected
as Palo Alto’s most influential leaders by the Palo
Alto Chamber of Commerce
have dedicated countless hours
to helping children and families
with serious medical conditions
and to diversifying the city’s
housing stock.
Sherri Sager, chief government
and community relations officer
at Lucile Packard Children’s
Hospital Stanford, and Elaine
Uang, an architect and co-founder of the grassroots housing and
transportation group Palo Alto
Forward, will be feted at the
2018 Athena Awards on Oct. 30,
hosted by the Garden Court Hotel in downtown Palo Alto.
The Athena Awards are given
to women and men who strive toward the highest level of accomplishment and who excel in their
chosen field and, through their
accomplishments, open paths so
others may follow, according to
the Chamber of Commerce.
“Among all the outstanding
women in business in the Palo
Alto area, these two women are
being especially recognized as
role models for other professionals for the generosity and impact
of their community service,”
Judy Kleinberg, president and
CEO, said.
Sager is receiving the Athena
Leadership Award and Uang the
Athena Emerging Professional
Leadership Award.
As Lucile Packard Children’s
Hospital’s chief government and
community-relations officer for
more than 24 years, Sager has
traveled to Sacramento and
Washington, D.C., to advocate
for the work done at Packard
hospital and for patient health,
including asking Congress to
pass legislation to aid children
with medically complex conditions. She’s helped shape policy
locally as a board member of
the Joint Venture Silicon Valley. And at Packard, she has developed community-education
programs.
“I am very mission focused
and want to leave the world a
better place than when I entered
it. I think of myself as a pragmatic idealist,” she stated in an
email.
Sager was raised in San Jose,
earned a degree in political science from Santa Clara University and a master’s degree in
public administration from San
Jose State University.
She worked for presidential
candidate Hubert Humphrey at
the 1972 Democratic Convention, where she learned “that if
you want to change the world,

T
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Theranos Inc., the Palo Alto-based blood-testing company whose
former CEO and chief operating officer were indicted by a federal
grand jury earlier this year for allegedly defrauding investors and
patients in a multimillion-dollar scheme, is shutting down, according
to the company’s CEO and general counsel David Taylor.
In a letter to stockholders, Taylor said Theranos had been working with an investment bank that had reached out to more than 80
potential buyers over the past four months.
“Unfortunately, none of those leads has materialized into a transaction. We are now out of time,” Taylor wrote.
Taylor said the company plans to seek board and shareholder consent to begin dissolving Theranos on Sept. 10.
The company has already begun negotiating a settlement with
Fortress Credit to take ownership of Theranos, Taylor said. Theranos
was in default for a loan with Fortress and owes at least $60 million
to unsecured creditors, Taylor said.
Under the settlement, Fortress would take ownership of all assets,
and Theranos would be allowed to distribute its remaining cash,
about $5 million, to creditors.
Chief Operating Officer Ramesh “Sunny” Balwani and Theranos
founder Elizabeth Holmes were charged with two counts of conspiracy to commit wire fraud and nine counts of wire fraud last March.
The pair allegedly used advertisements and solicitations to persuade
doctors and patients to use the company’s services, despite knowing
certain blood tests wouldn’t provide accurate results, according to
the indictment. Q
—Palo Alto Weekly Staff

Sherri Sager

Elaine Uang

you have to change it from the
inside,” she stated in her Joint
Venture biography.
She is a current and former
director of numerous nonprofit
organizations, including the
board chair of the San Mateo
County Economic Development
Association, co-vice chairperson
of the Menlo Park Chamber of
Commerce and board liaison for
the Ravenswood Family Health
Center.
It’s hard to list just one most
gratifying aspect of her work,
she said.
“The work that I do in government and community relations
can make a difference for our
patients to be able to get to the
right provider at the right time
and in the right place. I can cut
through red tape for them,” she
said.
“The advice I would give to
folks is ... know that everyone
can make a difference. One
rock can create ripples that can
create other ripples. And never
give up. Sometimes you have to
break things down to small bites
and for every two steps forward
there may be a step backwards,
but don’t give up. Lasting change
is worth taking the time and patience so don’t get discouraged,”
she wrote.
Uang, an architect and founder/owner of Architarian Design,
said her work in grassroots organizing through Palo Alto Forward hasn’t necessarily been
easy.
“The most satisfying thing
about my civic contributions is
helping to create safe spaces for
people to talk about important
issues. When I started housing
advocacy in 2013, Palo Alto was
full of voices opposing Maybell
and ‘dense,’ low-income senior
housing,” she stated in an email.
“Housing was not something
you could publicly support without being vilified by the most vocal anti-housing voices,” she said.
This year, her two greatest
achievements were garnering

support for the city’s affordablehousing overlay and helping
Pastor Rick Mixon and his community partners obtain the city’s
permission to use First Baptist
Church as a community center,
she said.
“The affordable-housing overlay reaffirms support for housing
policy and new laws/standards
that help make future affordable
housing projects more feasible in
Palo Alto. We haven’t seen any
100 percent below-market-rate
housing approved or built in nine
years,” she said.
Building community is important to Uang, which is why she
worked with others to help First
Baptist Church create a space
for people to come together in
shared activities, she said.
In 2017, she championed reforms to the city’s accessorydwelling-unit ordinance and
parking programs, both of which
the city council passed.
Uang earned a bachelor of arts
degree in human biology from
Stanford University and a master’s degree in architecture from
the University of Virginia. She
is a 2015-2016 Leadership Palo
Alto fellow.
The Athena Emerging Professional Leadership Award recognizes a woman who “is newer to
the professional world and who
already demonstrates excellence,
creativity and initiative in her
business or profession and the
community,” according to the
Chamber.
The Athena Awards will begin with a networking reception
from 11 a.m. to noon, followed
by the awards luncheon. Sponsorships are available by calling
650-324-3121 or info@paloaltochamber.com. Individual tickets and table sales are currently
available at paloaltochamber.
com/athena-awards. Q
The Palo Alto Weekly is a cosponsor of the Athena Awards.
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

OPEN SATURDAY, September 8, 1:30 – 4:00pm
OPEN SUNDAY, September 9, 2:00 – 4:00pm

1044 Sonoma Avenue, Menlo Park
Stunning Custom-Built Home in Coveted Flood Park
• Custom-built home in 2008 with acute attention to detail

• Inviting family room area with sleek gas ﬁreplace

• Modern Zen-like design with large open spaces

• Attached two-car garage

• Four bedrooms and three baths on two levels

• Beautifully landscaped private yard with ﬁre pit and
built-in seating

• Media room, large customized ofﬁce area, and
tremendous great room

• Excellent Menlo Park schools

• Stunning open kitchen with stainless steel appliances
and island seating

• Close proximity to downtown Palo Alto and Menlo Park,
Stanford University, and Hwy 101

Offered at $3,495,000 | www.1044Sonoma.com
For a private showing or more information, please contact Judy Citron.

A FRESH APPROACH

JUDY CITRON • 650.543.1206
Judy@JudyCitron.com • JudyCitron.com
License # 01825569

#20 Agent in the United States (per The Wall Street Journal, 2018)
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources. Such information has not been verified by Alain Pinel Realtors®.
If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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Upfront

Stanford

Online This Week

(continued from page 7)

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online
throughout the week. For longer versions, go to www.PaloAlto
Online.com/news.

County, hospital partner on teen health

Children and youth from low-income families in Santa Clara
County will now have access to a rare niche of intensive after-school
mental health services, after the Board of Supervisors approved a
contract with Mountain View’s El Camino Hospital last month.

(Posted Sept. 5, 2:18 p.m.)

Teen charged with felony assault

A 19-year-old from East Palo Alto faces felony charges after allegedly threatening and beating two Palo Alto High School classmates with a gun last year at a gathering in unincorporated Menlo
Park. (Posted Sept. 1, 2:13 p.m.)

Palo Altan released from jail in Nepal

Wolf Price, the Palo Alto High School graduate who says he was
wrongly imprisoned in Nepal, has been released and returned to the
Bay Area last weekend. (Posted Sept. 3, 10:16 a.m.)

Magnitude 3.5 quake shakes area

A magnitude 3.5 earthquake centered near the Calaveras Reservoir 5.5 miles northeast of Milpitas shook a good part of the East
Bay and South Bay, including Palo Alto, on Sunday at about 7:10
p.m., the United States Geological Survey said. It was the third
notable earthquake in the Bay Area over the weekend. (Posted Sept.

2, 10:43 p.m.)

Allegedly armed teacher worked in Palo Alto

Palo Alto Unified School District officials said Thursday that an
eighth-grade teacher arrested in San Jose on Wednesday had been
a substitute teacher in the district on several occasions. (Posted Aug.
31, 8:56 a.m.)

1.11), its academic campus would
accommodate 44.4 million square
feet of development.
Even at a more modest FAR of
0.75, Stanford could accommodate 33.3 million square feet of
development, effectively doubling
its campus.
To be sure, there’s been no sign
to date that Stanford wants to go
that route, a fact that Stanford officials emphasized in a fact sheet
released Tuesday. The current
general-use-permit application
requests permission to build 2.275
million square feet of academic
space and 3,150 new housing units
or student beds by 2035.
Stanford states that the new report’s study horizon is “beyond a
reasonable planning frame” and
that its conclusions are on “hypothetical development capacity.”
“It is not possible to know what
the needs of the university and the
community will be in the future,”
Stanford’s response stated. “Land
use is a dynamic and rapidly
evolving field being shaped by advances in knowledge and technology. And given the rapid rate of
economic and societal change in
the world, the work done by Stanford is likely to continue evolving
in the coming decades as new
needs and opportunities emerge
for the research and teaching missions of the university.”

The report also recognizes its
own forecasting limitations. Five
decades, it notes, is the typical
limit of anyone’s ability to accurately predict future development
and land-use patterns. Most municipalities’ general plans look
only about two or three decades
into the future. At current rates of
development, doubling Stanford’s
density would take at least 50 years
and possibly more than a century,
“well beyond the planning horizon for even the most long-range
plans.”
“Extrapolating the present to
the distant future through the lens
of the current environment is invariably uncertain and speculative,” the plan states.
Of the various development
constraints that the study considers (including energy, wastewater, solid waste), water usage is
deemed among the most significant. In the absence of a drought,
the analysis projects that the university’s supply of potable water
would become a constraint once
total campus development grows
from its current level of about 15.2
million square feet to about 25.4
million square feet. With drought
conditions, water supply would become a constraint when the campus reaches 21 million square feet.
Traffic and transit could also
become a constraint, the study
states, though not necessarily an insurmountable one. The
study notes that there are various transit improvements being

implemented throughout the region (“with varying success”);
that technological innovations
(including autonomous vehicles)
can potentially increase roadway capacity; and that Stanford
is pursuing its own congestionmanagement programs as part of
its efforts to comply with a “no
net-new commute trips” policy in
its general use permit.
“Transportation conditions in
and of themselves do not represent a physical constraint to development on the Stanford campus,”
the study concludes. “Rather, the
acceptability of levels of congestion and the comfort and convenience of different modes of travel
are the real constraints.
“Societal norms related to
these factors have and likely will
continue to evolve over time. It
is unknown to what extent the
surrounding community could
accept higher congestion levels
and whether social norms would
represent a future constraint to
campus growth.” Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

TALK ABOUT IT

PaloAltoOnline.com
What do you think about the county’s
estimate that Stanford University
could triple in size without using its
foothills land? Share your opinion
on Town Square, the community
discussion forum at PaloAltoOnline.
com/square.

Palo Alto School Board
CANDIDATE DEBATE
Thursday, September 20
7:30 – 9 p.m. at Palo Alto Art Center Auditorium

TO

Candidates
running for
two open
seats:

PALO AL

D
SCHOOL BOAR

ELECTION

Stacy
Ashlund

2018
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Christopher
Boyd

Ken
Dauber

Shounak
Dharap

Kathy
Jordan

SPONSORED BY: Palo Alto Weekly, Palo Alto Online,
Paly Campanile, Verde and Voice and Gunn Oracle
CO-SPONSORS: AAUW, Project Safety Net,
Parent Advocates for Student Success (PASS)
and Palo Alto Chinese Parents’ Club

Alex
Scharf

Upfront

Neighborhoods

A roundup of neighborhood news edited by Sue Dremann

Around
the Block

PROFESSORVILLE

Courtesy of Topos Architects

Proposed ‘Corner House’ would target female
workforce, but neighbors have mixed opinions
by Gennady Sheyner and Sue Dremann

lans to convert what was
once a funeral home into
a private club for female
workers is getting mixed reviews among some neighbors,
with some saying it would be
a welcome addition and others
saying it will only add to parking, traffic and noise issues currently plaguing their Professorville neighborhood.
Now-former Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer bought Palo Alto’s
oldest funeral home, Roller &
Hapgood & Tinney, five years
ago, but it was not clear what
she would do with the property.
Now, plans are afoot to convert
the building at 980 Middlefield
Road into the private club, which
would offer working spaces, networking events, speaker series,
conference rooms, a small gym,
a gallery, coffee and snacks.
Dubbed “The Corner House,”
the new venue’s mission would
be to “provide a vibrant, welcoming space for traditional
and non-traditional professionals to collaborate, work, learn,
find support, build community,
and spend time with their families, friends and neighbors.” According to the application, there
would be about 150 members
and guests using the site at any
given time, though up to 400
people would be expected to
show up for special events.
In addition to classes in music, performing arts, cooking,
professional development, dance
and fitness, the facility would
also offer “family bonding experiences,” according to the
application.
There also would be outdoor
events with amplified sound,
though the club would be required to cease operations by
9 p.m. Sunday to Thursday and
by 10 p.m. on Friday and Saturday. Indoor events would run
until midnight, according to the
application.
All these activities notwithstanding, the application claims
that that it would actually be
quieter and cause less traffic
than the former funeral home.
Having “tens to hundreds of

P

mourners gathering en mass is
presumed to have been a greater
strain on noise and traffic due to
a private event than the facilities
(sic) newly suggested model and
use,” the application states.
But some residents said they
fear even more noise and traffic issues than some of Mayer’s
previous parties have brought. A
year after she bought the property, Mayer faced some criticism
from neighbors for hosting lavish Halloween parties at the site.
One neighbor posted an open
letter to her in 2014, asking her
to refrain from doing so in the
future.
“Your neighbors, your community, your friends have had to
deal with some of the saddest and
hardest experiences in their lives,
in the exact spot where you will
now be celebrating,” the anonymous letter stated. “Not only is
it disrespectful to the memory
of our loved ones, it’s confusing
and upsetting to the community
at large who lost their loved ones
and grieved there.”
The ambitious proposal faces
one formidable obstacle: It is illegal under the zoning code. As
such, the property owner (officially listed as 980 Middlefield
LLC) will need to convince
the City Council to change the
“planned community” zone that
was tailor-made for the 1.6-acre
site to accommodate the mortuary use to allow for the facility.
This might be a tough sell at a
time when parking shortages and
traffic congestion remain issues
of intense community concern
and when Addison Elementary
School, which is located right
across the street, is undergoing
its own remodeling project.
It also doesn’t help that the
proposed project would reduce
on-site parking spaces from 45
to 36. While the applicant states
that the facility would “encourage walking, biking, ride-share,
carpooling or public transportation” and that off-site lots can be
used for large events, city planners noted in the report that even
with these measures, “it is not
clear that the proposed parking

Weekly file photo

MEGAHOUSE GETS SMALLER ...
A proposed 11-bedroom/14bath home remodel in the
Leland Manor neighborhood
has been reduced to seven
bedrooms and nine baths,
with an additional accessory
dwelling unit. Last year more
than 50 residents opposed the
larger proposal, which would
replace a three-bedroom,
two-bath single-story house
at 1710 Newell Road. The
owners, the Fr. Bishoy
William family, then withdrew
their proposal. The family and
a new architecture firm are
trying again with the smaller
iteration. Two of William’s
adult children and Topos
Architects met with neighbors
on Aug. 30 to receive input
regarding the proposed plans,
which they hope to submit
to city planners in about a
month. The new 7,078-squarefoot home would include two
stories totaling 4,685 square
feet and a 2,402-square-foot
basement. The stucco-andtile house would feature a
central, semicircular staircase,
a game room, bar, chapel/
media room and an office. A
separate 635-square-foot,
one-bed, one-bath secondary
dwelling unit would house
renters. William’s son, Arsani
William, said only the family
would reside in the main
house. The new design would
have a one-car garage and
spaces for two additional
cars on the property’s Newell
Road side. Parking for the
secondary unit would be
within a semicircular driveway
on the Embarcadero Road
side of the corner lot. The
family has received a permit to
remove a large oak tree next
to the existing house, which is
undermining the foundation,
architect Peter Baltay said. A
second, larger oak at the back
of the property will remain,
however. His company will
make adjustments to the
home based on feedback
they received from the city
and their own consultants, he
added. Q

Marissa Mayer looks to
turn former mortuary into
private club

The Roller & Hapgood & Tinney funeral home at Middlefield Road
and Addison Avenue in Palo Alto was purchased in 2013 by Marissa
Mayer, the former Yahoo CEO who lives a block away. Mayer has
submitted plans to the city to turn the property into a networking
and social space.
would be sufficient to accommodate the day-to-day use at
the site.”
To approve changes to the PC
zone, the council would have to
find that the project is consistent
with the Comprehensive Plan;
that other zoning designations
(such as general districts or combining districts) are not flexible
enough to accommodate the
project; and that it would result
in “public benefits not otherwise
attainable by application.”
The application states that
the facility will “provide space,
time and energy to support
professionals on their path to
self-defined success while raising thriving families” and that
it would “focus on providing a
supportive place for working
women, especially mothers, as
they seek to balance their work
and family lives.”
But Carina Rossner, who lives
on nearby Webster Street, said
the use is not beneficial to the
residential neighborhood. It is
unlikely that many people in the
neighborhood would be able to
afford to join the club, she noted.
“If you are asking for the favor
of a variance there needs to be a
clear benefit to the community,”
she said.
She further asked if there is a
clear benefit for the community,
does the benefit outweigh the
impacts?
The club would be located
next to low-income apartments
where residents would derive no
benefit and have already been
impacted by noise from previous events held there, she said.
The neighborhood would be
better served by an organization such as the now-closed

Deborah’s Palm, which was
located on Lytton Avenue in
Downtown North and offered
services that were available to
everyone.
“As a working mother, I would
love to be part of that,” Rossner
said of joining a women’s group
open to all.
The neighborhood would also
be better served by a preschool,
given the proximity to Addison,
she said.
The area already has much
traffic and parking from Addison. Construction at the school
is already having significant impacts, she said.
Addison Avenue residents
Brenda Miller and Shirin Arnold said they are not opposed
to the club. Miller said she did
not know much about it, but if it
helps people it could be a good
thing.
“Parking is terrible already. I
don’t see how it could get any
worse,” she said.
Arnold agreed.
“I think it’s good for the community. We get the traffic from
the school anyway,” she added.
The project would include
several exterior modifications
to the 1951 building, including
a new drop-off area parallel to
Addison Avenue, a modified
parking area, a new play area
and revisions to the exterior facades. The City Council plans
to consider (though not vote on)
the preliminary plans and offer
early feedback at its Sept. 10
meeting. Q
Staff Writers Gennady
Sheyner and Sue Dremann
can be reached at gsheyner@
paweekly.com and sdremann@
paweekly.com.
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Upfront

Measure E
(continued from page 5)

Lack of clarity over
what it would fund

alo Alto’s hotel-tax ordinance also would have
fewer restrictions than
Healdsburg’s, which requires the
first 10 percent of all hotel-tax
proceeds to be put in a special
fund for community services and
the next 2 percent to be dedicated to affordable housing.
While Palo Alto council members have given their assurances
that the funds would be spent on

P

Stephanie Wansek, center, general manager of the Cardinal Hotel,
meets with Peter Hillan, right, of Banner Public Affairs, and other
hoteliers on Sept. 5 to discuss Measure E, which if approved by Palo
Alto voters in November would raise the city’s transient-occupancytax rate to 15.5 percent.
projects in the city’s 2014 infrastructure plan, the proposed tax
hike has no legal restrictions.
The 2014 list, which constitutes the council’s formally adopted priorities, includes a new
public-safety building, new garages in downtown and on California Avenue, two rebuilt fire
stations, permanent upgrades
to the Charleston-Arastradero
corridor and a new bike bridge
over U.S. Highway 101. Earlier
this year, Public Works staff indicated that the plan has a $56
million funding shortfall, triggering renewed discussion of
raising taxes.
Scharff and others have asserted that increasing the hotel tax
in 2018 is necessary to finish the
job that the city began in 2014,
when it last raised hotel taxes.
The council promised the voters
in 2014 that it would construct
the projects on the list, Scharff
said at the June 4 meeting, the
full council’s first of three deliberations on the subject this summer. Now, he said, is the time to
finish the job.
“Looking at this and going
forward, I think it’s really hard
to go ahead and say, ‘We’re not
going to do it,’” Scharff said.
But if the intent of Measure
E is to complete the 2014 infrastructure plan, the actual
ballot language doesn’t reflect
it. Missing is any mention of
the two parking garages or the
bike bridge over Highway 101,
apart from general language
about “improving pedestrian
and bicyclist safety.” Nor does
it specifically call out the new
public-safety building, which at
$96 million is by far the most
expensive and urgent project on
the list.
Instead, it states that the tax
increase would be used for “vital city services such as ensuring
modern, stable 911 emergency
communications, earthquakesafe fire stations and emergency
command center.” The ballot
language also alludes to proceeds being used for “maintaining city streets and sidewalks”
(which have nothing to do with
the 2014 plan) and “other city
services” (which can mean pretty
much anything at all).
Nor does the ballot mention
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any newer projects — those that
were not considered in 2014 but
that have recently been added to
the council’s wish list. In some
cases, these are literally pet projects, such as the the $3.4 million
that council members plan to
spend to fix up the animal shelter as part of its new partnership
with the nonprofit Pets In Need
and the $4.9 million that the
council pledged to help with the
renovation of the Junior Museum
and Zoo.
The council also hopes to expand Boulware Park by buying
an adjoining parcel owned by
AT&T, an idea raised over the
course of the candid late-night
discussion on June 18 in which
Scharff, Filseth and Kou all
talked about their desire to buy
the parkland.
The lack of clarity in Measure
E has peeved Tanaka, who’s
likened the ballot language to
“fear-mongering” and suggested
that the city actually spell out the
projects the tax would fund.
“Why would we see something
totally different in the ballot
language than we’ve been talking about all this time for the
TOT?” Tanaka asked at the July
30 meeting.

Would Measure E hurt
hotels?

ven if the measure’s language remains vague, the
council majority is confident that the tax hike will pass.
Most council members also believe that it will not hurt local
hotels, much less the broader
business climate.
On June 4, Scharff dismissed
concerns from hotel executives
and local business groups — including the Palo Alto Chamber
of Commerce and the Palo Alto
Downtown Business and Professional Association, which alluded in a letter to “disruptive
and challenging market trends”
and asserted adding another tax
“will hurt this particular industry and its ripple effect will hurt
others.”
“They are really the same arguments that were made in 2014,
that if we go from a 12 percent to
a 14 percent tax, this is going to
have an adverse effect,” Scharff

E

Veronica Weber

the city of Palo Alto commissioned last spring. Conducted
by the firm FM3, the poll indicated more than 60 percent of
voters would likely support a
higher hotel tax, well above the
simple majority required. By
contrast, only 40 percent indicated that they would support a
parcel tax to pay for the city’s
infrastructure projects and only
27 percent favored a sales-tax
increase. In short, raising the
hotel tax is simply the easiest
thing for a revenue-hungry city
to do.
But while Palo Alto has company in pursuing a hotel-tax increase, the city is also in some
ways heading into uncharted territory. If Measure E is approved,
Palo Alto would have the highest transient-occupancy-tax rate
in California, notwithstanding
the council’s assertions to the
contrary.
The measure landed on the
ballot by a 6-3 vote on June 18,
with council members Karen
Holman, Lydia Kou and Greg
Tanaka dissenting. Tanaka categorically opposed moving ahead
with the measure and lobbied
for scaling down the city’s infrastructure ambitions instead.
Holman and Kou were also cool
to the idea of adopting the highest rate in the state, though they
ultimately supported Mayor Liz
Kniss’ proposal to increase the
tax to 15.5 percent.
Even Kniss wasn’t too thrilled
about the measure, saying it
would be “awkward” for Palo
Alto to become the state leader
in this respect.
“It’s kind of a painless thing
for the city to do,” Kniss said,
“which probably isn’t the best
reason for the city to do it.”
Councilman Greg Scharff and
Vice Mayor Eric Filseth had
no such reservations. Each lobbied for 16 percent, with Scharff
pointing to Healdsburg, a city
that he said already has a 16 percent rate. Healdsburg’s rate is, in
fact, 14 percent, though the city
also charges a 2 percent assessment for the Healdsburg Tourism Improvement District, which
supports the tourism business.
Palo Alto has no such assessment, which means local hotels,
unlike those in Healdsburg, can’t
expect to directly benefit from
the taxes they collect and remit
to the city.

said. “In fact, it had no effect
whatsoever. Hotel rates went up
and occupancy rates went up.”
The city’s statistics only partially support his assertion.
To be sure, the city has seen a
sharp and consistent growth in
revenues since 2014, when it
raised its transient-occupancytax rate from 12 percent to 14
percent. Since that time, Palo
Alto’s annual receipts from hotel
taxes have roughly doubled from
$12.3 million in fiscal year 2014
to a projected $24.5 million in
the current year. Room rates
over the same period climbed
from $209 per night to $265 per
night.
At the same time, the occupancy rate at local hotels has
fallen from 79.6 percent in 2013
and 79 percent in 2014 to a projected 77.5 percent in 2018, according to a report from the
city’s Administrative Services
Department.
Hotel executives fear this is the
harbinger of a cooling economy.
Wansek noted that while hotel
owners are very concerned about
their own businesses, they are
also worried that the trax would
have a “trickle-down effect” on
the rest of the community. Fewer
people staying at hotels would
mean fewer people visiting local
restaurants, shopping at local
boutiques and sticking around
for happy hour at local bars.
She and other hotel executives
also reject the council’s assertion
that the additional tax on the hotel bill would be negligible. Filseth likened Measure E’s costs
to the price of a cup of coffee, a
comparison that is also included
in the official argument in favor
of Measure E.
The “cup of coffee” impact
comparison, Wansek said, only
makes sense when applied to
tourists and other short-term
visitors. It would apply, she said,
if the typical hotel guest were
an aunt visiting for the weekend. It’s less applicable for giant
corporate clients whose travel
managers are booking rooms in
bulk and who can easily make
the switch to a hotels in a city
like Mountain View, where the
transient-occupancy-tax rate is
at 10 percent, or to Menlo Park,
where the rate is 12 percent.
And unlike Anaheim, which
can dependably rely on an endless supply of families itching
to see Mickey and Goofy (and
which, for the moment at least,
leads the state with a 15 percent
hotel-tax rate), Palo Alto is byand-large a corporate town. The
bulk of the visitors, Wansek said,
are here on business or to visit
Stanford. If the tax rate is too
high, they can easily book rooms
in a neighboring city, hotel executives say.
“The real risk of having the
highest rate in the state is that it’s
not just a competitive disadvantage for the hotels, it becomes a
competitive disadvantage for the
city,” said Peter Hillan, whose
firm, Banner Public Affairs, is
working with the hotel industry
to oppose the hotel-tax increase.

“You can go to Menlo Park and
still have reasonably close access
to all things in Palo Alto.”
Hotel owners are also concerned about the city’s approach
to changing the policy. Wansek
and others raised concerns about
the city leaders’ lack of outreach
to the hotel industry — a flaw
that officials tried to correct
with a last-minute meeting with
a group of hotel executives in the
spring.
She’s not the only one who
feels this way. Ricardo Berrospi,
general manager of Zen Hotel in
south Palo Alto, told the council at its June 4 meeting that he
was expecting the city to really
“explore” the impacts of the new
measure before moving ahead
with placing it on the ballot.
“Exploring to me means a
little bit more than just trying
to see what kinds of questions
are more likely to be approved,”
Berrospi said. “Exploring means
to reach out to stakeholders, to
reach out to hotels and hear their
concerns, to analyze what could
be the potential consequences of
the measure. I think the council
is placing too much focus on
just trying to see what the polls
(show) can be approved.”

Assertions,
corrections and
alternate ideas
he official argument opposing Measure E also has
a few inaccuracies. It erroneously calls Measure E Palo
Alto’s “third transient-occupancy-tax increase in 10 years” (in
fact, before 2014, the last time
the city raised its hotel tax was
2007, which is 11 years ago)
and states that Menlo Park and
Mountain View “have not raised
their transient-occupancy tax in
the last decade .” (Menlo Park
did raise its hotel-rate from 10
percent to 12 percent in 2012,
when voters approved Measure
K.)
But its main assertion, that
the ballot language is driven by
carefully conducted polls, is byand-large true, as City Manager
James Keene acknowledged at
the council’s July 30 meeting.
For the council majority, this
method makes perfect sense;
They want the measure to pass.
From the view of Measure E opponents, these methods “violate
the trust that residents place in
their elected officials to act ethically and in good faith,” as the
argument states,
Some hoteliers have proposed alternative methods to
raise funds for needed projects.
John Hutar, general manager
of Dinah’s Garden Hotel on El
Camino Real, suggested that
rather than raising the hotel tax

T

(continued on next page)

About the cover: Photo
illustration by Doug Young;
photos of Palo Alto hotels by
Veronica Weber.

Upfront
(continued from previous page)

School board
(continued from page 5)

yet again, the city should focus its efforts on collecting the
revenues it’s owed from Airbnb
rentals. Based on public listings,
Hutar estimated that the city
could collect about $5.3 million
in transient-occupancy-tax contributions; it currently only collects less than $1 million from
the residential rentals.
“There’s $4.3 million in play
here. ... This is a big business,
and it deserves your oversight,”
Hutar told the council on June 4.
The city estimates that Measure E would add about $2.55
million in annual revenues to the
city’s coffers. Hillan pointed to
the size of the city’s infrastructure backlog as well as other
financial challenges — most notably, the growing pension backlog — and suggested that even
if the hotel-tax passes, it is unlikely to make a huge difference
on infrastructure.
“Our real question is, ‘Where
does it end?’ They will have
to go after the citizens to raise
that amount of money at some
point,” Hillan said. “Will they
come back two years later to say
they have to raise the rate by
another 1.5 percent? Might was
well just shutter everybody at
that point.” Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Thomas Kuhnle ruled that the
city of Santa Clara’s at-large election system discriminates against
Asian-American residents.
The city appealed the ruling in
August.
Tomescu’s letter, which the
district received three weeks ago,
notes that a Latino school board
candidate lost in 2014 and a candidate of Asian descent lost in
2016. Tomescu does not identify
the candidates, but Gina Dalma,
who was born and raised in Mexico, ran and lost in 2014. In 2016,
candidate Srinivasan Subramanian, who is of Indian descent,
withdrew two months before the
election.
Issues of “school segregation”
and protecting the rights of minority students came up in both
elections, Tomescu wrote, and
continue to be present in the current election.
Tomescu also cites the “racially
charged” debate over the proposal to rename one of two middle
schools after Fred Yamamoto,
a Japanese-American graduate
of Palo Alto High School and
World War II hero who shared a
surname with an unrelated Japanese admiral who planned the
attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941.
The proposal sparked friction between members of different Asian
ethnic groups in Palo Alto, with

calls for the board to take a leadership role in addressing racism
and discrimination in the school
community.
“Online comments criticized
the school board for its failure to
consider the racially charged issue, with some comments specifically identifying ‘how the school
board is chosen’ as a potential
cause of the racial polarization,”
Tomescu wrote.
Palo Alto’s student population
is approximately 36.3 percent
Asian and 12.7 percent Hispanic/
Latino, according to 2017-18 district data.
The city of Palo Alto is 31 percent Asian and 7.1 percent Latino, according to 2016 American
Community Survey data.
Tomescu urges the district to
decide to voluntarily change its
voting system before Sept. 24 to
avoid legal action.
He notes that “in nearly all instances, district-based remedies
have been imposed ... after great
expense in the defense of the atlarge voting method.” Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

TALK ABOUT IT

PaloAltoOnline.com
There’s a conversation going on
about this news on Town Square,
the discussion forum. Go to
PaloAltoOnline.com/square to see
what people are saying.

Public Agenda
A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to hear an update from its state
legislative lobbyists, consider a plan to convert a mortuary at 980
Middlefield Road into a private club with collaborative work spaces and
special events; discuss the city’s response to a Grand Jury report about
affordable housing; discuss a colleagues memo from DuBois, Holman,
Kou and Wolbach about strengthening renter protections; review the
city’s positions for the 2018 League of California Cities resolutions; and
hear updates on Measure E and Measure F, which will appear on the
November ballot. The meeting will begin at 5 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 10,
in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in a closed session to
evaluate the four council-appointed officers: city attorney, city auditor,
city clerk and city manager. The meeting will begin at 5 p.m. on Tuesday,
Sept. 11, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
COUNCIL POLICY AND SERVICES COMMITTEE ... The committee
plans to discuss a new audit on the city’s business registry; and review
the fiscal year 2019 audit work plan. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m.
on Tuesday, Sept. 11, in the Community Meeting Room at City Hall,
250 Hamilton Ave.
PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ... The
commission plans to consider revisions to the municipal code
provision relating to trees and vegetation. The meeting will begin at 6
p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 12, in the Council Chambers at City Hall,
250 Hamilton Ave.
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION ... The commission plans to
discuss the Human Services Resource Allocation Process listening
forum; review the Consolidated Annual Performance and Evaluation
Report for the Community Development Block Grant; discuss the
2018 Human Services Needs Assessment Survey process; and further
discuss liaison roles and commission work plans. The meeting will
begin at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 13, in the Community Meeting
Room at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
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Palo Alto Weekly

Moonlight
Run & Walk
At Palo Alto Baylands

N

A benefit event
for local non-profits
supporting kids &
families

Friday, Sept. 21, 2018
Presented by City of Palo Alto

NEW COURSE!

5K Run & Walk

NEW THIS YEAR!

10K Run

Half Marathon

INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION: PaloAltoOnline.com/moonlight_run
CORPORATE
SPONSORS:
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Upfront

Plane crash
(continued from page 5)

W. John Spencer was a
volunteer pilot with Angel
Flight West who had
transported more than 75
families with non-emergency
health needs to medical
facilities since joining the
nonprofit in 2014.

Courtesy Angel Flight West

around 11 a.m. when the crash into
the marshland occurred, according
to the Palo Alto Airport air-traffic
control recording.
Minutes earlier, the tower operator and Spencer discussed landing
the Mooney M20J aircraft. Spencer was coming in on a flight path
near the Dumbarton Bridge. The
tower operator cleared the Mooney
for landing. Less than a minute
later, Spencer said he was having
trouble locating the field. The operator said Spencer would see it in
the 11 o’clock position in about 2
1/2 miles.
About 40 seconds later, after trying to land the plane, Spencer said,
“I’m going to have to abort this and
go around.”
The operator replied: “Make
left. Close traffic. Do you need any
assistance?”
“Negative,” Spencer said calmly.
“I just came in too fast.”
Less than 50 seconds later, the
operator issued an announcement:
“Attention all aircraft. Due to a
mishap we’ll be shutting down pattern work and limiting operations
in the vicinity.”
Chris Ray, a fueler with Rossi
Aircraft, which operates out of the
municipal airport, said he saw the
white plane approach the airstrip
and bounce once on the tarmac
before attempting a “go-around”
maneuver. It looked to be going too

low and slow to take off, however,
and may have stalled, he told the
Weekly.
Ray didn’t see the crash, but he
heard it and immediately went out
in a truck with others to try to help.
On the way, they picked up a nurse
who had tried to wade out to the
plane to render aid. She was unable to reach the aircraft because
the mud was too thick, he said.
Upon arriving at the plane,
which was in the Baylands northwest of the Palo Alto Duck Pond,
they found Chloe in the back seat
and Nancy Dellamaria injured in
the front seat, he said. Spencer, who
was in the mangled cockpit, was
dead, he was told.
Emergency responders used a
24-foot extension ladder as a bridge
to gain access to the plane.
One passenger was able to walk

to the ambulance and the other was
placed on a gurney, Palo Alto Fire
Department Deputy Fire Chief
Geo Blackshire said.
The plane was coming in from
Redding, Blackshire confirmed.
Spencer, the registered owner
of the plane, had volunteered
as a pilot for Angel Flight West
since 2014. He had served more
than 75 families with 125 flights
to help them receive the care they
needed.
The nonprofit named him No. 2
Pilot of the Year in southern California in 2015 for flying 47 missions. (Rankings were based on
the number of missions flown.) He
was named Pilot of the Year again
in 2016 for flying 32 missions as
wingman.
Everyone associated with the
nonprofit was trying to get over the
shock of the incident, Olson said
Tuesday.
Carin Powers, an Angel Flight
volunteer who had been waiting to
pick up King and Dellamaria in her
car, said they didn’t have a scheduled time of arrival, which was a
bit unusual.
“It was a last-minute signup to
pick them up. I called the pilot
and the mother and asked them
to let me know when they would
be coming in. I never heard from
them until about 15 minutes before
they landed. Nancy texted that they
were about to land at the airport in
15 to 20 minutes. She told me not
to worry. They would be happy to
wait at the airport,” Powers said by

phone on Tuesday evening.
Powers said she texted back that
she couldn’t arrive at the airport
until about 11:45 a.m.
“I didn’t hear back. I tried to call
her and I couldn’t reach her. I just
decided to go there. Just when I got
there, I saw the fire engines and the
news trucks, and I knew something
had happened,” she said.
Powers said she ran into another
Angel Flight pilot, Orhan Baser,
who confirmed the plane’s tail
number, and she then knew the
incident involved the mother and
daughter she had come to meet.
She said she did not know the
pilot.
“I’ve been doing this for a little
over a year. The pilots are so awesome. It’s so sad. It’s a wonderful
organization in all that they do,”
she said.
Powers added that she knows
many people don’t like the Palo
Alto Airport and that its existence
has been controversial. (In the past,
some residents have called for the
airport’s closure, claiming it is hazardous, creates noise and serves an
elite few.)
“But that airport is extremely vital for these patients,” she said.
Baser had been in the air when
the crash occurred below. The
winds had shifted at the time of
the incident, he said, but he didn’t
know if that played a role in the
crash.
An average of 525 planes take
off, land or execute other flight
operations at the airport per day,

according to AirNav.com, based on
FAA information for the 12 months
ending May 22, 2018.
On Tuesday, nine departures and
17 arrivals had taken place prior to
the crash.
Andrew Swanson, Palo Alto
Municipal Airport manager, said
Tuesday evening that he and Operations Manager James Wadleigh
immediately went to the scene and
had been there all day. The city will
work closely with National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
staff, who will lead the investigation, he said.
“It’s just a tragic accident. The
investigation is a lengthy process.
(NTSB) will tear the engine down
to try to figure out what went
wrong. They don’t speculate, although it’s human nature to do so,”
he said.
Out of concern that plane fuel
may spill into the slough, city of
Palo Alto staff is consulting with
the U.S. Department of Fish and
Wildlife as well as other federal
agencies prior to removing the
plane from the slough, said Daren
Anderson, the city’s division manager for Open Space, Parks, and
Golf. The work is legally required
to be the least environmentally disruptive, he said.
Two engine companies, two ambulances and the fire department’s
battalion chief responded to the
scene on Tuesday morning. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

Multiple Listing records report Juliana Lee has the most buyers.
Interested in selling your home? - Call Juliana Lee!

JulianaLee.com
FOR

SALE

(650) 857-1000
SILICON VALLEY HOMES | JULIANA LEE TEAM
DRE 00851314, 02032430
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A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto

Aug. 29-Sept. 4

The Almanac, an award-winning community newspaper and
online news source that covers the towns of Menlo Park,
Atherton, Portola Valley and Woodside, is looking for an
enterprising full-time news reporter with a passion for local
journalism.
The ideal candidate will have experience covering education,
local government and community news, and the skills to dig
up and write engaging news and feature stories for print and
online. Our reporters produce monthly cover stories.
We’re seeking someone who is motivated, eager to learn,
able to quickly turn out ﬁnished copy, and who lives in or near
the Almanac coverage area. Social media skills are a plus.
This is a fully beneﬁted position with paid vacations, health
and dental beneﬁts, proﬁt sharing and a 401(k) plan.

Palo Alto

95 University Ave., 8/18, 8:15 a.m.;
arson/misc.
3000 block El Camino Real, 8/27,
10:07 p.m.; battery/simple.
Webster Street, 8/31, 4:57 p.m.;
dependant adult abuse/physical.
Sierra Court, 8/31, 1:06 p.m.; sex crime.
Encina Avenue, 9/3, 4:27 p.m.; domestic
violence/battery.

650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

A T H E N A
I N T E R NAT I O NA L

Supporting, developing and honoring women leaders
Inspiring women to achieve their full potential
Creating balance in leadership worldwide

2018 ATHENA® Luncheon

FREE
ADMISSION

RIDE CALTRAIN
VTA LIGHT RAIL
OR BUS SERVICE
TO THE FESTIVAL!

ST

#MVArtWine

AB

LIS H E D in

19

2

47TH ANNUAL

MOUNTAIN VIEW

HONORING

ART & WINE FESTIVAL

Aug. 29-Sept. 4

VIOLENT CRIMES

The DeLeon Difference®

To apply, send a cover letter, resume, and three samples
of your journalism work to Editor Renee Batti at editor@
AlmanacNews.com.

Menlo Park

Violence related
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Vehicle related
Abandoned auto. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 2
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vehicle accident/unspecified injury . . . 3
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Alcohol or drug related
Drug activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
Brandishing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
CPS referral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Domestic disturbance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Gang validations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Information case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Medical call. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Mental evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

®

E

Violence related
Arson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Dependant adult abuse . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sex crime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Attempted residential burglary . . . . . . . 1
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Embezzlement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Prowler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Resdiential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 6
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 4
Vehicle accident/prop. damage . . . . . 11
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Alcohol or drug related
Drinking in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Driving under the influence . . . . . . . . . . 2
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 2
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Miscellaneous
Casualty fall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Located missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Possession of stolen property . . . . . . . 2
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 3
Unattended death. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Full-Time News Reporter

2

Pulse

We’re Hiring

ATHENA LEADERSHIP
AWARD RECIPIENT

ATHENA EMERGING PROFESSIONAL
LEADERSHIP AWARD RECIPIENT

SHERRI SAGER

ELAINE UANG

Chief Government & Community
Relations Officer, Stanford Children’s Health
& Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital

Architect/Urban Designer at
Van Meter Williams Pollack; Co-Founder,
Palo Alto Forward; LPA Senior Fellow

Tuesday, October 30, 2018
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM Networking and Registration
12:00 PM Luncheon Begins
at

Garden Court Hotel
520 Cowper Street
Godess Sponsor

Luncheon Sponsor

glassybaby

Garden Court Hotel

Emerging Godess Sponsor

Media Sponsor
Palo Alto Weekly &
Palo Alto Online

Castilleja School

$55 Chamber Members
$65 Non-Members
Sponsorships & Tickets On Sale Now at paloaltochamber.com
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Palo Alto Chamber of Commerce
650 324-3121
paloaltochamber.com

Menlo Park

500 block Oak Grove Ave., 8/29,
11:16 a.m.; battery.
1100 block El Camino Real, 8/31,
1:09 p.m.; battery.
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Editorial
Stanford’s development
potential
Study shows no need for future
expansion into the foothills

new independent analysis aimed at determining how much
more development is possible under a maximum “build-out”
scenario of Stanford University’s academic campus has concluded that the institution has space available to roughly triple its
current square footage, to more than 44 million square feet.
Before panicking at that alarming conclusion, note that neither
Stanford nor anyone else has proposed or envisions that much
growth, a fact both Stanford and report authors are quick to emphasize. In a statement, Stanford dismissively called the study’s
conclusions “hypothetical” and the horizon “beyond a reasonable
planning frame.”
“It is not possible to know what the needs of the university and the
community will be in the future,” the statement cautioned.
The report, commissioned by the county, acknowledges its limitations in projecting future growth needs. But that wasn’t the goal.
Instead, the study was to assess how much more development could
physically be accommodated over decades or longer within the core
campus (between El Camino Real and Junipero Serra Boulevard).
To do this, the consultants evaluated the density of development at 27 universities deemed comparable to Stanford, including
UCLA, UC Berkeley, Northwestern and Michigan, and determined
how much more could be built at Stanford if the density (as measured by floor-area ratios, the ratio of square footage in a building
to the size of the land it sits on) was similar to the current density
at the other schools.
Stanford’s has more than 1,000 acres in its core campus (one of
the largest campuses in the country) and the current floor-area ratio
(FAR) is only 0.34. It will increase to 0.46 by the time the university
fully uses up the development proposed under its new general-use
permit (GUP) application by 2035. Based on the density of development at the other universities, the study considered an FAR of 1.0 as a
reasonable cap, which would mean the campus could accommodate
a total of 44 million square feet compared to its current 15 million.
The study was done by consultants to the Santa Clara County Planning Department, which has planning authority over all unincorporated Stanford lands within the county, to help the public and Board
of Supervisors evaluate the university’s current GUP application.
Stanford is seeking permission to build 2.3 million square feet and
3,150 housing units or student beds between 2020 and 2035. These
numbers may change as the county’s review proceeds, especially
with regards to housing, and will include many terms, conditions and
mitigation requirements, but is likely to be approved.
The report is labeled a “supplement” to a 2009 “Sustainable Development Study” prepared by Stanford as required after the county
approved its current general use permit in 2000. The original report,
while accepted by the Board of Supervisors on a 3-2 vote, did not
fulfill the stated objective of articulating Stanford’s view of what
the ultimate build-out of the campus would entail. Instead, Stanford
simply offered three different development scenarios through 2035.
The new county study’s value is not as a roadmap for expansion
of the campus over the next 100 or more years, nor does it have any
direct usefulness to the amount of development expected to be approved in the new GUP, scheduled to be considered early next year.
The significance of the analysis is in establishing that there is
no conceivable scenario under which any development in the Stanford foothills could or should be considered for many decades. This
should lead the county and Stanford to extend the current restriction
on such development, which expires in 2025, for a much longer period. We recommend at least 50 years. (Currently, a four-fifths vote
of the Board of Supervisors can lift the restriction.)
The other benefit of the study is to remind the public that unlike
traditional zoning, which includes height, set-back and building size
limitations, Stanford is granted unique autonomy in how it develops
the campus so long as it stays within the approved total square footage set in the GUP process. That means that there are, for example,
no height limits or siting requirements for new development.
Stanford has done an exceptional job at designing and building
the campus without traditional zoning regulation, but as housing
and transportation impacts and mitigation measures become more
important and controversial, pressures will intensify on the county
to be more assertive in imposing more regulation.
The new report provides useful data on how much densification
could theoretically occur on Stanford’s core campus, but it also
warns of critical constraints such as the availability of adequate
potable water and the transportation impacts affecting Palo Alto
and Menlo Park should such a growth rate actually occur. For now,
however, its main message for the public and policymakers is that
very long-term protection of the foothills can be adopted without any
negative consequences for the university. Q

A
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Letters
Behind Castilleja’s
future plans

Editor,
We are 100 percent behind
Castilleja with the new plans to
upgrade the campus. We applaud
Head of School Nancy Kauffman’s column in the Aug. 24
Weekly apologizing for the longago slight increase in enrollment
in the student body.
The new plan will contribute
to the neighborhood by locating
the parking underground, reducing traffic. This will make it
possible for the young women in
our area to continue to have the
most exceptional, innovating and
outstanding education available
anywhere.
As both a native and a longtime
resident of Palo Alto, we are proud
to live here where young women
can receive the special attention,
exposure and guidance forming
leadership abilities so important
in 2018 and beyond.
We ask residents and the city of
Palo Alto to support Castilleja’s
plans so the young women of our
area can be a voice of intelligence
and compassion, so needed in our
world today.
Carol and Don Kenyon
Walter Hays Drive, Palo Alto

Missing facts in
Kauffman’s editorial

Editor,
In the Weekly’s Aug. 24 guest
opinion, Castilleja’s head of
school showcases the educational
opportunities of the school and
her influence in it. Because Ms.
Kauffman takes credit for complying with enrollment limits
once “she discovered” the over
enrollment, it is important to
state the facts. Review of public
records shows that Ms. Kauffman became head of school in
2010. Reductions in enrollment
began after the public became
aware that the school had 448
students in July 2013. The max
allowed is 415.
At that time, the city required
the school to agree to reduce over
many years to get back to 415. The
school complied for two years,
then has stayed at 438 for the past
three years. This year the school
is reducing again, by request of
the city, only under duress and
with Castilleja’s lawyer letters
demanding they be allowed to
stay at 438.
This may seem like a small
detail, but neighbors get tired of
hearing the glossy PR version
that doesn’t reflect what actually
happened. This is typical of the

representations by the school.
Because Ms. Kauffman signs
off claiming to care about being “attuned to our community’s
needs,” I feel it’s important to set
the record straight. Ms. Kauffman
doesn’t mention her expansion
plans include demolishing trees
and two residences on Emerson
street to build an underground garage and razing five school buildings to build one large one.
Castilleja should modernize
and stay small to fit into our R-1
neighborhood.
Andie Reed
Melville Avenue, Palo Alto

Castilleja’s renovation
plans reasonable

Editor,
Nanci Kauffman’s guest opinion (Weekly, Aug. 24) offered the
city of Palo Alto a fresh perspective on a series of persistent questions, and I think this will become
a turning point in the conversation
about Castilleja’s future because
we all have new insights and new
information to guide us.
Castilleja has made a reasonable request for modernization
and student body growth. The
classroom buildings are old and

need updating. To use the word
“expansion” overstates the reality of the proposal. The aboveground square footage and the
building height will remain the
same. Traffic and parking will be
diverted below ground, making
the impact of the school on the
neighborhood smaller in many
important ways.
I live next to a school that underwent renovations not long ago.
Our neighbor community embraced the positive progress, and I
didn’t hear a lot of neighbors complain about the process. I would
urge neighbors to extend the same
consideration to Castilleja that
they have to all the other schools
that have undergone renovations
in the recent past.
Sonal Budhiraja
Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto

Questionable op-ed

Editor,
With respect to Nanci Kauffman’s guest opinion entitled “Castilleja: Lessons learned, future solutions” in the Aug. 24 issue of the
Weekly, Kauffman states, “When
I became head, I discovered that
(continued on page 17)

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
The Palo Alto Weekly encourages comments on our coverage
or on issues of local interest.

Do you support or oppose the
Palo Alto hotel-tax increase
that’s on the November ballot?
Submit letters to the editor of up to 300 words to letters@paweekly.com.
Submit guest opinions of 1,000 words to editor@paweekly.com. Include your
name, address and daytime phone number so we can reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions for length, objectionable content,
libel and factual errors known to us. Anonymous letters will generally not be
accepted. Submitting a letter to the editor or guest opinion constitutes a
granting of permission to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero Media to also
publish it online, including in our online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information contact Editor Jocelyn Dong or Editorial Assistant
Christine Lee at editor@paweekly.com or 650-326-8210.

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents
on Town Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly at
PaloAltoOnline.com/square. Post your own comments, ask
questions or just stay up on what people are talking about
around town!

Guest Opinion

Driving ourselves crazy

It’s time to collectively focus on viable traffic solutions
by John Guislin
he recent
uproar over
Mayor Liz
Kniss’ comment
during the July
30 council meeting declaring that
Palo Alto has no
significant traffic
problems earned
her some deservedly strong reactions, including mine. We need to go beyond
calling an elected official to task. We must
honestly acknowledge the scope and impacts
of worsening traffic congestion. As others
look to Palo Alto for innovative solutions, we
must collectively focus our energies on the
root causes and viable solutions to reduce the
traffic burden on residents and commuters.
Let’s agree we have a problem and acknowledge that the empirical data from city
traffic studies show the number of cars on
our streets is increasing. Of course, if you
live near downtown, California Avenue,
Arastradero Road, Oregon Expressway,
etc., you don’t need a study to explain what
you experience daily. Our robust economy
has brought more and more cars into Palo
Alto, a fact underlined by our region-leading jobs-to-residents ratio of 3:1.
Our arterial roads are now so backed
up at commute times that drivers use
technology to find alternate routes to
shave minutes from their drive. This frequently puts them on residential streets,
creating traffic that can clog narrow
roads and potentially impede access by
emergency vehicles. (Note: I live on a

T

Letters
(continued from page 16)

Castilleja was over-enrolled, not
only violating the terms of our
conditional-use permit (CUP)
but, equally important, betraying
the trust of our community. ... I
remain deeply sorry, both about
the over-enrollment and about the
betrayal.”
Kauffman became head of Castilleja on July 1, 2010. Eight years
ago! Castilleja was in violation of
its CUP at that time (as Kauffman
confirmed in her guest opinion)
and, during all eight years of
Kauffman’s tenure as head, Castilleja has been in violation of the
CUP and remains in violation today. She did not correct the violation, although she has had plenty
of time to do so. In fact, the number of students increased during
at least the first three years of her
tenure.
Given its continuous violation of its legal commitment to
the city and this community, it

residential arterial — there are five in
Palo Alto.)
Some people may be less concerned that
residents like me endure hours of traffic
stalled in front of our homes on a daily
basis. In my view, no resident should feel
trapped in his/her driveway for hours by
commute traffic or risk the slow arrival of
emergency services. Clogged residential
arterials today will mean clogged small
streets tomorrow.
Residential streets near business cores
also are experiencing the impacts of commercial traffic searching for parking. The
city has implemented RPP (Residential
Preferential Parking) programs, but they
are minimally managed, fail to maximize
the use of existing parking structures and
are undermined by recent council votes to
authorize non-resident permit sales in excess of actual demand.
Efforts to “calm” traffic and improve
safety are hindered by a lack of enforcement. I applaud our new police Chief Robert Jonsen for re-starting an enforcement
division, but it is impossible for our current
two enforcement officers to cover all of
Palo Alto effectively.
Consistent enforcement is necessary to
ensure compliance with traffic rules and
maximize safety for pedestrians and bicyclists. Without it, illegal turns, running red
lights and other dangerous behaviors will
likely continue.
A recent report from TRIP, a national
nonprofit transportation-research group
based in Washington, D.C., details the increased costs for operating vehicles due
to the deteriorating state of our roads, the

is hard to see why Castilleja’s
new CUP application should
be granted. Over-enrollment is
over-enrollment, and increasing the permitted enrollment
from 415 students (it currently is
around 438) to 540 doesn’t seem
warranted.
Four of my children attended Gunn High and one Menlo
School, so I am not personally familiar with Castilleja, but I hear
that it is a fine school. Unfortunately, its land is surrounded by
residential properties and is too
small for increased enrollment. It
should follow the lead of schools
like Pinewood and, maintaining
its core campus, find other land in
the area for part of its educational
program.
As the “betrayal” (to use Kauffman’s word) continues to this day,
Castilleja is in no position to ask
for increased enrollment. It should
start living within its permitted
enrollment of 415 students.
Joe Hirsch
Georgia Avenue, Palo Alto

costs and increased risks of accidents and
the wasted fuel due to congestion. In San
Jose and the south bay — including Palo
Alto — the additional annual operating
cost to motorists is $2,745, trailing only
the San Francisco and Los Angeles regions (see TRIP reports here: tinyurl.com/
tripnetPA). To my knowledge, no one has
quantified the cost of traffic to residents’
sense of safety or quality of life.
Mayor Kniss has apologized for her misstatement about the lack of traffic and has
proposed a community meeting in October
to discuss traffic issues. In my view, we are
well beyond the point that citizens need to
spend time educating our mayor about traffic impacts. The City Council has been deluged with traffic complaints for years (full
disclosure: I have been one of those writing emails to the council) and with enough
prodding, some steps have been taken. But
these actions have been narrowly focused
and undertaken only when citizen outcry
was loud and unrelenting.
Further, our annual resident survey has
clearly shown a yearly decline in how residents rate the ease of getting around town,
and traffic is seen as one of the two worst
problems facing Palo Alto — the other is
the cost of housing.
We need more than talk. The mayor and
City Council must make finding and implementing solutions to traffic problems a
priority. Here are some steps they can take:
1. Fund and staff the Transportation Division so it can implement systems, manage
programs and develop solutions that address
citywide issues. We had a knowledgeable

Give Castilleja a chance

Editor,
I appreciated reading Castilleja
Head of School Nancy Kauffman’s guest opinion on Aug.
24. Her message regarding the
school’s desired conditional-use
permit and her apology “about the
over-enrollment and ... betrayal
(of the community)” needed to be
heard. Ms. Kauffman’s candor is
welcomed, and her invitation to
“community members to share
thoughts ... (and) attend ... community meetings” represent positive steps forward.
I am eager to see the Castilleja
conversation progress toward a
mutually beneficial outcome for
the school, its students and the
community.
Castilleja made mistakes;
it should be given the chance
to earn back the city’s and the
neighborhood’s trust. The traffic
management/reduction programs
Castilleja has put in place demonstrate the school’s good faith and
community-minded intentions.

and effective Chief Transportation Official
in Josh Mello, who resigned on Aug. 28;
city leaders must find ways to retain talent and fund projects to address increasing
transportation problems.
2. Force the business community to pay a
fair share of the costs for the infrastructure
benefits they receive.
3. Business leaders must embrace the
TMA (Transportation Management Association) and match city funding.
4. Get serious about satellite parking lots
and a shuttle system that meets the needs
of commuters.
5. Tap Google and Stanford University
experts to submit practical solutions for
Palo Alto to consider.
6. Require all new development to be
fully parked — period. No in-lieu fees. No
phantom parking rights.
I encourage everyone to:
• Accept Mayor Kniss’ apology but demand informed stewardship from the next
mayor.
• Become informed about traffic issues
and proposals.
• Write down what is important to you
without losing sight of the impact on those
around you.
• Contact at least one council member
and let him/her know that the council and
staff must find ways to act upon citizen
concerns. Denial and inaction are not the
hallmarks of good government. Q
John Guislin is a Palo Alto resident and
longtime advocate for residential quality
of life and improved traffic safety. He can
be reached at jguislin@gmail.com.

Learning from the past is an
essential step toward building a
better future. Ms. Kauffman is to
be respected for opening up and
inviting the community into her
learning process. I believe this
will help all parties turn a positive corner together.
Gary Paladin
Dana Avenue, Palo Alto

Castilleja deserves
modernization

Editor,
As an alumna and a neighbor of
Castilleja, I have always appreciated Castilleja as a treasured resource in Palo Alto. Nanci Kauffman’s guest opinion on Aug. 24
deepened my pride in the school
and my appreciation for her as its
leader. With her honest thoughts
about what she has learned through
the CUP application process, Ms.
Kauffman proved herself a role
model to her students, showing
them that we are all lifelong learners and reminding them not to let

their regrets hold back their hopes.
Kauffman wrote about the way
Castilleja employees and students have changed the way they
commute to school. Castilleja’s
traffic-demand-management program is working, and I see Castilleja committed to reducing its
impact on traffic in the city.
Contrary to adding traffic, an
underground garage will further
reduce drop-offs and parking
from the street. I have every confidence that the school will continue to enforce the importance of
being a good neighbor once the
garage is built.
My own daughter started at Castilleja last month, and I feel lucky
that she will be part of a long tradition of women’s education in
Palo Alto. Castilleja has been an
important part of Palo Alto’s history, and a modernized Castilleja
that can educate more girls to become compassionate leaders is an
essential part of our future.
Carin Mueller Rollins
Waverley Street, Palo Alto
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“There’s no place like home.”

John ‘Jack’ Farquhar

Matched
CareGivers
Providing the best
in home care
for over 25 years.

Matched CareGivers
is nurse owned and
operated. Our trained
caregivers provide personal
care, bathing, dressing,
companionship, exercise
and mobility assistance,
medication reminders, meal
planning and preparation
(including specialized diets),
transportation and errands,
coordination of social
activities, light housekeeping
and laundry.
When someone you care about
needs assistance...

you can count on us to be there.
Call (650) 839-2273
Menlo Park • San Mateo
San Jose
Lic# 414700002

MatchedCareGivers.com

John “Jack” Farquhar, professor
emeritus of medicine and of health
research and policy at the Stanford
University School of Medicine, died
Aug. 22 in Palo Alto. He was 91.

Stanford School of Medicine

Transitions

He
was
born in Winnipeg, Canada
in 1927, and
moved to Pasadena, California when
he was 13.
An athlete in
high school,

Yuji Okano

September 4, 1932 – August 27, 2018
Yuji passed away peacefully at
home in Palo Alto on Monday
August 27 at the age of 85. He was a
long time member and volunteer of
the Palo Alto Buddhist Temple and
worked at General Electric.
Yuji grew up in Wheatland,
California and was valedictorian
of Wheatland High School 1950.
He graduated from UC Berkeley
in 1954 and served as an officer
in the army. Yuji was an avid San
Francisco Giants fan.
Yuji is survived by his loving
wife of 58 years, Eimi Kimura
Okano; his children Cary Okano (Greg), Garett (Maria) Okano,
Kim (Mark) Shimazaki; grandchildren Markus, Carlos, Claire,
Zackary, Anna, Leah. He also leaves his sister Alice.
A service celebrating his life will be held Saturday, Sept. 15,
2018 from 2 p.m. at Palo Alto Buddhist Temple, 2751 Louis Road,
Palo Alto, CA 94303.
Memorial donations may be made to:
Palo Alto Buddhist Temple
http://www.pabt.org/join.html
Bright Dawn Center of Oneness Buddhism
https://www.brightdawn.org
PAID

OBITUARY

he played football and soccer and
at 16, he won an amateur boxing
competition.
He received a bachelor’s degree in medicine from the University of California, Berkeley
and attended medical school at
University of California, San
Francisco where he completed
part of his residency. He finished part of his residency at the
University of Minnesota and received a fellowship as a research
associate at Rockefeller University where he studied diet and
blood lipids. In 1962, he became
an assistant professor of medicine at Stanford.
He was among the first in the
field of cardiovascular disease
research to explore the idea
that heart disease was largely
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attributable to one’s environment, leading a large-scale field
study that addressed disease
risk by changing a community’s behavior in 1972. He and
his colleagues sparked health
improvement tactics like offering healthy lunch options
and schools and teaching about
the danger of smoking in three
communities.
The National Institutes of
Health saw the success of his
studies and launched the Stanford Five Cities trial, which provided massive funding for similar
health campaigns in five cities in
California.
In 1972, he established the
Stanford Prevention Research
Center alongside experts he recruited to effectively carry out
the Five Cities Trial. He also
launched a myriad of health programs at Stanford, including the
Health Improvement Program
for faculty and staff, and the Preventive Cardiology Clinic.
He was also a founding member of the International Heart
Health Society and was elected to
the National Academy of Medicine in 1978.
He is survived by his wife,
Christine Farquhar of Palo Alto;
and his two children, Meg and
John Farquhar. A memorial service was held on Aug. 30. Memorial donations may be made to the
John W. Farquhar, MD, SCRDP
Postdoctoral Research Fund and
should be sent to Diana Fox at
the Stanford Prevention Research
Center, 3300 Hillview Ave., Suite
100, Office 102. Q
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3753 Starr King Circle, Palo Alto
Wonderful open floor plan and great location within easy walking
distance of Mitchell Park and Charleston Shopping Center

Listed for $2,500,000 | Living Space: 1,527 sq. ft.
3 bedrooms | 2 bathrooms

Juliana Lee

MBA/LL.B
Certiﬁed Residential Specialist

(650) 857-1000

homes@julianalee.com
DRE# 00851314
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#1 Agent in over 105,000
Keller Williams Realty agents*
Over 1,000 homes sold in Santa Clara
and San Mateo Counties
Experienced with 30 Silicon Valley cities
*2014 BRE# 00851314

julianalee.com
李文房地產做的最好

Jade Lee
Managing Partner
DRE# 02032430

APR FALL CAMPAIGN
D

SOL

Carol Carnevale
650.465.5958
License # 00946687

Ali Faghiri

650.346.4727
afaghiri@apr.com
License # 01247404

ATHERTON $17,980,000
New Construction. Timeless allure combines a traditional
ambiance, with the consummate appeal of contemporary
luxury. 7BD/8 & 2.5BA, 12,500 +/-sf, on 1.074 acres.

PALO ALTO $18,000,000

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
Extremely rare Old Palo Alto offering. 4bed/3bath on
carolandnicole@apr.com
30,000 sf lot.
License # 00952657

D

SOL

Ali Faghiri

Julie Tsai Law

650.346.4727
afaghiri@apr.com

650.799.8888
julie@julietsailaw.com

License # 01247404

ATHERTON $16,880,000

PALO ALTO $14,500,000

Just completed. Striking contemporary is a marriage
of artful inspiration, astute engineering, and meticulous
attention to detail. 6BD/7&2.5BA, 11,437+/-sf on 1.072 acres.

Represented seller for the best of Palo Alto property, brand
new constructions with sweeping San Francisco Bay view.

D

License # 01339682

D

SOL

SOL

Julie Tsai Law

Mary Gilles

650.799.8888
julie@julietsailaw.com

650.814.0858
mgilles@apr.com

License # 01339682

PALO ALTO $10,988,000

ATHERTON $8,985,000

Represented buyers for this elegant custom-built estate on
one of the most prestigious streets in Palo Alto.

French inspired estate in Lindenwood, Atherton’s secret
garden! Three levels of classic elegance with 5 spacious
bedroom suites. Represented buyers.

D

License # 01789710

D

SOL

SOL

Monica Corman
650.465.5971
aname@apr.com
License # 01111473

Julie Tsai Law

650.799.8888
julie@julietsailaw.com
License # 01339682

LOS ALTOS HILLS $8,888,000

MENLO PARK $7,995,000

Represented buyers for this luxury estate on a secluded
knoll tip with both bay and western hill views.

New construction 7bd/6 & 2.5ba this special home offers
soaring space, chef’s kitchen with high end appliances,
formal living and dining room.

Mandy Montoya
650.823.8212
aname@apr.com
License # 01911643

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Menlo Park
650.462.1111

Menlo Park-Downtown
650.304.3100
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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Monica Corman

Carol Carnevale

650.465.5971
aname@apr.com

650.465.5958
License # 00946687

License # 01111473

LOS ALTOS $7,288,000

Mandy Montoya
650.823.8212
aname@apr.com
License # 01911643

Gorgeous new construction home, luxury amenities on all
3 levels. 6bd/5 & 2.5ba set on a spacious lot on a prime
quiet street.

D

LOS ALTOS HILLS $5,370,000

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
This appealing 5 bedroom/3.5 bath home balances space
for formal living with generous and comfortable private carolandnicole@apr.com
License # 00952657
rooms.

D

SOL

SOL

Carol Carnevale
650.465.5958
License # 00946687

Julie Tsai Law

650.799.8888
julie@julietsailaw.com
PALO ALTO $5,250,000

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
Rare one-level home on large Crescent Park lot! Lovely
carolandnicole@apr.com remodeled 4-bedroom/3.5ba home surrounded by a
License # 00952657
glorious garden.

PALO ALTO $4,998,000

License # 01339682

Buyer representation. Gorgeous custom home on large
cul-de-sac lot. Timeless design and charm.

D

SOL

Carol Carnevale
650.465.5958
License # 00946687

Julie Tsai Law

650.799.8888
julie@julietsailaw.com
License # 01339682

MENLO PARK $4,588,000
Brand new construction in Menlo Oaks, timeless modern
design with ultimate attention to details.

D

MENLO PARK $4,150,000

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
Stylishly remodeled 4bed/3bath one-level home sits on a
quiet tree-lined street at the border of Menlo Park & Palo Alto. carolandnicole@apr.com
License # 00952657

D

SOL

SOL

Carol Carnevale
650.465.5958
License # 00946687

Julie Tsai Law

650.799.8888
julie@julietsailaw.com
License # 01339682

LOS ALTOS $3,850,000
Elegant and cheerful executive home in South Los Altos,
suitable for entertaining all year round.

MENLO PARK $3,800,000

Nicole Aron

The desirable Vintage Oaks neighborhood is the setting for
650.740.7954
this beautifully maintained & renovated 4bed/3.5ba home. carolandnicole@apr.com
License # 00952657

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Menlo Park
650.462.1111

Menlo Park-Downtown
650.304.3100
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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Carol Carnevale

Carol Carnevale

650.465.5958

650.465.5958

License # 00946687

License # 00946687

MENLO PARK $3,750,000

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
This impeccably & extensively remodeled 4bed/3.5ba
carolandnicole@apr.com home is perfectly oriented to embrace its beautiful natural
License # 00952657
setting.

PALO ALTO $3,620,000

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
Located on a rare North Palo Alto tree-lined cul-de-sac,
carolandnicole@apr.com
this 4bd/3ba home exudes warmth & hospitality.
License # 00952657

D

SOL

Carol Carnevale

Monica Corman

650.465.5958

650.465.5971
aname@apr.com

License # 00946687

License # 01111473

LOS ALTOS $3,571,425

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
The magnetic curb appeal of this delightful 4bed/3ba
carolandnicole@apr.com home with its unique brick façade hints at its warmth &
License # 00952657
livability.

D

PORTO VALLEY PRICE UPON REQUEST
Classic updated 4 bedroom ranch style home on nearly 1.5
acres in great location.

650.823.8212
aname@apr.com
License # 01911643

D

SOL

SOL

Carol Carnevale

Carol Carnevale

650.465.5958

650.465.5958

License # 00946687

License # 00946687

MENLO PARK $3,400,000

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
Captivating curb appeal hints at the interior beauty of
carolandnicole@apr.com this lovely 5bedroom/3bath custom-built home with 3-car
License # 00952657
garage.

LOS ALTOS $2,825,000

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
A welcoming porch greets you at this wonderful
4bed/2.5bath home ideally located in Los Altos. Close to carolandnicole@apr.com
License # 00952657
outstanding schools.

D

D

SOL

SOL

Carol Carnevale

Carol Carnevale

650.465.5958

650.465.5958

License # 00946687

Nicole Aron

Mandy Montoya

License # 00946687

REDWOOD CITY $2,800,000

650.740.7954
Located within the desirable Woodhill Estates community
carolandnicole@apr.com of Redwood City, this 5bed/3.5bath home has been freshly
License # 00952657
updated.

PALO ALTO $2,750,000

Nicole Aron

650.740.7954
Charming Victorian built at the turn of the century offers
4bedrooms/2.5baths with plenty of space & modern carolandnicole@apr.com
License # 00952657
conveniences.

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Menlo Park
650.462.1111

Menlo Park-Downtown
650.304.3100
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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Cindy Liebsch

Julie Tsai Law

650.799.8888
julie@julietsailaw.com
License # 01339682

SUNNYVALE $2,480,000

SAN CARLOS PRICE UPON REQUEST

Represented sellers. Single story, expanded and remodeled
home on one of the most desirable streets in Sunnyvale.

Beautifully updated, light & bright, 3 bdrms, 2.5 baths +
an office! Open ﬂoor plan & more! Walk to town! Must see!

650.591.7473
cindy@
cindyliebsch.com
License # 01324217

D

D

SOL

SOL

Joe & Mary Merkert
650.387.5464
License # 01365311
& 01756592

Edward Moritz

650.795.7996
emoritz@apr.com

Alex Merkert
650.660.0033
License # 02024242

MENLO PARK $2,340,000

REDWOOD CITY $2,000,000

Fantastic 2 bedroom, 2.5 bathroom + den condominium
deﬁned by its light-ﬁlled interior, vaulted ceilings, and
views of the western hills.

Sophisticated, updated home with Brazilian cherry ﬂoors,
crown molding and dual pane windows, chef’s kitchen and
updated bathrooms.

D

SOL

OON

NG S

I
COM

Edward Moritz

Janise Taylor

650.795.7996
emoritz@apr.com

650.302.2083
jtaylor@apr.com

License # 01907111

REDWOOD CITY $1,895,000

MENLO PARK CALL FOR PRICE

Crown molding, recessed lights & hickory ﬂrs throughoutformal DR-granite kit w/Viking cook-top & refreigeratorwarming oven-granite.

Lovely 2bd/1bath, top ﬂoor condo located in Sharon
Heights. Approximately 1100sf. Updated with hardwood
ﬂooring and granite counters. Las Lomitas School District.

DING

I
COM

OON

Julie Tsai Law

Tim Trailer

650.799.8888
julie@julietsailaw.com

650.333.3833
ttrailer@apr.com
MOUNTAIN VIEW $1,145,000

SAN JOSE (WILLOW GLEN) $1,095,000

Fantastic condo with views of courtyard and lagoons.
Close to Google, LinkedIn, Stanford and major high tech
companies.

Three bedrooms, 2+ baths on a large 10,000+sf lot in
beautiful Willow Glen, San Jose. Single-level, in need of a
little TLC, two car garage.

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Menlo Park
650.462.1111

License # 01499609

NG S

PEN

License # 01339682

License # 01907111

Menlo Park-Downtown
650.304.3100
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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License # 00426209

Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Photographer Oliver Klink captures an elephant family on the plains of Amboseli National Park in
Kenya. Much of his work, which will be on display at the Pacific Art League through Oct. 25, shows how
the land and animals in East Africa are interconnected.
ature has always been a
rich source of inspiration
for artists. With its new
exhibition, the Pacific Art League
hopes to give back to the natural
world, not only by celebrating its
beauty but also providing information about critical issues facing it.
“Africa: The Struggle of
Beauty” will incorporate the work
of four renowned photographers
and aims to address conflicts between humans and the environment, the commercialization of
animal products and the devastating endangerment of some of Africa’s most beloved species. PAL
will also host several special events
in conjunction with the exhibition.
Emmy Award-winning cinematographer Andrew Wegst, along
with fellow photographers Sebastião Salgado, Oliver Klink and
Teri Vershel, will exhibit work shot
in Africa in recent years. Wegst’s
work, which comprises about twothirds of the show, follows a curated narrative.
“The idea of the exhibition is to
peel back the curtain a little bit on
what most people would experience in Africa on a typical safari;
to show them a little more about
what’s going on with wildlife
and the issues we try to address,”
Wegst said. He’s been a wildlife
photographer for 25 years and has
worked for the conservation nonprofit WildAid for about three and
half, and said that while he’s seen
some hopeful signs, such as China
and Vietnam enacting new legislation against trade in elephant ivory,
for example, “in general the situation for wildlife is not improving.
There are positive signs and big
challenges.”
While many of Wegst’s images
are beautiful photographs of creatures in their natural habitats, he’s
also including some more graphic
photos illustrating the brutal reality
of poaching and the illegal trading
of wildlife parts, which feeds the
global market for bushmeat, ivory,

This image of a baby mountain gorilla in Uganda’s Bwindi
Impenetrable National Park is among the many photos by Emmy
Award-winning cinematographer Andrew Wegst that will be on display
at the Pacific Art League’s exhibition “Africa: The Struggle of Beauty.”

Pacific Art League
highlights the beauty and
the plight of African wildlife
by Karla Kane
rhinoceros horns and other parts
used in traditional medicine.
WildAid, whose slogan is
“When the buying stops, the killing
can too,” works to reduce global
demand for the consumer-driven
wildlife-product trade, as well as to
support local conservation efforts.
The nonprofit produces educational videos that are distributed to
local media outlets and often works
with celebrity spokespeople to help
spread the message.
“Our goal is to combine (Wild
Aid’s) credibility with our aesthetic,” PAL Executive Director Jon
Graves said.
“I went to Africa for the first
time last year. It was one of the
most profound experiences in my
life,” he said. Wegst, who’s taught
classes at PAL in the past, brainstormed with Graves on how to
base an exhibition on his conservation work in Africa and with WildAid’s mission.
“Andy’s narrative celebrates the
beauty of the wildlife and the landscape. It then addresses the issues.
And there are some tough images,
which I think will be a bit different for us,” Graves said (the flyer
shows a pile of tusks stacked next
to several rifles).
Graves hopes that “Africa: The
Struggle for Beauty” will not only
raise awareness but also bring together some of Silicon Valley’s
best and brightest (and, perhaps,
wealthiest), to discuss how they
might be in a unique position to
find solutions.
“You’ve got a destruction taking place which is unprecedented.
It’s absolutely horrendous. So our
thinking was, ‘What can we do to
use photography to not only raise

awareness in Silicon Valley but
also engage in discussion with
technologists about how they can
help?’” he said. “You’ve got a lot of
money in this town. You’ve got a lot
of technology. You’ve got a lot of
leaders. Bright, smart people. Not
many of them seem to be behind
this issue. How can we get Silicon
Valley involved? Because there are
so many areas — data analytics,
drones — where technology can
help.”
PAL has a long history of offering art classes in a variety of media
and levels as well as juried exhibitions, but since Graves took over as
head last year, he’s had a vision of
expanding the league’s scope and
raising its profile. The current show
“is part of our plan of having causebased exhibitions. Once a year we
want to do something that has a
real cause behind it,” he explained.
“We’re hoping to really fill the
building with influential people,”
Graves said of the exhibition’s Sept.
7 opening. “The ask we’re going to
be making of them is just to get
involved,” he said, be it through
financial support, volunteer work,
raising awareness or other ways.
Though the issues impacting
wildlife may feel overwhelming,
there are simple things tourists
(and gallery visitors) can do to
help, Wegst said.
“Never purchase any product that
you suspect has come from a wild
animal,” he said, naming trinkets
such as necklaces as common souvenirs. “When you travel, you can
choose to pick a responsible tour
operator that follows all the rules
and works with local communities
that give back,” he said. “Educate
yourselves about what’s going on.”

With his camera, Wegst has
captured images of well-known
species such as lions, zebras, gorillas and elephants, but his work
also sheds light on less familiar
animals, such as pangolins (which
are actually the world’s most trafficked species, he said).
Though Wegst has made films
on all seven continents, he appreciates the local fauna as well (including his pet cats, with whom he
lives in Menlo Park). And he still
hopes, he said, to spot a mountain
lion in the wild someday.
“The way I describe it is, wildlife is the world as it should be,”
Los Gatos-based photographer
and PAL instructor Oliver Klink
told the Weekly in a recent interview, as he showed some of his
black-and-white images of East
African animals, most notably
elephants. Through his photography, he has been able to capture
not only the charismatic animals
themselves but also the ecosystem around them, giving a sense
of how land and animals are interconnected. He pointed out how
cattle egrets are omnipresent in
the elephant photos. The birds
have a symbiotic relationship with
the herds, picking parasites from
their skin and warning them about
predators. In one photo, he pointed
out Mount Kilimanjaro, covered in
snow.
“This may be a historical image. What they are saying about
Kilimanjaro is that by 2020 there
might be no snow. What it means
is the entire ecosystem is going
to change, where you don’t have
as much water, the elephants will
have to travel much further to
find a source of water and food

and cross new territories that they
haven’t seen before,” he said.
Elephants have come to hold
a special place in Klink’s heart.
He’s photographed curious, wise
old matriarchs, babies learning
through play and imitation, and
elderly males, whose isolation and
large tusks make them extremely
vulnerable to poachers.
“The first time I went to Africa I
was more into the cats ... but when
I started to see the elephants, I felt
there was something unique about
them. They’re absolute giants but
there is a charisma that they have.
They are very tender and they’re
incredible, the way they move, the
way they care about their herd,
they way they communicate,” he
said. “You never get tired of seeing
the behavior of the elephant.”
Klink said the mission of PAL’s
exhibition is to inspire viewers to
go a step farther than just appreciating good art.
“Do you want people to fall in
love with the animals and say, ‘Oh
my god, that’s so beautiful?’ or do
you want to have a message that
is delivered with the images that
is basically an afterthought when
people go home?” he pondered. “I
want the viewer to have my images
haunting them, to the point where
they say, ‘I’m either going to purchase those images or I’m going to
do something about it.’” Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Karla Kane can be emailed at
kkane@paweekly.com.
What: “Africa: The Struggle of
Beauty”
Where: Pacific Art League,
668 Ramona St., Palo Alto.
When: Sept. 7-Oct. 25; MondayFriday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Opening reception Friday, Sept. 7,
5:30-8 p.m.
Cost: Free.
Info: Go to pacificartleague.org/
wildlife-art-photography.
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Peter Ray Juarez as Henry, left, and Leslie Ivy as Catherine in
“Northanger Abbey” at The Pear Theatre, Aug. 30 through Sept. 23.

Pear kicks off new season
with ‘Northanger Abbey’
Stage performance ditches British accents but
captures Austen’s charm
by John Orr
here were some carping
critics in the lobby at The
Pear Theatre following the
nearly three-hour performance of
“Northanger Abbey” on Saturday.
Despite its length, “Northanger
Abbey” is really very enjoyable,
and carries the audience happily along with the language of
Jane Austen, as adapted by Pear
founder Diane Tasca.
Leslie Ivy was beautiful and
lively as Catherine, the young
daughter of a reverend. Her family, the Morlands, have moved to
Bath, which she finds lovely for
long walks and for visits to the
Pump Room, where all the “propertied swells” meet to dance and
gossip.
There, she is befriended by Eleanor Tilney (Damaris Divito)
and is caught by the charms of
Eleanor’s brother, Henry Tilney
(Peter Ray Juarez).
The next night, Henry is missing but John Thorpe (Matthew
Brown) is there. Brown does such
a good job portraying the manipulative Thorpe, that it’s all the audience can do to not boo and hiss
anytime he steps on stage.
Catherine also is befriended by
Isabella Thorpe (Dana Reynolds).
The two young women share a
love of horrid novels.
While the romance of Catherine and Henry continues in
fits and starts, Isabella — sister
of the creepy John — invites
Catherine to stay at her family’s
estate, Northanger Abbey. Catherine leaps at the chance, hoping
for the spooky corridors, hidden
rooms and ghosts of the horrid
novels she reads.
But the horrid behavior is really
that of John, who several times
creates significant problems for
Catherine by promulgating lies
about her.
Ivy delivers a lovely performance, portraying a fine and
charming Catherine, ranging
from childish hopes of a teen to
more nuanced needs of an adult,
always with gentility. Reynolds

T
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THEATER REVIEW
seems to belong in this time period, very much the upper class,
educated and gracious young lady.
Divito, who plays Mrs. Thorpe,
Eleanor Tilney and takes ensemble parts, balances her roles like a
skilled juggler. Juarez is charming
throughout as Henry.
The cast doesn’t much bother
with trying to speak with British
accents. Instead we get to hear
their more-or-less normal voices as they concentrate on their
characterizations.
Almost everybody in the cast
stumbled through a line at least
once. It is a long play with a lot of
lines; it is likely the delivery will
be smoothed out soon.
Costumes by Trish Files were
quite good for the men, less so
for the women. Fine-cut military
jackets for Henry, John and others; basic frocks for the women.
Catherine, while walking in a garden, riding in a shay or dancing
in the Pump Room, has one white
dress with a red belt with no easily
visible lace or other trim.
Of course, Ivy is on stage constantly, so a change of costume
would be difficult. Still, some
lace or other ornamentation would
have been nice.
It’s a colorblind cast, which I
applaud. An insert in the press kit
notes that some white-racist hate
groups have taken to thinking of
Jane Austen as bastion of white
family life; this cast is a lovely
poke in the eye for such people. Q
John Orr is a freelance writer
for the Weekly. He can be reached
at johnorr@regardingarts.com
What: “Northanger Abbey.”
Where: Pear Theatre, 1110 La
Avenida St., Mountain View.
When: Through Sept. 23; see
online for performance schedule.
Also: A “junior” cast performs the
same show in repertory, using the
same set, through Sept. 22.
Cost: $15-$35.
Info: Go to thepear.org or call
650-254-1148.

Eating Out

Fresh mushrooms with grilled vegetables and Hong Kong style pan-fried egg noodles served at Fey in Menlo Park.
By Ruth Schechter
Photos by Natalia Nazarova
ost people heading out to
dinner at a Sichuan restaurant fall somewhere
between two camps: those who
want authentic cuisine and those
who are looking for the typical Chinese comfort food they know and
crave. At Fey, the two factions can
dine happily side by side. Quality,
meet quantity.
The 5-year-old restaurant, located just north of the traffic bottlenecks along El Camino Real in
Menlo Park, made waves shortly
after it opened by receiving the
Michelin Guide’s Bib Gourmand
distinction, given to restaurants
that offer excellent food at a reasonable price. Things have not
changed in that respect.
Fey has an immense menu with
12 pages of dishes organized by
main ingredients, followed by a
subsection labeled “Family Traditional Private Kitchen.” One section lists 53 seafood dishes, from
Sichuan classics such as walnut
shrimp, salt-and-pepper squid and
fish in black bean sauce to more
unusual offerings, such as green
onion and ginger sea cucumber,
hot stone plate red wine shrimp
and something called dry cook
belt fish. The pork section features
30 items and the vegetable section
runs from eggplant and potatoes
(#193) through spicy a choy, a Taiwanese lettuce (#210). And there
are long listings for noodles, soups,
dumplings, appetizers, chicken and
beef. You get the idea.
The restaurant is nicely decorated, with silvery fish cascading along

M

one wall and more of the same dangling from a ceiling mobile. Festive ball-shaped light fixtures are
incongruously paired with a crystal
chandelier by the front door. Roomy
booths and large, well-spaced tables
can handle large parties and, more
importantly, the gigantic platters of
dishes coming out of the kitchen.
Each item we ordered arrived on
plates the size of a medium pizza,
with enough food for at least two
additional meals at home.
After sipping tea and nibbling on
complimentary crispy wontons, we
got down to business. Our waiter
warned us that we were being too
ambitious about our appetites, so
we limited ourselves to a few selections. The Hong Kong style panfried crispy egg noodles ($14.95)
was a lovely mix of scallops, shrimp
and fish with sautéed broccoli, bok
choy and peapods, served on a cluster of crunchy noodles that quickly
sopped up the light, tasty sauce.
The fish fillet in black bean sauce
($13.95) was both savory and sweet,
and the fish tender and flavorful.
Less successful was the dry
cooked string bean with pork
($12.95), which was marked on the
menu with a pepper connoting that
it is a spicy option. My craving for
spicy knows no limits, so I found
this notation misleading. The dish
lacked verve and the meat was so
salty it was unpalatable.
We noticed heating units built
into the tabletops for another house
specialty, make-your-own hot pot,
which you pay for by ingredient ($6.95 for a small base, then
$1.50 to $12.95 for anything from
sauce to meat and vegetables). It’s

a definite must for a group.
True to form, Fey also offers an
extensive lunch menu (I counted 38
options, $8.95 to $9.95) of mostly
standard fare ranging from curry
shrimp to broccoli beef.
Service throughout was exemplary. Servers were friendly, prompt
and stopped by often to see how
we were doing, including making
suggestions on how best to reheat
our massive collection of leftovers.
Dishes were staggered so that everything didn’t arrive at the table at
once, and water glasses were filled
constantly and unobtrusively.
Fey’s menu is so extensive that
finding the standouts can seem
like pure guesswork. It’s amazing that the kitchen can put out so
many dishes as well as it does. I
plan on working my way through
a few more pages until I find my
favorites. Q
Freelance writer Ruth Schechter can be emailed at ruths315@
sbcglobal.net.

Han Ying Wang Gao opened Fey in Menlo Park five years ago.

Fey Restaurant, 1368 El
Camino Real, Menlo Park; 650324-8888; feyrestaurant.com
Hours: Lunch daily 11:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m.; Dinner, Sun.-Thurs.
5-9:30 p.m., Fri.-Sat. 5-10 p.m.





Credit cards

Alcohol: Wine

Reservations

Parking: Street

Catering

Noise level:
Low

Happy hour



Takeout
Outdoor
seating

Bathroom
Cleanliness:
Excellent

Fish decor is featured throughout the Fey dining room.
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Movies

“GLENN CLOSE IS A MARVEL.”
- Leah Greenblatt, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

Glenn Close Jonathan Pryce
Photo by Valeria Florini courtesy of 2018 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc.

Cornering evil

‘Operation Finale’ sends Oscar Isaac’s
spy after Ben Kingsley’s Nazi
000 (Palo Alto Square, Century 20)
Not everything
from Mossad and
OPENINGS
works in “Operation
Shin Bet to “the arFinale” — the historical drama chitect of the Final Solution.” The
about the capture of fugitive Nazi mission parameters are clear:
Adolf Eichmann — but enough Under the top-secret direction of
of it does to form a functional spy Israeli Prime Minister David Benthriller and, more importantly, an Gurion (British master thespian
intriguing character study of two Simon Russell Beale, in a singlemen shaped by hatred. Eichmann scene walk-on), Malkin and comis portrayed to great effect by Os- pany are to “catch and extract”
car winner Ben Kingsley, and leg- Eichmann, rather than put a very
endary Mossad agent Peter Malkin satisfying bullet in his head. The
is played by Oscar Isaac. The cir- end game is very public justice for
cumstances of Eichmann’s capture the highest-ranking perpetrator
and transport to Jerusalem to stand of the Holocaust and, with it, pertrial for war crimes allow for mul- haps some healing for the murders
tiple tête-à-têtes between two very of 6 million European Jews.
fine thespians — reason enough to
But if Ben-Gurion has his eye
revisit the Eichmann affair.
on the big picture (“For the first
In 1960, when most of the film time in history, we will judge our
unfolds, each man has sublimated executioner”), one Mossad agent
his hatred, projecting an amiable sums up the emotional response to
demeanor that allows him to go this opportunity: “We should be
about his business. Malkin’s espi- putting him down like a mad dog.”
onage career has taken a hit from Keeping that instinct in check is
an earlier misfire in the hunt for no easy feat, a tension “Operation
Eichmann, depicted in the film’s Finale” consistently dramatizes.
opening sequence, but he’s still in Woven throughout the mission
the game. Eichmann lives calmly are variant visions of the death of
in Buenos Aires, with his wife and Malkin’s sister, Fruma, some of
children, and a secret social life in them incorporating Eichmann—
the embrace of worshipful Argen- for Malkin has only the sketchiest
tinian Nazis.
details of her demise.
Matthew Orton’s screenplay
As the film’s protagonist, Isaac
notes how a Jewish family stum- (who also co-produces) skillbled upon Eichmann’s son, Klaus fully conveys Malkin’s hurt in(Joe Alwyn), leading operatives telligence, and charm (he has a

Ben Kingsley plays the notorious
Nazi fugitive Adolph Eichmann
in “Operation Finale.”
romantic history with the doctor
— a composite character played
by Mélanie Laurent — charged
with drugging Eichmann to get
him out of the country undetected). But the film hits its stride
once Malkin and Eichmann must
deal with each other in a subdued
but intriguing mind game as the
team awaits safe passage and attempts to get Eichmann to sign
all-important extraction papers.
Wisely, Kingsley doesn’t play
Eichmann as a cardboard villain, instead keeping a tight rein
even on the little tics designed
to make our skin crawl. Some of
the scripting and staging proves
clunky, but by insisting upon the
complexity of the human animal
and only sparingly reaching for
action beats and lyrical notes, the
filmmakers largely escape cliché.
Rated PG-13 for disturbing thematic content and related violent
images, and for some language.
Two hours, 2 minutes.
— Peter Canavese

The Wife

A FILM BY

BJÖRN RUNGE

NOW
PLAYING

JANE ANDERSON
MEG WOLITZER

SCREENPLAY BY

BASED ON THE BOOK BY

WWW.SONYCLASSICS.COM

VIEW THE TRAILER AT WWW.THEWIFEFILM.COM

HIDDEN GARDEN
SUSHI RESTAURANT

Serving unique
brown rice sushi,
in a 35 year tradition.
Now serving an assortment of Sake and Beer.

2363 Birch St., Suite B
Located just off California Ave.
directly behind Bistro Elan

TheatreWorks
SILICON VALLEY

TICKETS GOING FAST!

Gardens

By Karen Zacarías

MOVIES NOW SHOWING
Alpha (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Ant-Man and the Wasp (PG-13) +++ Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Apartment for Peggy (1948) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
BlacKkKlansman (R) +++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Christopher Robin (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Crazy Rich Asians (PG-13) ++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Eighth Grade (R) +++1/2 Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
God Bless the Broken Road (PG) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation (PG) ++
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Incredibles 2 (PG) ++1/2 Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Juliet, Naked (R)
Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Kin (PG-13) Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Little Stranger (R)
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.

Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing (1955) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Mamma Mia! Here we Go Again (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Meg (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Mission: Impossible Fallout (PG-13) +++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Nun (R) Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Operation Finale (PG-13) +++
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.
Papillon (R) Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.
Peppermint (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Searching (PG-13) ++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Sound of Music (1965) (G) Century 20: Sunday
Three Identical Strangers (PG-13)
Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
The Wife (R) +++ Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Ya Veremos (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming qualities +++ A good bet ++++ Outstanding

Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 327-3241)
tinyurl.com Aquariuspa
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd.,
Mountain View tinyurl.com/Century16
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road,
Redwood City tinyurl.com/Century20

CineArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto (For information: 493-0128)
tinyurl.com/Pasquare
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park (For recorded
listings: 566-8367) tinyurl.com/Guildmp
Stanford Theatre: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 324-3700) Stanfordtheatre.org

Find trailers, star ratings and reviews on the web at PaloAltoOnline.com/movies
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“Lively, intelligent.
EXCEPTIONAL!”
Metro Silicon Valley

Now thru Sept 16
Mountain View Center for the Performing Arts

theatreworks.org 650.463.1960
MICHAEL EVANS LOPEZ, MARLENE MARTINEZ, AMY RESNICK, & JACKSON DAVIS / PHOTO KEVIN BERNE

Give
blood
for life!

b l o o d c e n t e r. s t a n f o r d . e d u

SEPTEMBER 2018

LivingWell

A monthly special section of news

& information for seniors

Shirley Minger, right, hugs her mother, Elvera Chezem, during a visit at Mission Hospice & Home Care in San Mateo where Chezem has been staying for the past eight weeks.
“The care here is so phenomenal, and the staff is so loving,” Minger said.

Planning ahead for the inevitable
Public series helps seniors take charge of their end-of-life arrangements
Story by Chris Kenrick | Photos by Veronica Weber
f your family didn’t know
what to get you for your
birthday, how do you expect them to know what you want
for your funeral?”
That humorous question is
posed by Skylawn Memorial Park,
a 120-acre cemetery in San Mateo,
in ads for its monthly Palo Alto information sessions on funeral and
burial planning.
A different group, Mission Hospice & Home Care of San Mateo,
appeals to people’s sense of empowerment to promote its end-oflife medical planning seminars
with the title “Take Charge!”
Though many prefer not think
about end-of-life planning, these
and other local organizations
say preparation pays off later by
providing guidance to distraught
family members and helping them
avoid hasty decisions in a crisis
environment.
A committee of residents at
Channing House has teamed up
with Mission Hospice this fall
to offer a four-part series that
includes “practical perspectives
to help you explore and communicate what dying well means to
you.” The free seminars, open

“I

Shirley Minger, center, and her mother, Elvera Chezem , right, talk with Cindi Gill, a registered nurse
at Mission Hospice & Home Care in San Mateo. The center, which provides an on-call nurse 24 hours
a day, a doctor, social worker, home health aides, chaplain and many volunteers, also holds medical
planning seminars to give seniors a sense of empowerment over their end-of-life decisions.

to the public, will take place
Wednesdays from Oct. 10 -31.
The series includes videos created by doctors to demystify some
medical procedures that are often
performed, with varying degrees
of success, on dying patients.
“One of the videos is about
the intensive care unit — what
goes on in the ICU — so you
don’t base your expectations on
television serials about emergency rooms,” said Peter Stangl,
a Channing House resident who
led the organizing efforts for the
fall series.
“Often, the decision-making
information is brought onto the
scene days before the patient is
about to die. I thought we should
bring this information to people
who are quite independent and
relatively healthy and cogent —
and yet old enough to realize this
could happen to them.”
Stangl said he obtained the videos from ACP Decisions, a nonprofit group of doctors that creates
videos — for use primarily by other doctors — to provide accurate
medical information to patients
(continued on page 28)
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Lucia Hollowell, right, a social worker at Mission Hospice & Home
Care in San Mateo, hugs longtime volunteer Paul Smith as registered
nurse Cindi Gill checks on a patient’s medical information.

Living Well
(continued from page 27)

about their diagnosis.
This fall’s series at Channing
House, which adopts the “Take
Charge!” title and some of the
curriculum from Mission Hospice
& Home Care, is the third series
on end-of-life planning organized
by Stangl, who headed the Lane
Library at the Stanford School of
Medicine for 25 years.
The purpose is to have people
plan ahead, think through what’s
important to them and make the

necessary arrangements so that
the vision they have for themselves has a chance to be translated into reality when the time
comes, he said.
The series begins Oct. 10 with
a screening of the PBS film “Being Mortal,” based on the 2014
bestseller by Boston surgeon
Atul Gawande, followed by a
panel discussion. The second and
third sessions also include films,
among them the documentaries
“New Rules for Life Care” and
“Extremis.”
In the final session, health
care professionals will answer

Francine “Frankie” Lea sleeps while her family Connie Bivens (left), Samantha Pruhsmeier (center)
and Liz Pruhsmeier spend time together on the patio outside Francine’s room at the Mission Hospice &
Home Care.
questions and help participants
complete advance-care planning
documents.
Planning committee members
stressed the importance of completing the documents and actively discussing them with family
members and physicians.
“People need to deeply consider
these things and have multiple

conversations around them,” said
Mary Matthiesen, Mission Hospice’s director of community engagement and education. “Death,
dying and loss are human experiences, not medical experiences.”
Planning ahead and communicating about it can help people align
their end-of-life medical choices
with values most important to
them — increasing their chances
of a peaceful ending, she said.
To register for the “Take

Charge!” events at Channing
House, call 650 470-5610 or go to
missionhospice.eventbrite.com.
The series is free and open to the
public.
For more resources and documents on end-of-life planning, go
to missionhospice.org/patientsfamilies and click on “Take
Charge!” Q
Contributing writer Chris
Kenrick can be emailed at
ckenrick@paweekly.com.

breathe.

Space Is Available. Short-Term Rehab
or Long-Term Care.
We have space available for you! The ﬁnest programs, staff, cuisine,
and attention are part of your care in an enviable environment at
any one of our Life Care Communities. Your wellness is our priority.
Call Janey, 415.351.7956 or email jdobson@ncphs.org.

Health Services
NCPHS
MARIN SAN FRANCISCO PORTOLA VALLEY

1525 Post Street San Francisco, CA 94109-6567 - ncphshealthservices.org
This not-for-proﬁt community is part of Northern California Presbyterian Homes and Services.
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Dr. Gary Pasternak, medical director of Mission Hospice & Home
Care in San Mateo, checks on Elvera Chezem during a daily visit.

Senior Focus
SENIORS, BEWARE ... The
Santa Clara County District
Attorney’s Office warned that
senior homeowners may be the
target of scams by “individuals
and companies seeking to take
advantage of unsophisticated
homeowners by purchasing
property at an unreasonably low
price.” In an Aug. 28 public service
announcement, Deputy District
Attorney Cherie Bourlard of the
Division of Consumer Protection/
Elder Fraud, said the office is
increasingly receiving reports from

older homeowners about unsolicited
offers to buy their homes without
inspections or real estate agents.
“While these deals sound good,
elderly homeowners may be the
target of these mailers in the hopes
that the owners do not know the
true value of their property,” the
DA’s office said. People who think
they’ve been a victim of a real estate
scam are asked to call the district
attorney’s Real Estate Fraud Hotline
at 408 792-2879.

(continued on page 30)

Avenidas
is looking
for some
Community
Stars!

Living Well

Living Well
SEPTEMBER
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Calendar of Events

Please note: @ Avenidas is now “Avenidas @ CCC”Cubberley Community Center, Building I-2, 4000 Middleﬁeld Road, Palo Alto.

Sept 3
Labor Day
Avenidas closed
Sept 4
NEW! Cluttering and Hoarding Support
Group
Do you know a Peninsula
1st Tuesdays, 2-3:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
resident 65+ who has made
For more info call Emily Farber 650-289-5417.
Drop-in, free.
VLJQL¼FDQWFRQWULEXWLRQVWRWKH
FRPPXQLW\"3OHDVHVXEPLWWKHLU
Sept 5
QDPHIRUFRQVLGHUDWLRQIRUWKH
Mindfulness Meditation
every Wednesday, 2:30-3:30pm,
prestigious Avenidas Lifetimes of
Avenidas @ CCC. Drop-in, free.
$FKLHYHPHQW$ZDUG
Sept 6
&RQWDFW0RQLFD'DYLVDW$YHQLGDV
Avenidas Hikers, 9:30am
WRVXEPLW\RXUVXJJHVWLRQVIRUD
every Thursday. Call 650-289-5400 for trailhead
FRPPXQLW\KHUR®  RU
info. 0/$5
HPDLOKHUDWPGDYLV#DYHQLGDVRUJIRU
PRUHLQIRUPDWLRQRQKRZWRVXEPLW Sept 7
Wine Appreciation: “Mediterranean
\RXUQRPLQDWLRQRUWRJHWDIRUP
Coast Wine Adventure”
'HDGOLQHLV6HSWHPEHUWK
Bring your own glass. Pre-registration required.
Call 650-289-5400. $12/$15.
Sept 10
UNA Film Festival “Holy (un)Holy River”
ZZZDYHQLGDVRUJ
3-4:30pm @ Channing House. Drop-in, free.
Sept 11
Presentation: “The Woman’s Bible,
another step in woman’s march to
equality”
by Phil Lumish, 1:30-3pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
Call 650-289-5400 to register. $5/$10
Sept 12
Presentation: “Integrative Wellness
with Yoga Therapy”
by Jido Lee Ferguson, Certiﬁed Yoga Therapist,
3:30-4:45pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
For complete schedule or info about Avenidas events, call 650-289-5400 Call 650-289-5400 to register. Free.

Sept 13
Avenidas Village Coffee Chat
2pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Space is limited.
RSVP required. Call 650-289-5405. Free.
Sept 14
Social Bridge
1-4pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Call 650-289-5436 for
more info. Drop-in, free.
Sept 17
Caregiver Support Group
11:30am-1pm – every Monday @ Sunrise Palo
Alto, 2701 El Camino Real, Palo Alto. Call Paula
650-289-5438 for more info. Drop-in, free.
Sept 18
Avenidas Walkers
10am – every Tuesday. Call 650-387-5256
for trailhead info or to schedule. Free.
Sept 19
Flu Shot Clinic
9:30am-12pm, Senior Friendship Day @ CCC,
Room M3. Bring your Medicare card. Drop-in.
Sept 20
Workshop: “Pole Walking for Balance,
Exercise and Mobility”
by Jayah Faye Paley, CPT/Mobility Coach,
9am-12pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Pre-registration
required. Call 650-289-5400. $35.
Workshop: “Intro to Improv”
with Elizabeth Whalley, 1:30-2:30pm, Avenidas
@ CCC. To register call 650-289-5400. Free.
Sept 21
Presentation: “Hoarding – The Stuff
Underneath the Stuff”
by Emily Farber, MSW, 11am-12:30pm, Avenidas @
CCC. Call 650-289-5400 to register. $10/$12.
Mid-Autumn Moon Festival and Palo
Alto YMCA “Welcome Week” closing
celebration
3-5pm, Avenidas @ CCC, Room M4. Family

welcome. Bilingual information: 650-289-5434.
Free.
Sept 24
Lip-reading class begin
Avenidas @ CCC. Beginning Lip-reading,
1-3pm; Literary Lip-reading, 10am-12pm.
Call 650-289-5436 for more info. Free.
Sept 25
Long Term Care and Asset Protection
Planning
by Michael Gilﬁx and Mark R. Gilﬁx, Avenidas @
CCC. Space is limited. RSVP required.
Call 650-289-5400 to register. Free.
Sept 26
Try it Free! Classes at Avenidas @ CCC.
Feldenkrais, 10-11am
Zumba Gold, 3:30-4:30pm
For more info call 650-289-5436.
Sept 27
Book Club: I am Malala
by Malala Yousafzai, 2:30-4pm,
Avenidas @ CCC. Drop-in, free.
Workshop: “An Introduction
to iPad Art”
with Carolyn Mustard, 10-11am, Avenidas @ CCC.
Ipad users only. Bring your own iPad.
To register call 650-289-5400. Free.
Sept 28
Try it Free!
“Magic in Motion,” dance-based, seated core
ﬁtness, 10-11am, Avenidas @ CCC.
For more info call 650-289-5436.
Sept 29
Workshop: “Monoprinting with Gelli
Plates: Earth Element”
with Judy Shintani, MA, 9am-12pm,
Avenidas @ CCC. To register call 650-289-5400.
$30/$40 + $10 materials fee.

Better Care
Starts With
The Best
Of Gloria.
Lean on Gloria. No matter what level
of home care you need, Gloria is
part of our highly trained caregiving
team and stands ready to help your
Gloria,
Seniors At Home
Caregiver

loved one have a safer, healthier, and
more independent life.
See why we’re the Bay Area’s
leading expert in senior care.
Free consultation
650.931.1860
SeniorsAtHome.org

A Division of Jewish Family and Children’s Services
San Francisco • Peninsula • Marin • Sonoma County
HHA License 220000378
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The Right Care at
The Right Time

Senior Focus
(continued from page 28)

We’ll match you with a skilled nurse for one-on-one care that
ȴWV\RXUQHHGVȃZKHWKHULWȇVDVKRUWYLVLWRUVXSSRUW

SKILLED SERVICES
Post-Hospital Care
Wound Care
IV Therapies
Palliative Care
Hospice Care

Wellness Checks
Medication Management
Airway/Ventilation Care
Patient Education
Respite Care

YOGA WELLNESS THERAPY ... Certified
yoga therapist Jido Lee Ferguson will explain
how yoga can help with wellness, including
stronger bones, better sleep and less
inflammation and pain in a free class on
Wednesday, Sept. 12, 3:30-4:45 p.m. Ferguson
will help students perform a personalized yoga
sequence at Avenidas at Cubberley Community
Center Room I-3, 4000 Middlefield Road. To
register, go to Avenidas.org.
MUSICAL MEMORIES ... Musician and music
collector Marv Emerling will offer a trip down
memory lane with a presentation of music
and discussion of the early years in the life of
composer and lyricist Irving Berlin. Berlin’s
songs include “God Bless America,” “White
Christmas,” “Easter Parade” and “There’s No
Business Like Show Business.” Tuesday, Sept.
18, 1-2 p.m. at Little House, 800 Middle Ave.,
Menlo Park. To register, go to penvol.org/
littlehouse.
FREE FLU SHOTS... Avenidas and Walgreens
are partnering to offer free flu shots. To receive
a shot, seniors are asked to bring Medicare or
Medi-Cal cards on Wednesday, Sept. 19, from
9:30 a.m. to noon to Palo Alto’s Cubberley
Community Center, 4000 Middlefield Road,
Room M-3.

Call (650) 462-1001 to speak with a Care Coordinator,
or visit NurseRegistry.com/Living-Well

 _NurseRegistry.com
8QLYHUVLW\$YHQXH3DOR$OWR&$

CLUTTER DISCUSSION GROUP ... Social
worker Emily Farber will lead a free, weekly
drop-in support group for people who
feel they have problems with cluttering
and hoarding on Tuesdays, 2-3:30 p.m. at
Avenidas, 4000 Middlefield Road. For more

information, call Farber at 650 289-5417. In
addition, Farber will make a presentation
on hoarding, including indicators, risks and
resources on Friday, Sept. 21, from 11 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. at Avenidas, Cubberley Community
Center. $10 for Avenidas members/$12 for
nonmembers. To register, go to Avenidas.org
or call 650 289-5400.
MOON FESTIVAL ... Authentic Chinese
musical performances, snacks and cultural
arts and crafts will be featured at the Moon
Festival Cultural Party on Friday, Sept. 21,
3-5 p.m. at Cubberley Community Center
Room, M-4. Presentations will be in Chinese
as well as English. Free. Families welcome.
Cosponsors include the Palo Alto Family
YMCA, Avenidas, the Chinese Historical and
Cultural Project, the Media Center, Palo Alto
Library, Palo Alto Art Center and the Palo Alto
Museum. For more information, call Pinki Fung
of Avenidas at 650 289-5434.
CAREGIVER SUPPORT ... A free, drop-in
support group for caregivers meets Mondays
from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Sunrise Palo Alto,
2701 El Camino Real, Palo Alto. For more
information call Avenidas Social Work Services
Manager Paula Wolfson at 650 289-5438.
IN THE VILLAGE ... Participants in Avenidas
Village, a local membership network that
helps seniors age in place , will discuss their
experiences in a free coffee chat Thursday,
Sept. 13, at 2 p.m. Space is limited to 12. To
reserve a spot, call Robbi McCaughan at 650
289-5405.

Items for Senior Focus may be emailed
to Palo Alto Weekly Contributing Writer
Chris Kenrick at ckenrick@paweekly.
com.

+DYLQJWURXEOHƓQGLQJ
WKHULJKWFDUHSURYLGHUIRU\RX"
/HWXVWDNHWKHJXHVVZRUNRXWRIƓQGLQJJUHDWFDUH
Choosing the right care provider can be a long and complicated
process. Home Care Assistance prides itself on helping families
by providing expert care management, in addition to the most
experienced and dependable caregivers. We take the guesswork
out of what care clients might need and manage everything for
you! Plus, our expert caregiver matching ensures your loved
one is paired with a caregiver with the skills and experience to
meet their needs but also with a personality that will make them
optimally comfortable and happy.

6SHDNWRD&DUH$GYLVRUWRVFKHGXOH\RXUIUHHLQKRPH
FRQVXOWDWLRQWRGD\
Come visit us! Stop by
RXURIƓFHFRQYHQLHQWO\
ORFDWHGLQGRZQWRZQ
3DOR$OWRRII$OPD

From our family to yours!


+DZWKRUQH$YHQXH
3DOR$OWR&$
+RPH&DUH$VVLVWDQFHFRP3DOR$OWR

Serving happy clients across Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton, Woodside, Portola Valley and more!
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Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 57
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news, edited by Elizabeth Lorenz

Home Front

SAFE KIDS ... The Palo Alto
Fire Department’s home page
has a “Kids’ Corner” located
in a tab under Safety Tips that
has printable coloring pages
for kids to learn about what
smoke detectors do and how
they work. It even suggests kids
name their smoke detectors and
remind their parents to check
them once a month. The page
has suggestions for helping
teach kids fire safety at home
as well as links to Smokey the
Bear and Sparky the Fire Dog,
mascots of the National Fire
Protection Association.
Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email elorenz@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

M

ost buyers choose
their homes by
things like the size
of the family room
or where the property is located.
Often, the last thing they notice
after they close escrow is that
they own a yard. If it’s older and
hasn’t been recently landscaped
and plumbed with sprinklers,
there may be blank spots or wilted plants or sections of empty
vegetable beds framed with rotting wood.
It would be easy to hire gardeners, but if you have the urge to
garden, expert gardeners say it’s
worth trying.
“The single most important
thing to remember is that plants
that will grow the best for you
will be adapted to our unique
climate,” said Palo Alto Master
Gardener Roberta Barnes. “We
have dry, warm summers and
wet, mild winters. Plants that
grow well in other parts of the
country may need a colder winter or wetter summer to thrive,”
she said, so if you grew up on
the East Coast and loved lilacs or
blueberries, make sure those are
things that can tolerate mild winters. “Also, our soil is fertile, but
often a heavy clay,” Barnes said.
“Plants that will thrive in our soil
and climate are the best choices
for success.”
Barnes said it’s good to spend
time getting to know your yard
before jumping into gardening.
Notice how much sun or shade
your yard gets throughout the
day and the seasons. Some plants
need sun to thrive, others need
shade. Also, check out the soil.

Gardening

101

Expert gardeners:
Don’t be intimidated, ‘just do it’
by Elizabeth Lorenz
Most plants do best with soils that
water will drain through. Barnes
suggests digging a hole about
1-foot deep and wide, then filling
it with water. Repeat. How quickly did your water drain out? Did
it drain out completely? If the soil
didn’t drain well, you may need to
do extra soil preparation.
Doing a little research will help

you determine what kind of sun
or shade a particular plant needs.
One of her favorite gardening
websites is called “Arboretum
All-Stars,” which has different
symbols to show how much sun
or shade a plant needs. Another
great reference is Sunset’s “Western Garden Book.” It lists a huge
variety of plants and specifies

their sun/shade needs.
“In your garden, a plant will
show you if it’s getting too much
sun by getting leaf scorch or drying up on the edges,” Barnes said.
“Too much shade and the plant
will get long lanky stems and will
not bloom well. A lot of gardening is just trying things and then
watching what the plant does.”
The next mistake many novice gardeners make is watering
plants too much when the plants
seem like they’re struggling.
Most plants that die, Barnes
said, actually had too much water,
which can cause roots to rot. As
the roots rot, the plant won’t be
(continued on page 34)

What you need:
• Gloves
• Potting soil
–mix of gritty soil and compost
• Digging fork
• Trowel
• Watering can or hose
• Pruning shears
• Mulch

Elizabeth Lorenz

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

Most plants do best with soil that water will drain through. Fill a 1-foot hole with water and see how
quickly it drains. If it drains slowly, add amendments to the soil. A plant will show you if it’s getting too
much water by getting “leaf scorch” or drying up on the edges, said master gardener Roberta Barnes.

PhotoSpin

INSTANT GARDEN HELP ...
If you can’t get to the Palo
Alto Demonstration Garden to
speak with an expert during
open hours, and you’re garden
looks like it’s in trouble, look
for assistance on the UC
Master Gardeners of Santa
Clara County’s “Garden Help”
webpage at mgsantaclara.
ucanr.edu/garden-help. The
University of California has
created an extensive “home,
garden, turf, and landscape
pests” website with information
on all sorts of problems
California gardeners are likely
to encounter. Search by plant
name or pest name to see what
might be afflicting your plants.
There also is a Help Desk
you can contact by phone or
email or visit in person at 1553
Berger Drive, San Jose. Use the
group’s “plant diagnostics” page
to gather pertinent information
before calling or dropping in.

PhotoSpin

RENTS RISE ... The website
apartmentlist.com has reported
that once again Palo Alto’s rents
rose last month, although only
three-tenths of 1 percent.
The median rent for a twobedroom apartment in Palo
Alto is $3,200, or $2,020 above
the national average of $1,180.
One interesting note from
apartmentlist.com is that rents
in Mountain View, for both oneand two-bedroom apartments,
are down slightly. Mountain
View’s median two-bedroom
monthly rent is $2,700, or $500
less than Palo Alto’s.
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HOME SALES

Home sales are provided by
California REsource, a real estate information company that
obtains the information from
the County Recorder’s Office.
Information is recorded from
deeds after the close of escrow
and published within four to
eight weeks.

Atherton

250 Catalpa Drive Ganesan
Trust to Abergel Homes Design
for $5,540,000 on 8/8/18; built
1956, 3bd, 2,030 sq.ft; previous
sale 6/17, $5,175,000

East Palo Alto

1107 Gaillardia Way King Trust
to I. & J. Pamnani for $917,000
on 8/9/18; built 1951, 3bd,
1,110 sq.ft; previous sale 1/16,
$500,000
459 Larkspur Drive Christian
Cathedral to S. Yenigalla for
$875,000 on 8/1/18; built 1954,
3bd, 1,020 sq.ft
2279 Tuscany Court H. Downs
to C. Cervantes for $1,235,000
on 8/8/18; built 2009, 4bd,
1,792 sq.ft; previous sale 3/10,
$540,000
1982 West Bayshore Road
#236 J. & A. Cervantes to J. Di
for $880,000 on 8/3/18; built
2002, 2bd, 1,197 sq.ft; previous
sale 5/10, $405,000

Los Altos

1245 Portland Ave. Stern Trust
to S. Fazilat for $3,250,000 on
8/10/18; built 1934, 3bd, 1,599
sq.ft; previous sale 12/04,
$1,340,000
48 South Avalon Drive
Boscacci Trust to T. Huang for
$3,860,000 on 8/3/18; built
1957, 3bd, 3,017 sq.ft
221 West Edith Ave.
Schott Trust to R. Mishra for
$4,720,000 on 8/3/18; built
2012, 3bd, 2,088 sq.ft

Los Altos Hills
26055 New Bridge Drive

SALES AT A GLANCE
Atherton

Menlo Park

Total sales reported: 1
Sales price: $5,540,000

Total sales reported: 5
Lowest sales price: $1,020,000
Highest sales price: $3,600,000
Average sales price: $2,047,000

East Palo Alto

Total sales reported: 4
Lowest sales price: $875,000
Highest sales price: $1,235,000
Average sales price: $976,750

Mountain View

Total sales reported: 16
Lowest sales price: $830,000
Highest sales price: $3,295,000
Average sales price: $1,935,375

Los Altos

Total sales reported: 3
Lowest sales price: $3,250,000
Highest sales price: $4,720,000
Average sales price: $3,943,333

Palo Alto

Total sales reported: 15
Lowest sales price: $316,000
Highest sales price: $11,940,000
Average sales price: $3,830,933

Los Altos Hills

Total sales reported: 1
Sales price: $4,750,000

Woodside

Total sales reported: 1
Sales price: $3,125,000

Source: California REsource

Bypass Trust to Feng & Wang
Trust for $4,750,000 on 8/10/18;
built 1969, 5bd, 3,442 sq.ft

Menlo Park

16 Athlone Court A. Collins
to H. Huang for $1,355,000 on
8/7/18; built 1950, 3bd, 1,070
sq.ft; previous sale 12/86,
$155,000
338 Barton Way Goldsilverisland Homes to T. Barel for
$3,600,000 on 8/6/18; built
2017, 4bd, 2,291 sq.ft
24 Bishop Lane Puckett Trust
to Son Trust for $2,500,000
on 8/3/18; built 1963, 3bd,
1,730 sq.ft; previous sale 9/10,
$941,000
307 Haight St. Gillespie Trust
to Y. Chen for $1,760,000 on
8/6/18; built 1946, 5bd, 1,640
sq.ft
1311 Hill Ave. M. & B. Hilsenrad to M. Elias for $1,020,000
on 8/8/18; built 1955, 3bd,

Gardening 101
(continued from page 31)

able to pull up the water it needs, and it will
begin to wilt. This is why it’s important to
get a sense of how well your soil drains.
Barnes said the soil in her garden drains
very quickly.
“I probably couldn’t even fill up the hole
with water. But some soils will still have
water in them after 12 hours. Those soils
need to be dug and have organic amendments added. It also helps to plant in a
mound or berm to increase drainage.”
Barnes’ colleague, master gardener Candace Simpson, teaches a six-week beginning gardening class. One of the first questions she asks her students (some of whom

910 sq.ft; previous sale 12/89,
$160,000

Mountain View

230 Bryant St. #1 M. Page to
A. Mirhoseini for $1,500,000
on 8/7/18; built 2003, 2bd,
1,339 sq.ft; previous sale 10/03,
$585,000
142 College Ave. M. Ruiz to
Rising Financial for $1,450,000
on 8/10/18; built 1961, 3bd,
1,113 sq.ft
1685 Gretel Lane Papciak
Trust to H. Shah for $2,025,000
on 8/9/18; built 1954, 3bd,
1,318 sq.ft; previous sale 3/12,
$872,000
1358 Latham St. M. Decamara to R. Cho for $1,675,000
on 8/6/18; built 1928, 2bd,
880 sq.ft; previous sale 11/03,
$570,000
1055 Levin Ave. Anderson
Trust to J. Yu for $2,775,000
on 8/10/18; built 1964, 5bd,

are beginners, some of whom are more experienced but haven’t taken a formal class)
is how they water their plants.
“They think about adding water instead
of thinking about what’s happening to the
soil. If you just spill water onto the soil,
it can go down or it can glide off and go
somewhere else.”
One student, she recalled, said she watered her vegetables by tossing water from
a teacup.
Beginning gardeners often think about
the above-ground part, she said, but they
don’t think about the below-ground part.
Since you can’t see below the soil, she
said, you have to use a trowel beside the
plant and look or stick your hand down and
see whether it’s moist.

2,755 sq.ft; previous sale 4/10,
$1,300,000
1168 Marilyn Drive Daniels
Trust to F. Yuan for $3,250,000
on 8/8/18; built 2010, 4bd,
2,238 sq.ft; previous sale 3/11,
$1,760,000
1780 Morgan St. J. Serrano
to M. Gschwind for $1,750,000
on 8/9/18; built 1955, 3bd,
1,104 sq.ft; previous sale 3/01,
$494,000
1945 Mt. Vernon Court #4 S.
Yu to D. Pham for $830,000
on 8/13/18; built 1964, 2bd,
1,086 sq.ft; previous sale 10/13,
$580,000
450 Poppy Place Mackey Trust
to A. Udipi for $1,652,000 on
8/8/18; built 1965, 4bd, 1,468
sq.ft
118 Savannah Loop J. Wee
to C. Fuller for $2,130,000 on
8/9/18; built 2014, 4bd, 1,888
sq.ft

49 Showers Drive #E151 Allen
Trust to K. Bhatia for $900,000
on 8/9/18; built 1976, 1bd,
959 sq.ft; previous sale 3/96,
$129,000
1915 Stella St. Classic
647 Sierra Vista to A. Lo for
$1,839,000 on 8/7/18; built
2017, 4bd, 1,706 sq.ft
3372 Villa Robleda Drive Mcdaniel Trust to V. Krishnamurthy
for $2,625,000 on 8/10/18; built
1969, 3bd, 2,287 sq.ft; previous
sale 2/13, $1,550,000
1660 Villa St. M. & B. McDowell to C. Branson for $2,200,000
on 8/9/18; built 1938, 4bd,
1,894 sq.ft; previous sale 3/93,
$105,000
905 West Middlefield Road
#944 C. Chen to J. Kumar for
$1,070,000 on 8/6/18; built
1978, 2bd, 998 sq.ft; previous
sale 7/11, $410,000
694 Woburn Court Nankin
Trust to J. Cao for $3,295,000
on 8/3/18; built 1990, 4bd,
3,293 sq.ft; previous sale 7/05,
$1,570,000

Palo Alto

1331 Alma St. M. Alhassani to
C. Li for $1,800,000 on 8/6/18;
built 1983, 2bd, 1,295 sq.ft;
previous sale 3/15, $1,200,000
4015 Arbol Drive Bernatowicz Trust to Martinez Trust for
$3,400,000 on 8/10/18; built
2000, 4bd, 3,086 sq.ft; previous
sale 4/05, $1,870,000
921 Colorado Ave. G. Li to L.
Zhu for $11,940,000 on 8/10/18;
built 2016, 5bd, 2,425 sq.ft;
previous sale 7/15, $1,700,000
4224 Darlington Court
Cartal Trust to B. Naveh for
$2,835,000 on 8/6/18; built
1951, 3bd, 2,172 sq.ft; previous
sale 3/99, $595,000
3860 El Centro St. Ri Holding Trust to V. Bhamidipati for
$2,325,000 on 8/10/18; built
1973, 3bd, 1,384 sq.ft
2817 Emerson St. Braun Trust
to B. Xu for $2,200,000 on

The easiest kind of garden, Simpson
said, is called the “easy-care bag garden,”
and is literally a bag of potting soil, tipped
on its side. You tear open the plastic, and
put seeds or plants right into the soil.
She said “cast iron” vegetable plants are
bush beans (a summer plant), lettuce (fall),
or cherry tomatoes (spring). Pick a tablesized plot of dirt, loosen it with a digging
fork or shovel when the soil is moist, and
plunge the tool about one foot down to turn
the soil. Then, spread compost (buy it in
bags) or use leaves from your yard, and
have fertilizer standing by to keep the right
nutrients in your soil once water begins to
wash them away.
There are many ways, Simpson said, to
learn to garden. One way is to take a class,

8/10/18; built 1956, 3bd, 855
sq.ft
319 Everett Ave. Slaughter
Trust to Bhargava Trust for
$3,200,000 on 8/10/18; built
1997, 4bd, 1,612 sq.ft; previous
sale 7/14, $2,460,000
240 Forest Ave. Walker Trust
to Lee Trust for $2,150,000
on 8/10/18; built 1978, 2bd,
1,247 sq.ft; previous sale 5/12,
$890,000
745 Garland Drive J. McVey
to Becker Trust for $6,750,000
on 8/9/18; built 2012, 3bd,
3,301 sq.ft; previous sale 11/09,
$1,450,000
3760 La Donna Ave. Wendel
Trust to G. Feng for $5,300,000
on 8/13/18; built 1949, 4bd,
2,468 sq.ft
490 Loma Verde Ave. Silicon
Valley Builders Investments
to L. Wan for $4,198,000
on 8/10/18; built 1949, 3bd,
1,466 sq.ft; previous sale 1/16,
$2,500,000
4245 Rickeys Way #F J. Welch
to A. Hattori for $316,000 on
8/3/18; built 2008, 3bd, 1,406
sq.ft; previous sale 9/08,
$276,000
762 Rosewood Drive Rosewood Limited to Hammerman Trust for $3,800,000 on
8/13/18; built 1946, 2bd, 1,006
sq.ft
159 Waverley St. Andrews
Trust to Crescent Trust for
$4,450,000 on 8/9/18; built
1920, 3bd, 2,060 sq.ft; previous
sale 3/92, $425,000
3260 Waverley St. Y. Hong
to J. Zhang for $2,800,000 on
8/8/18; built 1950, 3bd, 1,391
sq.ft; previous sale 10/11,
$1,500,000

Woodside

90 Skywood Way D. Imler
to C. Chung for $3,125,000
on 8/2/18; built 1959, 4bd,
4,140 sq.ft; previous sale 4/16,
$2,500,000

another is to read a book or go online. Another is to watch videos produced by your
local university cooperative extension (the
University of California has one in every
county). Another, she said, is “just do it.”
One of the biggest mistakes beginners
make is not to protect their plants from
weeds, animals and insects. Planting in a
container can solve that, or simply preparing the space properly. Ornamental plants
that don’t produce fruit or vegetables don’t
need as much fertilizer or hands-on care,
so those are an option if you’re not ready
to grow food. Q
Elizabeth Lorenz is the Home and
Real Estate Editor at the Palo Alto
Weekly. She can be reached at elorenz@
embarcaderopublishing.com.

Tools:

Elizabeth Lorenz

PhotoSpin

Elizabeth Lorenz

Elizabeth Lorenz
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903 RAMONA STREET, PALO ALTO
4 bds ■ 3 baths ■ +1bd/1ba ADU ■ 3,031± sf home ■ 4,016± sf lot

OPEN
HOUSE
FRI 9:30AM-1PM
SAT & SUN
1:30-4:30PM

Presenting a contemporary interpretation of the popular Craftsman style and built in 2001 by award-winning
SummerHill Homes, this enchanting home is part of University Park and offers the perfect blend of tranquil living
and downtown convenience. The appeal begins with reﬁned architectural features including a signature wraparound
front porch, shingled exterior, and classic details such as a bullseye clerestory window. The graceful three-story,
4-bedroom, 3.5-bath ﬂoor plan includes an upper-level master suite and a large lower-level recreation room and
bedroom. Located above the detached 2-car garage, a 1-bedroom, 1-bath accessory dwelling unit with full kitchen,
adds ultimate ﬂexibility for extended family living or additional income. Surrounded by lush landscaping in an enviable
location just minutes to shopping, dining, Stanford University and commute routes plus access to sought-after Palo
Alto schools, this outstanding property offers an ideal haven for gathering with friends and family to make memories
for a lifetime.
•
•

•

Approximately 3,031 total living sq ft which includes
400± sq ft ADU

•

Wrap-around porch is 266± square feet

•

Stainless steel appliances include Wolf 6-burner
gas cooktop, Wolf oven and microwave, Sub-Zero
refrigerator, and KichenAid dishwasher

Beautifully landscaped corner lot of approximately
4,016 square feet

•

Crowned by a cathedral ceiling with lighted fan,
the upper-level master suite has a walk-in closet
and a marble-appointed en suite bath with dualsink vanity, jetted tub, frameless glass shower, and
private commode room

Outstanding downtown location just 2 blocks
to Whole Foods, 4 blocks to all the shops and
restaurants on University Avenue, and minutes to
Caltrain and Stanford University

•

Excellent schools: Addison Elementary; Frank
Greene Jr. Middle; Palo Alto High (buyer to conﬁrm)

OFFERED AT $4.980,000
www.903Ramona.com

NADR ESSABHOY, MBA
License #01085354

650.248.5898
nessabhoy@apr.com
www.NadrEssabhoy.com

SUPRIYA GAVANDE

License #01856590

650.556.3890
sgavande@apr.com
www.SupriyaGavande.com

6TXDUHIRRWDJHDFUHDJHDQGRWKHULQIRUPDWLRQKHUHLQKDVEHHQUHFHLYHGIURPRQHRUPRUHRIDYDULHW\RIGLIIHUHQWVRXUFHV6XFKLQIRUPDWLRQKDVQRWEHHQYHULƓHGE\$ODLQ3LQHO5HDOWRUV,ILPSRUWDQWWREX\HUVEX\HUVVKRXOGFRQGXFWWKHLURZQ
investigation.
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Listed by Michael Repka of the DeLeon Team
650.900.7000 | michael@deleonrealty.com | www.deleonrealty.com | DRE #01903224

CONTEMPORARY CHARM IN MENLO PARK
1903 Valparaiso Avenue, Menlo Park

Offered at $3,488,000

Located in West Menlo, this sophisticated 5 bedroom, 4 bath home of 3,161 square feet (per county) rests on a 7,500 square foot lot
(per county). An elegant and refined ambience fills this two-story estate, complemented by fine detailing and designer touches. Viking
appliances, granite countertops, and a travertine tile backsplash reign in the chef ’s kitchen, which opens out into the luxurious family room
featuring a marble fireplace surround, integrated ceiling speakers, cherry hardwood floors, and outdoor access to the rose garden. A guest
bedroom rests on the first floor, while three additional bedrooms, a multifunctional space perfect for a home office or gym, and a beautiful
master suite with vaulted ceilings await upstairs. In this great location, you’ll be moments away from local hot spots along Alameda de Las
Pulgas, downtown Santa Cruz Avenue, scenic Sharon Heights, and top-rated Las Lomitas schools (buyer to verify eligibility).

Saturday & Sunday
1:00 - 5:00 pm

OPEN HOUSE

Complimentary
Refreshments

For more information, video tour & more photos, please visit:

www.1903Valparaiso.com
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Listed by Michael Repka of the DeLeon Team
650.900.7000 | michael@deleonrealty.com | www.deleonrealty.com | DRE #01903224

ELEGANT AND EFFICIENT IN MENLO PARK
Offered at $1,788,000

132 Stone Pine Lane, Menlo Park

Nestled on a quiet, tree-lined lane in Linfield Oaks, this beautiful 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath townhouse of 1,980 square feet (per county) offers
convenience and style in the highest degree. Laid out across three open floorplan levels, the flexible living spaces flow gracefully together
and establish excellent indoor-outdoor connections. The double-height living room with soaring ceilings and picture windows, upstairs
dining room, and updated kitchen with an outdoor balcony set the stage for entertaining, while the spacious master suite and additional
bedrooms await on the top floor. This central location rests moments away from historic Holbrook-Palmer Park, fine dining and shopping
along downtown Santa Cruz Avenue, popular Fremont Park, Menlo Park CalTrain station, and outstanding local schools.

OPEN HOUSE

Saturday & Sunday
1:00 - 5:00 pm

Complimentary
Refreshments

For more information, video tour & more photos, please visit:

www.132StonePine.com
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185 FOREST AVENUE, 2A, PALO ALTO

UPSCALE URBAN LIVING IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO

njoy upscale urban living in the heart of downtown
Palo Alto at this rarely available, sought-after complex.
Combining true luxury with ultimate convenience, this
exquisitely remodeled single-level, second-ﬂoor, 2-bedroom,
2-bath condominium is stylishly appointed with designer
details, an open concept layout, two balconettes, and a
spacious patio for outdoor enjoyment and entertaining.
Surrounded by welcoming metropolitan views, reﬁned
dining and boutique shopping. It is also close to Caltrain,
Stanford Shopping Center, and Stanford University. Whether
a primary residence or a pied-à-terre for the ultimate in
commute convenience, this is a very special Silicon Valley
home.

E

OFFERED AT $1,988,000
www.185Forest2A.com

DETAILS OF THE HOME:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

SUPRIYA GAVANDE

OPEN HOUSE
SAT & SUN 1:30 - 4:30

2 bedrooms and 2 baths on a single level
Approximately 1,285± square feet (per county)
of living space
Secure entrance with elevator access from
both secured lobby and gated basement level
parking garage which has two deeded parking
spaces plus large storage unit
Chef’s kitchen with stainless steel appliances
A stacked washer/dryer is tucked neatly away
in a laundry closet
Designer en suite baths have granite countertops
and frameless glass tile and mosaic showers
Extensive remodel features updates to all
plumbing ﬁxtures, hardware, lighting, and
switches; two phone lines plus Ethernet in all
rooms
Outstanding downtown location, close to Nobu,
Reposado, Evvia, Pizzeria Delﬁna, Whole Foods
Market, Peet’s, and all of University Avenue, as
well as Caltrain
Excellent schools: Addison Elementary; Frank
S. Greene Jr. Middle; Palo Alto High (buyer to
conﬁrm)

Cell: 650.556.3890
www.SupriyaGavande.com
License# 01856590
6TXDUHIRRWDJHDFUHDJHDQGRWKHULQIRUPDWLRQKHUHLQKDVEHHQUHFHLYHGIURPRQHRUPRUHRIDYDULHW\RIGLIIHUHQWVRXUFHV6XFKLQIRUPDWLRQKDVQRWEHHQYHULƓHGE\$ODLQ3LQHO5HDOWRUV,ILPSRUWDQWWREX\HUVEX\HUVVKRXOGFRQGXFWWKHLURZQ
investigation.
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1087 Fife Ave, Palo Alto

OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30
Sited on a quiet two-block street in North Palo Alto within blocks of Addison Elementary,
Eleanor Pardee and Rinconada parks, the Community Center and dynamic Downtown
Palo Alto, this 6 bedroom/2.5 bath home checks all the boxes for the fortunate new
owners: location, remodeled condition, high ceilings, wonderful natural light, excellent
ﬂoor plan with effortless ﬂow between public rooms, ﬂawless integration of indoor and
outdoor spaces, and plenty of room to grow!
A striking eco-friendly front garden is the ﬁrst impression of the appealing modern
design of this peaceful home. Simple, clean architecture melds harmoniously with
stylish interior appointments.
The living room features a dramatic high open-beam ceiling and connects to the dining
area with two large sliding doors that open to an inviting deck and swimming pool.
The sleekly remodeled European-style kitchen has Caesarstone countertops and
stainless steel appliances. The adjacent family room is bathed in natural light from the
double sliding door that leads to a low maintenance garden shaded by a beautiful
ﬂowering magnolia tree.
The upper level has ﬁve family bedrooms, a spacious owners’ suite and an open sunny
study or reading area.
A separate laundry room with recent appliances and an attached double garage
complete this special home.
Exterior space beautifully accommodates outdoor living with a sunny deck, refreshing
salt water pool, relaxing hot tub and a separate low maintenance garden area.

Living Area: 3,086 sq. ft. (Per county records, unverified)
Lot Size: 8,518 sq. ft. (Per county records, unverified)

Offered at $4,800,000

www.1087Fife.com

Carol Carnevale

Nicole Aron

BRE#00946687

RE#00952657

Included among the top Real Estate Teams in the Nation
by the Wall Street Journal

C :: 650-465-5958
E :: carolandnicole@apr.com

State-of-the-art real estate,
State-of-the-heart relationships!

Stay Connected!

585 Palo Alto Sales.....and counting

www.CarolAndNicole.com
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Source: TrendGraphix, 8/1/2017 - 7/31/2018, Top Broker Market Share Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton & Los Altos/Los Altos Hills, All Properties
Information is obtained from the Multiple Listing Service and/or public records. This third party information has not been independently veriﬁed.

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

Los Altos
650.941.1111

Menlo Park
650.462.1111

Menlo Park Downtown
650.304.3100
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Keller
Williams
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OPEN HOUSE

Saturday & Sunday, Sept. 8 & 9, 12:00 – 5:00pm

9 6 8 L I N DA V I S TA WAY

LO S A L TO S

• Move in today, remodel, or build new
• More than one-quarter acre
(approx. 11,000 sq. ft.)
• 3 bedrooms and 2.5 baths

AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
IN SOUTH LOS ALTOS

Offered at $2,695,000

• Approx. 1,658 sq. ft. of living space
• Freshly painted inside and out,
refinished hardwood floors, and new
carpet in master bedroom

• Attached 2-car garage with laundry
area and half-bath
• Newly landscaped low-maintenance
front and rear yards
• Just blocks to Heritage Oaks Park
and less than one mile to Rancho
Shopping Center
• Excellent Los Altos schools

650.814.0741
When it comes to
buying or selling a home, you
want Barb in your corner.

bwilliams@apr.com
www.barbsite.com
License # 01033672
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources. Such
information has not been verified by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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Saturday & Sunday 1:30–4:30pm · 925AddisonAve.com

North Palo Alto Contemporary
925 Addison Avenue, Palo Alto · Offered at $8,500,000

Residence: 5BR/4.5BA · ±3,369 sf
Guest house: 1BR/2BA · ±1,100 sf
Lot: ±0.25 acre

Young Platinum Group
650.380.9918 · YoungPlatinumGroup.com
Gloria Young · DRE #01895672
John Young · DRE #02036387
Emerson Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301 · Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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SO
SOLDINYOURNEIGHBORHOOD
N OU N G O OO
D

L
SO

SO

LD

1414 Pitman Avenue, Palo Alto
$5,880,000

1414 Edgewood Drive, Palo Alto
$10,900,000
SO

LD

SO

LD

LD
SO

1310 Greenwood Avenue, Palo Alto
$4,600,000

1417 Pitman Avenue, Palo Alto
$4,600,000

LD
SO

D

L
SO

1437 Dana Avenue, Palo Alto
$4,498,000

LD

846 E Greenwich Place, Palo Alto
$5,610,000

LD

1945 Cowper Street, Palo Alto
$4,925,000
SO

SO

2950 South Court, Palo Alto
$3,900,000

775 Garland Drive, Palo Alto
$4,000,000

LIST YOUR HOME WITH
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD SPECIALIST
“I strive to provide the highest standard of integrity and diligence.”

XINJIANG

650.283.8379
xjiang@apr.com
www.xjiang.apr.com
License #01961451
Serving Palo Alto, Los Altos, Menlo Park, Atherton
MBA, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania
BA, Waseda University Japan (圹ኦय़)
Fluent in Japanese and Mandarin
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Santa Cruz · CoastsideRanch.com

Unrivaled Coastal Retreat
Become part of California’s coastline legacy with 175 acres that offers pristine wilderness, organic farmlands, secluded
beachfront, and a 19th century farmhouse. Just one hour from hustling Silicon Valley and six miles north of Santa Cruz,
California, famous for world-class surfing, this unique piece of private coastline provides an exclusive retreat, your very own
organic farm, orchard, or vineyard, and an unrivaled entertaining venue.
Offered at $28,500,000 · ±175 acres

728 Emerson Street,
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Each Office is Independently
Owned and Operated.

Michael Dreyfus
650.485.3476
m.dreyfus@ggsir.com
License #01121795

Jakki Harlan
650.465.2180
jakki@jakkiharlan.com
License #01407129
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OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 1:00PM- 4:00PM

3 1 6 2 RO S S ROA D, PA L O A LTO
3 B E D ROO M S

|

2 B AT H RO O M S

|

1, 216 SQ F T I N T E R I O R | 6 ,4 0 0 SQ F T LOT | 2 C A R G A R AG E

Nestled in the hear t of Palo Alto, this elegant Midtown home has been updated to preserve the iconic open-concept designs of
renowned builder Joseph Eichler. Showcasing ash hardwood floors, floor-to-ceiling windows, skylights, and an abundance natural light
allows for seamless indoor/outdoor living. The remodeled gourmet kitchen features granite counter tops, two islands and stainless
steel appliances. These include a Thermador gas range, BEST range hood, and Sub-Zero fridge. Boasting a bright skylight, the master
bedroom features a walk-in closet and en-suite bath.
A private backyard with mature trees, offers quiet for relaxing or alfresco dining. New custom front and rear fencing insures privacy
and a sense of retreat. Moments from Midtown Shopping Center, parks, popular Philz Coffee, and the YMCA. This home is also near
Stanford, top tech companies and excellent schools. The open floor plan, modern styling, and room for enter taining family and friends
makes this proper ty a move-in ready gem.
OFFERED AT $2 , 595,0 0 0
visit w w w.3162Ross.com

ALEX WANG
Real Estate Evangelist
(650) 331-9088
www.AlexWang.com
DRE# 01351503
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This information was supplied by third party sources. Sales Associate believes this inforPDWLRQLVFRUUHFWEXWKDVQRWYHULÜHGWKLVLQIRUPDWLRQDQGDVVXPHVQROHJDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\
IRULWVDFFXUDF\%X\HUVKRXOGYHULI\DFFXUDF\DQGLQYHVWLJDWHWR%X\HUoVRZQVDWLVIDFWLRQ

400 W. PORTOLA AVENUE, LOS ALTOS

Masterfully Crafted Adirondack Estate in North Los Altos
Offered at $6,995,000 | 6 Beds | 5.5 Baths | Home ±5,333 sf | Lot ±24,102 sf
The best of California living unfolds at this exceptional
home inspired by the great Adirondacks of the early
20th century. Architectural details borrowed from
decades past combine with modern functionality
and crisp light finishes for chic, designer living.
Park-like grounds introduce the six-bedroom home,
which unfolds in espresso-hued hardwood floors,
hand-plastered or shiplap walls, and towering paneled
ceilings. Tailor-made for both grand entertaining
and everyday enjoyment, the home’s focal point
is the tremendous great room. Formal living and
dining rooms, an office and media center round
out the public spaces. Outside, privacy abounds in
the resort-like setting. A premier North Los Altos
address, outstanding quality and style, plus access to
acclaimed schools, this home is certain to offer lasting
memories for generations to come!
400WestPortolaAvenue.com

Colleen Foraker
640 Oak Grove Avenue, Menlo Park
650.847.1141 · GoldenGateSIR.com
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

650.380.0085
colleen@colleenforaker.com
colleenforaker.com
License #01349099
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OPEN HOUSE
SAT/SUN
1:30-4:30

542 CENTER DRIVE, PALO ALTO

Offered at $6,498,000

7XSV]FSSO8YHSVMRLMKLP]HIWMVIH'VIWGIRX4EVO[MXLFIHVSSQWERHFEXLVSSQWMRETEVOPMOIWIXXMRK;MHITPEROSEO¾SSVWZEYPXIH
FIEQIHGIMPMRKWERHSVMKMREPEVGLIHHSSV[E]WLMKLPMKLXXLI½VWX¾SSVPMZMRKWTEGIWMRGPYHMRKEWXYRRMRKPMZMRKVSSQWM^EFPIJSVQEPHMRMRK
VSSQERHEKSVKISYWPMKLX½PPIHOMXGLIRJEQMP]VSSQ[MXL½VITPEGIERHEHNSMRMRKWYRVSSQ9TWXEMVWXLII\TERWMZI1EWXIV7YMXI[MXLX[S
[EPOMRGPSWIXWERHEKIRIVSYWFEXL[MXLLIEXIH¾SSVWMWEPY\YVMSYWVIXVIEX8LIKEVHIRWEVIEWIRGLERXMRKEWXLILSQISJJIVMRK.ETERIWI
QETPIWJVYMXXVIIWEZIKIXEFPIKEVHIRERH[MWXIVMEGSZIVIHEVFSVWTVSZMHMRKWLEHIMRXLIGLEVQMRKGSYVX]EVH%RI\TERWMZIPE[RWITEVEXIW
XLILSYWIJVSQXLIWTEVOPMRKTSSPLSXXYF GLERKMRKGEFERE[LMGLE[EMXW[MQQIVWEXXLIVIEVSJXLITVSTIVX]8LIWUJXSJPMZMRK
WTEGIMWRIWXPIHSRERSZIVWM^IHPSXSJWUJX'SZIXIH4EPS%PXSWGLSSPW (YZIRIGO)PIQIRXEV]+VIIRI1MHHPI4EPS%PXS,MKL ERH
TVS\MQMX]XSEPPSJXLIFIWXXLEX7MPMGSR:EPPI]LEWXSSJJIVGSQTPIXIXLIETTIEP

BRIAN CHANCELLOR
(650) 303-5511
brianc@serenogroup.com
brianchancellor.com
DRE# 01174998
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Your Realtor & You

REALTORS® Offer Safety Tips for Homeowners
As REALTORS® mark September as
REALTOR® Safety Month, members of the
Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS®
share safety tips with homeowners.
“Everyone should always feel safe in their
home, so it is always good to review these
home safety measures,” says Bill Moody,
president of the Silicon Valley Association of
REALTORS®.
• Consider investing in an alarm system if
you don’t already have one.
• Your home should have deadbolts with full
one-inch bolts on all entry doors. These
should be installed in addition to existing
lock sets. If you have a door with glass
panels within three feet of the lock, you
should have a double-cylinder deadbolt,
which requires a key on both sides so that a
burglar cannot simply break the glass and
reach through to unlock the door. If a door
has conventional glass panels, consider
replacing them with shatterproof glass or
with polycarbonate material.
• Place a wooden rod in the track of a
sliding glass door so it can’t be opened
from outside. To prevent sliding doors
from being lifted from their frames, install
shims along the top frames.
• Make sure your windows, especially at
ground level, have good locks and use them.
• Make sure all porches, entrance areas, and
yards are well lit. Turn on exterior lights
when you are home at night, plus interior

lights when you are away in the evening.
• Prune any shrubbery that hides doors or
windows. Remove tree limbs that allow
access to reach second story windows.
• Don’t hand out keys to friends even if they
are trustworthy. Know the location of all
your house keys all the time. Also, keep
your car keys and house keys on a different
ring if you ever use valet parking, or leave
your keys with parking lot attendants or
even at a repair garage.
• Keep garage windows covered. There is
a lot about your garage you don’t want
potential criminals to know about, such as
whether someone is home, or if there are
tools or ladders available to help break into
your home. If you have an attached garage,
make sure the door that connects your
house to the garage is a solid core exterior
door with a deadbolt lock.
• Keep a charged cell phone with you at all
times. Program any emergency phone
numbers at speed-dials on your phone.
• Finally, your police and sheriff’s
department will be glad to help when
needed. Call them immediately if you see,
hear or have a good reason to suspect that a
crime is being committed.
***
Information provided in this column is
presented by the Silicon Valley Association
of REALTORS®. Send questions to Rose
Meily at rmeily@silvar.org.

POINT REYES FAMILY COMPOUND
$1,950,000
11561 State Route One
Point Reyes Station, California
This is an unexpected oasis, tucked away at the top of the hill, just above
the tiny town of Point Reyes Station. Surrounded by dense hedges and
mature trees, a step through the high wooden gates reveals secret gardens
of lush plantings and seclusion just a brief walk from the bustle of the
village center.
A truly unique property, this family compound surrounds three
independent structures, each with its own private garden, that combine
to offer generous indoor living space and plenty of level outdoor space for
garden living in the best of country life. The original architectural style of
the Point Reyes Schoolhouse set the rustic tone for the design of the other
two buildings on the compound, The Art Studio and Jasmine Cottage.

www.pointreyesfamilycompound.com
Agent DRE#01931942 • iPro Real Estate Broker DRE: 01942838

777 San Antonio Rd #90
Palo Alto

Upscale Palo Alto Condo
Fantastic opportunity to own in Palo Alto. Move
in and enjoy this beautiful top ﬂoor condo, within
close proximity to shops, restaurants, and employers.
Located in The Greenhouse complex, you’ll enjoy
a park like setting, ample open space, and a
community pool.
Amenities
• 946 sf living space, 2 bd/1 ba
• Custom high-end kitchen with granite counters,
newer appliances, and birch cabinets
• Dedicated balcony with storage closet
• Classy and elegant lighting
• Top quality bathroom with marble counters
and shower
• In-unit laundry
Wonderful Location
• Great location within The Greenhouse complex
• Easy access to highways, stores, and restaurants
• Located in the coveted Palo Alto School District
• Close to Google, Facebook, Apple, Intuit, and
other major employers

Offered at $1,215,000
Open House:

Saturday & Sunday
Chris Taylor
Realtor DRE#01763999
Certiﬁed Appraiser AR039437

Contact:
650-804-1938
chris@triadainvestments.com

TRIADA
R E A L E S TAT E G R O U P
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ÃÌi`LÞ Michael Repka vÌ i ii/i>
650.900.7000 | michael@deleonrealty.com | www.deleonrealty.com | DRE #01903224

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES IN PRESTIGIOUS PALO ALTO
Offered at $1,988,000

£Ón``iwi`,>`]*>ƂÌ

Located near Downtown Palo Alto, this charming 2 bedroom home rests on a 4,361 square foot lot (per city) and offers a
unique opportunity to rebuild your dream home with preliminary plans drafted by famous Tobin Dougherty Architects. A
private wooden fence surrounds this Craftsman home, complemented by blooming rose bushes, redwood trees, a putting
green, and a wisteria-covered pergola that’s perfect for alfresco dining and entertaining. The arched entryway and beautiful
bay window frame the spacious living room, while two sun-lit bedrooms and a vintage eat-in kitchen await beyond. In this
excellent location, you’ll be moments away from award-winning restaurants along University Avenue, Stanford Shopping
Center, San Francisquito Creek Trail, city parks, and world-class schools.

Saturday & Sunday
1:00 - 5:00 pm

OPEN HOUSE

Complimentary
Refreshments

ÀÀivÀ>Ì]Û`iÌÕÀEÀi« ÌÃ]«i>ÃiÛÃÌ\

www.128MiddlefieldRoad.com
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PALO ALTO WEEKLY OPEN HOMES
EXPLORE OUR MAPS, HOMES FOR SALE, OPEN HOMES, VIRTUAL TOURS, PHOTOS, PRIOR SALE INFO, NEIGHBORHOOD GUIDES ON www.PaloAltoOnline.com/real_estate

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ALL TIMES ARE 1:30-4:30 PM
1903 Valparaiso Av
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty

ATHERTON
4 Bedrooms

85 Watkins Av
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

$2,850,000
324-4456

BURLINGAME
4 Bedrooms

1301 Drake Av
$3,295,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
Dreyfus Sotheby’s International Realty 847-1141

$3,488,000
543-8500

MOUNTAIN VIEW
2 Bedrooms - Townhouse
195 Darya Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4:30
Intero Real Estate Services
1912 Silverwood Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

$1,550,000
947-4700
$975,000
947-4700

5 Bedrooms

LOS ALTOS
3 Bedrooms

11666 Winding Way
$2,400,000
Sat/Sun Pacific Union International 314-7200

4 Bedrooms

437 Mundell Way
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$3,298,000
323-1111

6 Bedrooms

400 W Portola Av
$6,995,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

LOS ALTOS HILLS

341 Chatham Way
$2,988,000
Sat 1-4 Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

6 Bedrooms

336 Mariposa Av
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty

2 Bedrooms

411 Maureen Av
Sat/Sun
Midtown Realty
128 Middlefield Rd
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty

25616 Moody Rd
Sat/Sun 1-5 Coldwell Banker

$5,995,000
325-6161

MENLO PARK

444 San Antonio Rd #2C
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty
185 Forest Av #2A
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$2,750,000
321-1596
$1,988,000
543-8500
$1,288,000
543-8500
$1,988,000
323-1111

3 Bedrooms

2 Bedrooms

1230 Sharon Park Dr, #64
Sun
Pacific Union

3 Bedrooms

$1,585,000
314-7200

212 Sandhill Cir
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

$1,749,000
323-7751

2143 Menalto Av
Sun 2-4
Alain Pinel Realtors

$1,499,998
323-1111

132 Stone Pine Ln
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty

$1,788,000
543-8500

1025 Oakland Av
$1,998,000
Sat/Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

3 Bedrooms - Condominium
675 Sharon Park Dr #134
Sat
Deleon Realty

$1,288,000
543-8500

4 Bedrooms

2120 Camino De Los Robles Call for price
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker
323-7751
1044 Sonoma Av
Sat 1:30-4:30/Sun 2-4
Alain Pinel Realtors

$3,495,000

925 Cotton St
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$4,450,000
324-4456

323-1111

5 Bedrooms

1180 Cloud Av
$4,398,000
Sat/Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141
1943 Camino A Los Cerros
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker

$5,798,000
324-4456

3753 Starr King Cir
$2,500,000
Sat/Sun Keller Williams - Palo Alto 454-8500
625 Maybell Av
$2,588,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services
947-4700

4 Bedrooms

3710 Lindero Dr
$1,988,000
Sat
Deleon Realty
543-8500
526 Seneca St
$4,488,000
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty
543-8500
1850 Waverley St
$4,998,000
Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
644-3474
245 Washington Av
$5,998,000
Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
644-3474
1690 Edgewood Dr
$4,588,000
Sat/Sun 12-5
Intero Real Estate Services
622-1000

5 Bedrooms

3386 Saint Michael Dr
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty
903 Ramona St
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors
1117 Hamilton Av
Sun
Deleon Realty
1321 Harker Av
Sat
Deleon Realty

6 Bedrooms

686 & 690 Matadero Av
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty

$2,988,000
543-8500
$4,980,000
323-1111
$7,988,000
543-8500
$7,988,000
543-8500

$4,800,000
462-1111

925 Addison Av
$8,500,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
644-3474

139 Crescent Av
Sun
Coldwell Banker

5 Bedrooms

8 Bedrooms

140 Willowbrook Dr
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$1,388,000
324-4456

$2,395,000
851-2666

604 Valeri Ruth Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

$1,188,000

$2,975,000
851-1961

SANTA CRUZ

$5,995,000
851-1961
$6,388,000
851-1961

1503 Whipple Av
Sat/Sun 1-4 Alain Pinel Realtors

947-4700

3 Bedrooms
218 Plateau Av
$1,595,000
Sat 1-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
644-3474

SUNNYVALE
3 Bedrooms

REDWOOD CITY
3 Bedrooms

1536 Oak St
Call for price
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker
323-7751

2462 Golf Links Cir
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

130 Gabarda Way
$2,895,000
Sun
Intero Real Estate Services 543-7740

4 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms - Townhouse

3 Bedrooms

14 Tynan Way
Sun
Coldwell Banker

SAN MATEO

SANTA CLARA

PORTOLA VALLEY

25 Bear Gulch Dr
Sun
Coldwell Banker

PALO ALTO

2 Bedrooms - Condominium

5 Bedrooms

$5,998,000
543-8500

1087 Fife Av
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$1,788,000
529-1111

1030 Polk Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

1616 Union Av
$1,875,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
644-3474

3 Bedrooms - Townhouse

4 Bedrooms

WOODSIDE

129 Lakeview Way
Sun 1-5
Coldwell Banker

$3,395,000
851-2666

534 Hillcrest Way
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker

$2,498,000
324-4456

1286 W Fremont Ter
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group

$1,935,000
947-4700
$1,498,000
947-2900

3 Bedrooms
772 West California Way
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$2,496,000
529-1111

5 Bedrooms

6 Bedrooms

7 Colton Ct
Sun 1-5
Coldwell Banker

$3,998,000
851-2666

125 Lakeview Dr
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$7,850,000
324-4456

$$ FOR SALE $$

Today’s
news, sports
& hot picks

Non MLS Homes & Land
Call Jan

JAN STROHECKER

, SRES

“Experience Counts 32 Years Top Sales Performance”
Realtor, DRE #00620365

Fresh news
delivered
daily

Residential • Land • 1031 Exchanges

Direct: (650) 906-6516
Email: janstrohecker@yahoo.com
www.janstrohecker.com

CALL Jan Today
for Best Results!

Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com

$3,488,000
543-8500

1170 SACRAMENTO STREET 3C, NOB HILL
®

The DeLeon Difference

®

650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

NINA
HATVANY

Gorgeous condominium
in fantastic Nob Hill location!

415.345.3022
nina@ninahatvany.com

2 bed | 2.5 bath | 1 pk
direct Coit Tower & Bay views | Private Elevator Foyer

1170Sacramento3C.com

License # 01152226

O F F E R E D AT

$3,270,000
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• Open concept living/dining room with vaulted
ceilings opens into backyard patio
• Kitchen/breakfast nook combo opens directly
into courtyard
• 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom on large lot with
mature landscaping
• Attached single car garage
• Desirable Palo Alto schools

Listed by Timothy Foy

     

• Abundant possibilities:
• Move in and enjoy
• Expand and remodel
• Build new
• Centrally located near shopping, schools,
parks, libraries and more!

OFFERED AT $2,750,000

• 2775 Middlefield Road • Phone: 650.321.1596 • www.midtownpaloalto.com
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Marketplace
PLACE
AN AD
ONLINE
fogster.com

E-MAIL
ads@fogster.com
650.326.8216
Now you can log on to
fogster.com, day or night
and get your ad started
immediately online.
Most listings are free and
include a one-line free
print ad in our Peninsula
newspapers with the
option of photos and
additional lines. Exempt
are employment ads,
which include a web
listing charge. Home
Services and Mind & Body
Services require contact
with a Customer Sales
Representative.

THE PENINSULA’S
FREE CLASSIFIEDS WEB SITE
Combining the reach of the Web with
print ads reaching over 150,000 readers!

fogster.com is a unique web site offering FREE postings from communities throughout the Bay Area and
an opportunity for your ad to appear in the Palo Alto Weekly, The Almanac and the Mountain View Voice.

Bulletin
Board
115 Announcements

P
 HONE

fogster.com

TM

EVERY BUSINESS
has a story to tell! Get your message out
with California’s PRMedia Release —the
only Press Release Service operated by
the press to get press! For more info
contact Cecelia @ 916-288-6011 or
http://prmediarelease.com/california
(Cal-SCAN)

CMEC Music Instruction
Covenant Music Education Center
(CMEC) invites children and youth
wishing to enroll in private music
lessons in piano, voice, flute, violin,
brasses and organ. Contact Covenant
Music Education Center at 650-494-1760
or covenant presbyterian.net/cmec.

CASTRO STREET MOUNTAIN VIEW HIGH

Guitar Lessons For Engineers
Please see www.rkguitar.com for
musical samples and details.

Trailblazer Race 9/30

DID YOU KNOW
that newspapers serve an engaged
audience and that 79% still read a
print newspaper? Newspapers need to
be in your mix! Discover the Power of
Newspaper Advertising. For more info
email cecelia@cnpa.com or call
(916) 288-6011. (Cal-SCAN)
DID YOU KNOW
7 IN 10 Americans or 158 million U.S.
Adults read content from newspaper
media each week? Discover the Power
of Newspaper Advertising. For a free
brochure call 916-288-6011 or email
cecelia@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)

130 Classes &
Instruction
ExpertMathematicsTutoring.com
Mathematics/Computer Science
650-208-5303
Matthew T. Lazar, Ph.D.
https://expertmathematicstutoring.
com/

fogster.com

DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT
TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. FREE
3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care of.
Call 1-844-491-2884 (Cal-SCAN)

Red Cross Lifeguard Classes

Got an older car, boat or RV?
Do the humane thing. Donate it to the
Humane Society. Call 1- 844-335-2616
(Cal-SCAN)

133 Music Lessons

DONATE BOOKS/SUPPORT PA LIBRARY

FREE Lecture/Dr. Sara Gottfried

TM

145 Non-Profits
Needs

Christina Conti Piano
Private piano lessons. In your home
or mine. Bachelor of Music, 20+ years
exp. 650/493-6950

“Free Stuff”— a big freestyle for the 900th Jonesin’ puzzle. Matt Jones

FRIENDS OF THE PALO ALTO LIBRARY

Love to READ? Share your passion

Palo Alto, 1012 Metro Circle,
September 8 9-2
HUGE MULTIFAMILY CLEAN OUT
Craft items photography,plants jewelry
household clothing MORE

Study testing app for depression

Palo Alto, 1280 Pine Street, 8a-noonish

JOIN OUR ONLINE STOREFRONT TEAM
Love MATH? Share your passion

Palo Alto, 812 Forest Avenue, Sept. 8, 8-1

215 Collectibles &
Antiques

For Sale

CASIO LK100 LIGHTED KEYBOARD - $100
Dance artwork - $500/pr
I phone cases - $25

202 Vehicles Wanted

princess diana Music recordings - $100

WANTED! Old Porsche
356/911/912 for restoration by hobbyist
1948-1973 Only. Any condition, top $
paid! PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE 1-707965-9546. Email: porscherestoration@
yahoo.com. (Cal-SCAN)

WEST POINT ARTICLES - $100.00

WISHLIST FRIENDS PA LIBRARY

210 Garage/Estate
Sales

150 Volunteers

Atherton, 33 Irving Ave, Sept. 15 & 16
8am to 4pm & 9am to 12pm

245 Miscellaneous
SAWMILLS from only $4397.00
MAKE & SAVE MONEY with your own
bandmill- Cut lumber any dimension.
In stock ready to ship! FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills.com
1-800-567-0404 Ext.300N (Cal-SCAN)
Vintage Mountain View Shop

Mind
& Body

ADHD & Exercise Study (12-17yrs)

This week’s SUDOKU

425 Health Services

So, the next time you
have an item to sell,
barter, give away or
buy, get the perfect
combination: print ads in
your local newspapers,
reaching more than
150,000 readers, and
unlimited free web
postings reaching
hundreds of thousands
additional people!!

FDA-Registered Hearing Aids
100% Risk-Free! 45-Day Home Trial.
Comfort Fit. Crisp Clear Sound. If you
decide to keep it, PAY ONLY $299 per
aid. FREE Shipping. Call Hearing Help
Express 1- 844-234-5606 (Cal-SCAN)

INDEX

440 Massage Therapy

QBULLETIN

Medical-Grade HEARING AIDS
for LESS THAN $200! FDA-Registered.
Crisp, clear sound, state of-the-art
features & no audiologist needed.
Try it RISK FREE for 45 Days! CALL
1-877-736-1242 (Cal-SCAN)
OXYGEN - Anytime. Anywhere!
No tanks to refill. No deliveries.
The All-New Inogen One G4 is only 2.8
pounds! FAA approved! FREE info kit:
1-844-359-3976. (Cal-SCAN)

Home massage by French masseuse

BOARD

100-155
SALE
200-270
QKIDS STUFF
330-390
QMIND & BODY
400-499
QJ
 OBS
500-560
QB
 USINESS
SERVICES
600-699
QH
 OME
SERVICES
700-799
QFOR RENT/
FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE
801-899
QP
 UBLIC/LEGAL
NOTICES
995-997
QFOR

The publisher waives any and all claims
or consequential damages due to errors
Embarcadero Media cannot assume
responsibility for the claims or performance
of its advertisers. Embarcadero Media right
to refuse, edit or reclassify any ad solely at its
discretion without prior notice.

Answers on page 61.

Answers on page 61.

Across
1 URL component
4 Writer Bombeck
8 Flat floaters
13 Longtime Jets QB who led
the NFL in passer rating in
1985
15 “Ran” director Kurosawa
16 Put into a different envelope
17 Uncompromising
18 For each
19 Slowdowns
20 ___-days (heavy practices for
football teams)
21 Letters on NYC subways
23 Woody Guthrie’s kid
24 2008 puzzle game for the
Wii that relied heavily on
multiplayer modes
29 Velvet finish
30 “Jackass” costar who had his
own “Viva” spinoff on MTV
31 Droop
32 “No ___ way!” (self-censorer’s
exclamation)

33 Big figure
36 Night away from the usual
work, maybe
40 Hotshot
41 “Things will be OK”
43 Charity calculation
45 Ex-NHL star Tikkanen
46 Magazine that sounds like
a letter
47 Supporting bars
49 Congenitally attached, in
biology
51 Coloraturas’ big moments
52 “Can’t eat another bite”
55 Norse goddess married to
Balder
56 Many seniors, near the end?
57 Feline “burning bright” in a
Blake poem
58 “Good for what ___ ya”
59 Jekyll creator’s monogram
Down
1 Hard-to-search Internet area
“just below the surface” in
that iceberg infographic

2 The slightest bit
3 Record player component
4 Perry Mason creator ___
Stanley Gardner
5 2016 Olympics city
6 “Au revoir, ___ amis”
7 Suffix after hex- or pent8 Seldom seen
9 AKC working dog
10 “Yeah, just my luck ...”
11 One step below the Majors
12 Elegy, perhaps
13 Surname of brothers
Chris and Martin, hosts of
“Zoboomafoo” and a selftitled “Wild” PBS Kids show
14 Discreet way to be included
on an email, for short
19 Where the military goes
21 Harvard’s school color before
crimson
22 Hesitant
25 Plant firmly (var.)
26 Artillery barrages

Jobs

www.sudoku.name

27 Spruces up
28 “Crazy Rich Asians” actor
Jimmy O. and comedian
Jenny, for two
33 “Don’t Worry, He Won’t Get
Far on Foot” director
34 Cube origin?
35 Taking a close look
37 Precede, as at a concert
38 Pita filler
39 Snapchat features
42 Saxophonist’s supply
44 Gregg Allman’s brother
48 Peter I, e.g.
49 “Hole-in-the-wall”
establishments?
50 Really liked
52 Strong pub option
53 Test for internal injuries, for
short
54 Fa follower
©2018 Jonesin’ Crosswords (editor@
jonesincrosswords.com)

500 Help Wanted
Senior Associate (Senior Financial
Analyst)
Senior Associate (Senior Financial
Analyst) needed by Foundation
Capital, LLC to work at offices in
Palo Alto, CA and San Francisco, CA.
Requires: Bachelor’s degree in Finance,
Economics or related field and 4 yrs
of finance exp, including 2 yrs exp
working in venture capital, performing
growth/financial analysis, building
detailed financial models & evaluating
investment opportunities. Requires
15% of domestic and international
travel plus commute between Palo
Alto and San Francisco. Fax CV to Dave
Armstrong at 650.614.0505
TECHNOLOGY
Box, Inc. has the following job
opportunity available in Redwood City,
CA: Senior Software Engineer (NJ-CA):
Lead design and solution approaches
and guide developers on same. Work
on complex features of mission critical
software/production bugs and deliver
them in time well within company SLA.
Submit resume by mail to: Attn: People
Operations, Box, Inc., 900 Jefferson
Ave., Redwood City, CA 94063. Must
reference job title and job code NJ-CA.

go to fogster.com to respond to ads without phone numbers
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MARKETPLACE the printed version of

THE PENINSULA’S FREE CLASSIFIEDS WEBSITE
TO RESPOND TO ADS WITHOUT PHONE NUMBERS
GO TO WWW.FOGSTER.COM
TECHNOLOGY
Box, Inc. has the following job
opportunity available in Redwood
City, CA: Senior Software Engineer
(KM2-CA): Influence and build the next
generation of Box workflow system,
including the technical vision for the
team and the product and design vision.
Submit resume by mail to: Attn: People
Operations, Box, Inc., 900 Jefferson Ave.,
Redwood City, CA 94063. Must reference
job title and job code KM2-CA.

Business
Services
601 Accounting/
Bookkeeping
ADMIN. ASSISTANT
bkpg incl payroll, bill paying, tax prep.
Leave contact name and telephone at
650-968-5680 or email to kara@jps.net.

604 Adult Care
Offered
A PLACE FOR MOM
The nation’s largest senior living referral
service. Contact our trusted,local
experts today! Our service is FREE/
no obligation. CALL 1-855-467-6487.
(Cal-SCAN)

624 Financial
Are you in BIG trouble
with the IRS? Stop wage & bank levies,
liens & audits, unfiled tax returns, payroll
issues, & resolve tax debt FAST. Call 855970-2032. (Cal-SCAN)
Unable to work due to injury
or illness? Call Bill Gordon & Assoc.,
Social Security Disability Attorneys! FREE
Evaluation. Local Attorneys Nationwide
1-844-879-3267. Mail: 2420 N St NW,
Washington DC. Office: Broward Co. FL
(TX/NM Bar.) (Cal-SCAN)

636 Insurance
DENTAL INSURANCE
Call Physicians Mutual Insurance
Company for details. NOT just a
discount plan, REAL coverage for 350
procedures. 1-855-472-0035 or http://
www.dental50plus.com/canews Ad#
6118 (Cal-SCAN)
Lowest Prices
on Health & Dental Insurance. We have
the best rates from top companies! Call
Now! 888-989-4807. (Cal-SCAN)
SAVE
on Medicare Supplement Insurance!
Get a FAST and FREE Rate Quote from
Medicare.com. No Cost! No Obligation!
Compare Quotes from Major Insurance
Cos. Operators Standing By. CALL 1-855690-0310. (Cal-SCAN)

640 Legal Services
DID YOU KNOW
that the average business spends the
equivalent of nearly 1½ days per week
on digital marketing activities? CNPA
can help save you time and money. For
more info email cecelia@cnpa.com or
call (916) 288-6011. (Cal-SCAN)

Home
Services
707 Cable/Satellite
DIRECTV SELECT PACKAGE!
Over 150 Channels, ONLY $35/month
(for 12 mos.) Order Now! Get a $100
AT&T Visa Rewards Gift Card (some
restrictions apply) CALL 1-866-249-0619
(Cal-SCAN)
DISH TV $59.99
For 190 Channels $14.95 High Speed
Internet. Free Installation, Smart HD
DVR Included, Free Voice Remote. Some
restrictions apply. 1-844-536-5233.
(Cal-SCAN)

715 Cleaning
Services
Junk Removal Diva
Woman Owned Professional All Junk
removal, since 2010.
No Job Too Small or Too Big; Household,
Office, etc.
Call: (650) 834-5462
PA Molly Maid, Inc.
Give yourself the gift of time and let
Molly Maid clean your home, contact
us at 650-965-1105 or at pamollymaid@
aol.com

757 Handyman/
Repairs
Water Damage to Your Home?
Call for a quote for professional cleanup
& maintain the value of your home! Set
an appt. today! Call 1-855-401-7069
(Cal-SCAN)

Real
Estate
801 Apartments/
Condos/Studios
San Carlos, 2 BR/2 BA - $3,000
San Carlos, 2 BR/2 BA - $2,900
San Carlos, 2 BR/2 BA - $3000

809 Shared Housing/
Rooms
Menlo Park - $1495
Menlo Park, 2 BR/1 BA - $1450 per

Legal
Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
GEOBIONIX CENTER
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN645136
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as: Geobionix Center,
located at 986 Leonello Ave, Los Altos,
CA 94024, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A General
Partnership.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
FRIEDEMANN THORN FREUND
986 Leonello Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024
GERALD TEMPLE
5207 Orkney Court
Newark, CA 94560
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on August 7, 2018.
(PAW Aug 17, 24, 31, Sept 7, 2018)
ODORI SUSHI & TEPPANYAKI
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN645168
The following person (persons) is
(are) doing business as: Odori Sushi &
Teppanyaki, located at 2111 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto, CA 94306, Santa Clara
County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
CHACKTONG LOUIE
2111 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on Aug 08, 2018.
(PAW Aug 17, 24, 31, Sept 7, 2018)
CAPITAL DESIGN
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN645372
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Capital Design, located at 3079

fogster.com

TM

Emerson Street, Palo Alto, CA 94306,
Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
GREG THOMAS ALBRECHT
3079 Emerson Street
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 08/10/2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on Aug 15, 2018.
(PAW Aug 24, 31; Sept 7, 14, 2018)
KINETIC PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN645365
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Kinetic Performance Systems, located
at 1027 Bryant Street, Palo Alto, CA
94301, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
KEVIN BERNSTEIN
1027 Bryant Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 08/02/2016.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on August 15, 2018.
(PAW Aug. 24, 31; Sept. 7, 14, 2018)
SLEEP MEDICINE SERVICES
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN645379
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Sleep Medicine Services, located at
455 O’Connor Dr. Ste. 110, San Jose, CA
95128, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
ALEX A. CLERK, M.D.
455 O’Connor Dr. Ste. 110
San Jose, CA 95128
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 09/28/1998.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on August 15, 2018.
(PAW Aug. 24, 31; Sept. 7, 14, 2018)

The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
ALEN HESHMAT
220 California Ave., Suite 100
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 05/15/2007.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on August 16, 2018.
(PAW Aug. 31; Sept. 7, 14, 21, 2018)

997 All Other Legals
AMENDED
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF:
BEVERLY AGNETTA BEAMES, aka
SOLVAY A. BEAMES
Case No.: 18PR183773
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent creditors, and persons who
may otherwise be interested in the will
or estate, or both, of BEVERLY AGNETTA
BEAMES, aka SOLVAY A. BEAMES.
A Petition for Probate has been filed
by: JOHN M. KOT and JEFFREY O. KOT in
the Superior Court of California, County
of SANTA CLARA.
The Petition for Probate requests that:
JOHN M. KOT and JEFFREY O. KOT be
appointed as personal representative
to administer the estate of the
decedent.
The petition requests the decedent’s
will and codicils, if any, be admitted to
probate. The will and any codicils are
available for examination in the file
kept by the court.
The petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authority will allow
the personal representative to take
many actions without obtaining
court approval. Before taking certain
very important actions,however,
the personal representative will be
required to give notice to interested
persons unless they have waived notice
or consented to the proposed action.)
The independent administration

authority will be granted unless an
interested person files an objection
to the petition and shows good cause
why the court should not grant the
authority.
A HEARING on the petition will be
held on October 1, 2018 at 9:00 a.m.
in Dept.: 12 of the Superior Court
of California, County of Santa Clara,
located at 191 N. First St., San Jose,
CA, 95113.
If you object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at the
hearing and state your objections or
file written
objections with the court before the
hearing. Your appearance may be in
person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the decedent, you must file
your claim with the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative
appointed by the court within the later
of either (1) four months from the date
of first issuance of letters to a general
personal representative, as defined in
section 58 (b) of the California Probate
Code, or (2) 60 days from the date of
mailing or personal delivery to you
of a notice under section 9052 of the
California Probate Code.
Other California statutes and legal
authority may affect your
rights as a creditor. You may want to
consult with an attorney
knowledgeable in California law.
You may examine the file kept by the
court. If you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the court
a Request for Special Notice (form
DE-154) of the filing of an inventory
and appraisal of estate assets or of
any petition or account as provided in
Probate Code section 1250. A Request
for Special Notice form is available from
the court clerk.
Attorney for Petitioner:
James G. Mott-Smith
750 Menlo Avenue, Suite 100
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(650) 326-8064
(PAW Aug. 31; Sept. 7, 14, 2018)

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 60.

HESHMAT PAIN MANAGEMENT CLINIC
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
File No.: FBN645395
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Heshmat Pain Management Clinic,
located at 220 California Ave., Suite
100, Palo Alto, CA 94306, Santa Clara
County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.

We handle all your
Legal publishing needs
• The Palo Alto Weekly is adjudicated to publish in the
County of Santa Clara.
• Our adjudication includes the Mid-Peninsula communities
of Palo Alto, Stanford, Los Altos, and Mountain View
• The Palo Alto Weekly publishes every Friday.

Call Alicia Santillan
650-223-6578
asantillan@paweekly.com
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Sports
Shorts
HOT OFF THE PRESS ...In the first
ever match between Chile and the
United States women’s national
soccer teams, Cardinal junior and
Sacred Heart Prep grad Tierna
Davidson scored her first ever
international goal and Stanford grad
Christen Press netted her 45th as
Team USA thumped Chile, 3-0, in
an international friendly at StubHub
Center in Carson. Press is tied with
fellow Stanford grad Julie Foudy for
13th on the all-time U.S. goal list.

ON THE AIR
Friday

College women’s soccer: Notre
Dame at Stanford, 6 p.m., Pac-12 Bay
Area
College women’s volleyball: Penn
State at Stanford, 8 p.m., Pac-12 Bay
Area

Robert W. Dahlberg

OF LOCAL NOTE ...Gunn High
grad Natalie Hill has made an
immediate impact for the UC Santa
Barbara women’s soccer team,
earning the starting goalkeeper
job as a freshman. Hill is 4-1 for
the Gauchos and has started
the first six games. She has an
.089 GAA, made 14 saves and
recorded a pair of shutouts. The
Gauchos continue a stretch of five
consecutive road games on Friday
with a game at Fresno State . . .
Palo Alto grad Jessica Lee recorded
41 assists in two victories for the
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps women’s
volleyball team over the weekend.
She added four aces in a sweep
of Southwestern. The defending
NCAA Division national champion
Athenas (3-1) travel to San Antonio
to take part in the Trinity University
Invitational . . . Menlo-Atherton grad
Jacqueline DiSanto recorded 14
digs, served an ace, and had a kill in
Michigan’s women’s volleyball victory
over Cleveland State. The Wolverines
(6-0) are currently ranked 20th . . .
Menlo School grad Kristin Sellers
was named to the all-tournament
team in the Friar Classic after leading
the host Brown women’s volleyball
team to a 1-1 record. She recorded
68 assists and 37 digs in the tourney.
Menlo-Atherton grad Eliza Grover
ranks second on the Bears with 27
kills. Menlo alum Elisa Merten is
among the team leaders in digs with
30 . . . Palo Alto grad Jared Stanley
has 10 goals on 14 shots for the
Bucknell men’s water polo team
through five games.

Menlo-Atherton’s Justin Anderson will make his third start at quarterback but coach Adhir Ravipati would like to see him at his natural
positions: wide receiver and defensive back.

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

Paly, M-A hook up with traditional powers
Sacred Heart Prep, Menlo look to continue gridiron progress

by Glenn Reeves
alo Alto and Menlo-Atherton are both 2-0 with impressive wins over topflight opponents. Both take on a
couple more formidable foes in
home games Friday night.
Sacred Heart Prep is also 2-0
with its defense leading the way
and Woodside, after a 0-10 season last year, is now 3-0 after receiving word that Gunn is being
forced to forfeit Friday’s game
due to a lack of available players.
“The health of my team is my
primary concern,’’ Gunn coach

P

Tuesday

College women’s volleyball: Texas
Stanford, 7 p.m. Pac-12 Networks

READ MORE ONLINE

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of
college and prep sports, visit
www.PASportsOnline.com

Palma at Menlo-Atherton,
7:30 p.m.
M-A has wins over Bellarmine
(28-0) and Mitty (28-21) the first
two weeks of the season. That
is new territory for coach Adhir
Ravipati.

“I’ve gone 0-2 every year I’ve
been coach,’’ Ravipati said. “Now
that we’re 2-0 I don’t know how
to react.’’
This is Ravipati’s fourth year as
head coach at M-A. An ambitious
non-league schedule contributed
to those 0-2 starts. The Bears lost
to Marin Catholic and Oakdale
in 2015, Bellarmine and Marin
Catholic in 2016, Bellarmine and
Mitty in 2017.
In 2016 the team won 12 in
a row after that 0-2 start and
(continued on next page)

Gearing up for
the Pac-12 opener
Stop the run? Utilize the passing game

by Glenn Reeves
tanford’s annual football
game with old rival USC
is always regarded with a
great amount of anticipation.
Somehow it just doesn’t seem
right for the game to take place
on Sept. 8, as the second game of
the season.
Stanford coach David Shaw
said he wished it could be pushed
back; at least to the third week.
“I’d like at least to have two
games under our belt,’’ Shaw said.
This Saturday’s game (5:30
p.m.) marks the fourth time in the
last five years that Stanford has

S
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played USC in the second week of
the season. It’s the 98th time the
two have met in a series that dates
to 1905. USC leads the series 6232-3, but Stanford has won seven
of the last nine.
Stanford made a statement of
sorts in its opener, a 31-10 win
over San Diego State. The Aztecs
made a concerted effort to take
away Heisman Trophy candidate
Bryce Love. They stacked the box
and held the explosive breakaway
threat, who rushed for a school record 2,118 yards last season, to 29
yards on 18 carries.
But the Cardinal, a team known

David Bernal/ isiphotos.com

Sunday

College women’s volleyball: Minnesota at Stanford, noon, Pac-12 Networks
College women’s soccer: North
Carolina at Stanford, 2:30 p.m., Pac12 Bay Area

that Gunn brought to the table.
But we’ve also gone through it
too, so we totally get it. Hoping
for good health for @gunntitans
moving forward. @Gunn_Ball_
Coach has them heading in the
right direction.’’
Here’s a look at Friday’s games:

STANFORD FOOTBALL

Saturday

College football: USC at Stanford,
5:30 p.m., KTVU

Jason Miller wrote Wednesday in
a text message. “We have several
students with injuries which need
time to heal before being cleared
to play. I approached administration with our dilemma, and we
together determined a need to not
play a game this week.’’
Woodside was in a similar situation last year and had to forfeit its
final game of the season.
Woodside football had this
comment on twitter after learning of the Gunn forfeit:
“We’re obviously bummed, and
will miss the unique challenge

JJ Arcega-Whiteside was named Pac-12 Offensive Player of the Week
after catching three touchdown passes against San Diego State.

for the running game, showed it
can win putting the ball in the air,
as well, as K.J. Costello completed 21 of 31 passes for 332 yards.
JJ Arcega-Whiteside caught six
passes for 226 yards and three
touchdowns.
“At some point this was going

to happen, someone was going to
check our hold card, someone’s going to call our bluff and say, ‘we’re
not going to give you any place to
run the ball,’ ‘’ Shaw said. “I was a
receiver. For JJ to have one on one
(continued on next page)

STANFORD ATHLETICS

The feeling of a
championship weekend

Six teams ranked in the top 10 will be at Stanford
by Rick Eymer
tanford University will be
home to some of the best
collegiate athletic teams in
the nation this weekend and it’s
just not the Cardinal. It’s a gourmet spread.
On Friday, for example, the
fourth-ranked Stanford women’s
volleyball team meets No. 5 Penn
State at 8 p.m. inside Maples Pavilion. As an added bonus, No. 18
Oregon and top-ranked Minnesota are also on the program.
Laird Q. Cagan Stadium will
host the top-ranked Cardinal
women’s soccer team against
Notre Dame at 6 p.m.
Saturday features a simple
choice: No. 10 Stanford vs. No. 17
USC in the Pac-12 football opener at 5:30 p.m. and/or Oregon vs.
Penn State at 2 p.m.
Sunday offers a unique opportunity in that Stanford takes on
Minnesota on the volleyball court
at noon and the Cardinal meets
No. 2 North Carolina on the soccer field at 2:30 p.m.
There aren’t many places where
one can find such a smorgasbord of nationally-ranked teams
converging on one campus for a
weekend.

S

Women’s volleyball
Until Monday, Stanford was the
top-ranked team in the nation but
after losing to host BYU in five
sets before a sellout crowd in Provo, the Cardinal dipped to fourth.
Friday’s match features the only
two schools to have qualified for
every NCAA tournament. Stanford (4-1) and Penn State (5-0)
also share the record for most
NCAA championships, each with
seven. They’ve played each other
for the title four times and have
appeared in a combined 25 national championship matches.
Penn State holds a 12-9

Stanford football
(continued from previous page)

the whole game he’d say, ‘yeah,
sign me up.’ I know USC will have
varying coverages, but for us to put
on film that we can make plays
when teams try to shut down the
run, we’ve got to do that.
“As much as anybody, Bryce
was excited about it. If that’s what
they want to do I know JJ and
Trent and our tight ends are going
to make plays downfield. And if
they try to take those guys away
then I get a chance to make plays.’’
Arcega-Whiteside was named
Pac-12 Conference Offensive
Player of the Week.
“It relieves pressure off our
running game,’’ he said about his
team’s aerial show versus San Diego State. “The first game of the
year having over 300 yards receiving kind of just shows we can
beat you with our running game

advantage in the all-time series
against Stanford.
The Nittany Lions are averaging
3.23 blocks and hitting .309 as a
team this season, ranking fourth
and fifth in the nation, respectively. Penn State is holding its opponents to a .067 attack percentage;
lowest in the country.
The latest No. 1 team in the nation, Minnesota is 5-0 to start the
season and will be on the road for
the first time in 2018. The Golden
Gophers are second in the nation
with 3.41 blocks per set and fourth
with a .310 team hitting percentage. Opponents are hitting .115
against Minnesota.
Stanford is 8-0 all-time against
Minnesota.
Minnesota’s only NCAA championship appearance was in 2004,
when Stanford swept the Golden
Golphers at Long Beach State.
Women’s soccer
The Cardinal (4-0-0) captured
wins at BYU (Aug. 30) and Minnesota (Sept. 2) last week to continue its perfect start: Sunday’s
win was Stanford’s 26th in a row,
a program record.
Stanford enters Friday with a
6-7-3 (.469) all-time record against
the Fighting Irish.
The Fighting Irish (4-2-0) started the season 3-0 before dropping
two of three, including a 1-0 loss
against Ohio State on Sunday.
Stanford owns a 1-9-3 (.192)
overall record against North
Carolina.
The Tar Heels (5-0-1) climbed
to No. 2 in the latest United Soccer Coaches top-25 poll after wins
over Providence and Marquette
last week.
Stanford won its second national title last season but no team
has been more dominant that the
Tar Heels, with their 20 national
crowns, including nine in a row. Q
or our passing game. It will be exciting to see what happens going
forward.’’
USC true freshman quarterback
JT Daniels skipped his senior year
at Mater Dei to join the Trojans
a year early. He completed 22 of
35 passes for 282 yards in USC’s
43-21 win over UNLV. But when
Stanford defensive lineman Dylan
Jackson was asked what his priority will be against the Trojans, he
gave an unequivocal answer:
“Stop the run,’’ Jackson said.
“Everybody has to be in their gaps
and do their job.’’
Aca’Cedric Ware is this year’s
primary ball carrier at Tailback
U. and rushed for 100 yards on 22
carries against UNLV.
“When teams are evenly
matched it’s whoever can make
big plays,’’ Shaw said. “They
have big-play ability. Our mission
is for our defense to stop big plays
and for our offense to make big
plays.’’ Q

Prep football
(continued from previous page)

advanced to a state championship
game. Now Ravipati has players
who have been with him their entire high school careers.
“That team in my second year
that went to state was real talented,’’ he said. “This team is the
team we were looking toward.
This is us turning the corner a
little bit. These kids know how
we do things.’’
M-A plays its home opener Friday against Palma, the third consecutive parochial school power
on its schedule. Palma is also 2-0
with wins over Soledad and Sacred Heart Cathedral.
“Palma has a great football tradition, have had a lot of success,’’
Ravipati said. “Chris Dalman was
there so they ran a lot of Stanford
stuff, I backs. Now they’re a little
bit more diverse.’’
Justin Anderson, who was slated to play wide receiver and cornerback, will make his third start
at quarterback against Palma.
Ravipati is hoping to ease Feleti
Malupo back into the lineup.
“Hopefully Feleti can play a
little so I can play Justin some
at wide receiver and defensive
back,’’ Ravipati said.
Highly-regarded sophomore
wide receiver Troy Franklin will
see his first action against Palma.
“Troy is ready,’’ Ravipati said.
“He had a peanut allergy flare up
10 minutes before the Mitty game
was to start after eating a bagel
with nut traces. His face swelled
up and he broke out in hives.’’

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

Grace King

Brody Crowley

MENLO VOLLEYBALL

WOODSIDE FOOTBALL

The senior outside hitter
produced 72 kills in her first
seven matches, including
33 at Spikefest on Saturday.
King led the Knights to a
second place finish in the
silver division and sixth
overall.

The junior quarterback
completed 24 of 33 passes
for 362 yards and three
touchdowns, including an
85-yard scoring toss in the
final minute of Woodside’s
35-32 victory over rival
Sequoia.

Honorable mention
Amelia Gibbs

Kevin Alarcon

Sianna Houghton

Aidan Chang

Madison Lewis

Destin Hawkins

Nellie McAdams

Solomone Paletua

Meg Reinstra

Samson Axe

Palo Alto volleyball
Menlo volleyball

Castilleja water polo
Sacred Heart water polo

Menlo football

Palo Alto football
Menlo-Atherton football
Gunn football

McClymonds at Palo Alto,
Menlo water polo
Menlo football
7 p.m.
Sarah
Strus
Jamir
Shepard
Two-time defending state
Woodside volleyball
Palo Alto football
champion McClymonds had a 26*Previous winner
game winning streak broken last
Watch video interviews of the Athletes of the Week, go to PASportsOnline.com
week in a 42-14 loss to Liberty.
Palo Alto coach Nelson Gifford
But Mack is the most athletic shared time at quarterback, but
was not pleased about the timing
team Paly will have faced.
haven’t been asked to throw much.
of the end of the streak.
They combined for only eight
“Oh no, their winning streak is
pass attempts against Burlingame.
over,’’ Gifford said. “They’re go- Sacred Heart Prep at
“Both are great students of the
ing to be hungry and get after us.’’ Saratoga, 7 p.m.
The Gators have allowed a to- game and are very supportive of
McClymonds has a legendary
athletic heritage, having produced tal of only 19 points over their each other,’’ Grieb said.
Tevita Moimoi was the leading
scores of great athletes, including first two games with wins over
iconic figures such as Bill Russell Carlmont (21-6) and Burlingame ball carrier.
(15-13). They’re even getting
Saratoga (1-1) is coming off a
and Frank Robinson.
“They’re really athletic and scoring out of the defensive unit 27-13 loss to Silver Creek. The
fast,’’ Gifford said. “The biggest as lineman Jake Davison scored a Falcons like to throw the ball out
thing I see is that they’re defense touchdown off a fumble recovery of the spread, so they will provide
against Burlingame.
a different look for the SHP deis what carries them.
SHP’s second touch- fense which faced two Wing-T
The score indicates
down against the Pan- teams to start the season.
Liberty blew them out,
thers came on a 95-yard
but it really wasn’t like
kickoff return by Dante Menlo School at Santa Clara,
that. It was a fight the
Cacchione, who was 7 p.m.
entire way. Their denamed NorCal Special
Menlo is looking to get back in
fense will lock you up
Teams Player of the the win column after a tough 30and get after you. If
Week by Cal-Hi Sports. 28 loss to Piedmont. The Knights
you’re not bringing it
“Defense and special had a 14-2 lead at halftime before
on offense it will be a
long day.’’
Dante Cacchione teams played great,’’ getting blindsided by Piedmont’s
Sacred Heart Prep 22-point third quarter.
Palo Alto is off to a
“I talked to the kids about that
great start in Gifford’s first year coach Mark Grieb said. “Our dethird quarter,’’ Menlo coach Josh
with wins over St. Ignatius 21-14 fense has been playing fast.’’
Linemen Ben Horvath and Jack Bowie said. “That was Piedmont’s
and Half Moon Bay 45-7. Jackson Chryst has completed 30 of Kirkham, linebacker J.P. Frimel third game and our first game on
49 passes (62.1 percent) for 471 and safety Tommy Barnds are the field. Injuries and illness took
yards with five touchdowns with some other defensive players us out of what we normally do.’’
Menlo, which was awarded
one interception, Aiden Chang who have stood out. Barnds had
has rushed for 155 yards. Jamir two interceptions against Burlin- a forfeit win the previous week
Shepard has 13 catches for 213 game, as well as playing flyback against Mission, had only 20
available players against Piedyards and four touchdowns while on offense.
Senior Jack Moultrup and soph- mont, which doesn’t leave much
Paul Thie has 10 receptions for
omore Raymond Price III have room for attrition. Q
186 yards.
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COLDWELL BANKER

Menlo Park | 4/3.5 | $4,450,000
Sun 1 - 4 | New Price 925 Cotton St
Updated 4BD/3.5 BA, open ﬂoor plan, separate studio/ofﬁce/playroom.

San Mateo | 3/2 | Call for price
Sun 1 - 4 1536 Oak Ave
Charming home with formal LR, dining area and FR. Updated kit with stainless
appliances and granite counter tops. 3 bedrooms and 2 baths.

Elaine White 650.465.4663
ewhite@cbnorcal.com | elainewhite.com
CalRE #01182467

Sue Crawford 650.207.8444
scrawford@cbnorcal.com | suecrawford.com
CalRE #00587710

Redwood City | 5/7 | $3,998,000
Sun 1 - 5 7 Colton Ct
Must See To Believe 7,700 sq ft stunner on +/- a 1/2 acre on one of the most
desirable st in Emerald Hills

Redwood City | 4/3.5 | $3,395,000
Sun 1 - 5 129 Lakeview Way
Most Stunning Private Estate on nearly half acre sun ﬁlled lot! Over 4,000+sf of
Luxury!

Sam Anagnostou 650.851.2666
sam.anagnostou@cbnorcal.com | samanagnostou@yahoo.com
CalRE #00798217

Sam Anagnostou 650.851.2666
sam.anagnostou@cbnorcal.com | samanagnostou@yahoo.com
CalRE #00798217

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM
Californiahome.me

cbcalifornia

cb_california

cbcalifornia

coldwellbanker

Real estate agents afﬁliated with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor agents and are not employees of the Company. The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the
Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you should not rely upon it without personal veriﬁcation. ©2018 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker
ResidentialBrokeragefullysupportstheprinciplesoftheFairHousingActandtheEqualOpportunityAct.OwnedbyasubsidiaryofNRTLLC.ColdwellBankerandtheColdwellBankerLogoareregisteredservicemarksownedbyColdwellBankerRealEstateLLC. CalRE##01908304
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